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SUMMARY

This thesis describes the infrared and Raman spectroscopic 

studies on ammonia, methylamine and ethylamine in low temperature 

argon and nitrogen matrices.

The initial aim was to classify qualitatively and 

quantitatively the matrix isolated spectra of these molecules 

and subsequently to evaluate whether the method would prove 

sufficiently sensitive for the subsequent analysis of these 

malodorous substances in polluted atmospheres, and to compare 

the results with those already available from gas liquid 

chromatography and mass spectrometry. These results are 

discussed in chapter 8.

In practice anomalous intensity variations were discovered 

in the spectrum of methylamine (chapter 4) which complicated 

the quantitative work. No such intensity variations were 

observed for ethylamine or ammonia (chapters 6 and 7). The 

abnormalities justified a thorough infrared and Raman spectroscopic 

analysis of the three molecules.

Chapter 1 gives an outline of the project and introduces 

the matrix isolation technique.

Chapters 2 and 3 deal with the experimental techniques 

employed for the infrared and Raman spectroscopic studies along 

with additional data analysing techniques.

Chapter 4 presents the results and a complete spectral 

assignment for methylamine and methylamine-d2 . These results 

are used in a normal coordinate analysis (chapter 5). The resulting 

force field is used to predict the spectrum of the methylarrdne-d^ 

molecule, enabling a more positive assignment to be made for the

previously unobserved NI^ and ND2  twisting frequencies.



In chapter 6 information concerning the conformational 

isomerism of ethylamine is obtained. Although there is some 

conflict between the infrared and Raman results for the CCN 

symmetric stretching vibration, the evidence is generally in 

favour of both conformers being present in argon and only the 

more stable trans conformer in nitrogen.

The spectroscopic studies of ammonia in argon and nitrogen 

matrices are presented in chapter 7. Agreement is obtained with 

previous work for the argon matrix in the infrared, namely that 

the temperature dependence of the bands could be explained as 

being due to the rotational freedom of the molecule in the 

substitutional site. However, the Raman results are completely 

incompatible with the theory that relatively free rotation in 

the matrix site is occurring. Using a group theoretical treat

ment the results are explained, at least qualitatively, as 

due to a constrained orientational motion rather than a rotational 

one.

Further information was obtained concerning the dimer 

species of ammonia in the matrices. The evidence leads to the 

conclusion that the open chain dimer predominates in the argon 

matrix but that both open chain and cyclic dimers are present 

in reasonable quantities in the nitrogen matrix. A detailed 

assignment of the open chain dimer frequencies is presented.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Aim of project

The original purpose of the investigation described in 

this thesis was to examine the feasibility of using matrix 

isolation infrared spectroscopy to analyse quantitatively mixtures 

of aliphatic amines. If this proved successful, it was then to 

be applied to determining atmospheric concentrations of these 

malodorous substances in polluted areas. During the course of 

the quantitative study (described in chapter 8) unusual intensity 

variations were discovered in the spectrum of methylamine. A 

thorough spectroscopic investigation of methylamine in argon and 

nitrogen matrices was consequently undertaken, which is discussed 

in chapters 4 and 5« The nearest members of the aliphatic amine 

homologous series - ammonia and ethylamine - were also examined 

to determine whether the effect observed for methylamine also 

occurred for these molecules. These studies provided new 

information concerning the rotation of ammonia in argon matrices 

(chapter 7) and the conformational isomerism of ethylamine 

(chapter 6).

1*2 Matrix isolation method

Matrix isolation is a technique for trapping molecular 

species in an inert solid (matrix) at low temperatures to study 

their spectroscopic properties. An ideal matrix, ¡at the experi

mental temperature, must be a solid which is chemically inert, 

rigid (to prevent molecular diffusion), of low volatility and



transparent in the spectral region of interest.

The type of matrix material employed must have a high 

vapour pressure at room temperature and hence is usually a gas 

although high vapour pressure liquids are occasionally used.

The cryogenic liquids which are employed as refrigerants are 

nitrogen, hydrogen and helium with boiling points of 77, 20 and 

A K respectively. Nitrogen is not normally used as a refrigerant 

by itself since materials that can be used for matrices at 77 K 

usually have complex infrared or Raman spectra. However, most 

materials with the exception of hydrogen and helium will form 

rigid matrices at A and 20 K. The increasing availability of 

commercial open cycle and closed cycle miniature cryostats has 

facilitated the increasing use of the matrix isolation technique* 

The rare gases and nitrogen are the most commonly used matrix 

materials for infrared and Raman work.

The production and trapping of free radicals at low 

temperatures was first applied by Lewis et al {1,2} in the early 

19A0's. The early development of matrix isolation was directed 

principally to the study of unstable species. Norman and Porter 

{3} and independently Whittle et al {A} proposed what is now 

called the matrix isolation method for studying free radicals 

or highly reactive molecules. Pimentel and his coworkers (A,5} 

developed the matrix isolation technique into its present form 

in order to investigate unstable molecules and radicals by 

infrared spectroscopy.

Since then the scope of the matrix isolation technique has 

grown and it has been applied with great advantage to the spectros- 

copy of stable molecules. The isolation of monomeric solute 

molecules in an inert environment reduces intermolecular



interactions, resulting in sharpening and simplification of 

solute absorptions. Matrix isolation has been successfully 

applied to many problems including molecular association, mole

cular rotation, vibrational analysis, gas mixture analysis, high 

temperature molecular species and noble gas compounds.

Recent developments in laser-Raman spectroscopy have 

resulted in this technique taking its place alongside infrared 

spectroscopy as a complementary way of observing vibrational 

spectra, although Raman matrix isolation investigations are 

unlikely to become as routine as infrared matrix isolation studies.

1.3 Experimental technique

In matrix isolation experiments, the temperature required 

depends upon the matrix being used. The matrix must be condensed 

at a sufficiently low temperature to prevent diffusion of 

molecular species. Provided these two criteria have been fulfilled 

matrix formulation is as follows:

The absorbing species (A) is mixed with a large excess of matrix 

material (M) in a known molar ratio (M/A), This gas mixture is 

then allowed to condense onto a cold target. Two methods are 

available for deposition.

(i) Slow spray on (S.S.O.)

This technique involves the flow of the gaseous mixture 

through a controlled leak. The gas flow characteristics depend 

on the orifice size which is usually variable with' the aid of a 

needle valve.

(ii) Pulsed matrix isolation (P.M.I.)

Originally developed by Rochkind {6} for gas analysis, 

this technique involves the deposition of a matrix mixture in

CO



discrete pulses.

Whichever technique is used there are several factors 

which influence the spectra. For a solute molecule to be isolated 

it has to be completely surrounded by the host material in order 

to minimise solute-solute interactions or to stabilise reactive 

molecular species. Although true isolation, as seen from Table 1,1, 

is only achieved at high M/A ratio, successful matrix isolation 

experiments may be performed at M/A ratios of 500-1,OCX). The 

actual M/A ratio required for complete isolation will depend 

upon the type of molecular species present.

The higher the M/A ratio the greater the amount of material 

which may need to be deposited to obtain a solute spectrum.

However, a thick layer of matrix material will often cause appre

ciable light scattering.. Highly scattering matrices limit the 

amount of energy passing through the sample for detection in the 

infrared technique and increase the amount of background scatter

ing in the Raman matrix isolation technique. These losses will 

therefore limit the total thickness of matrix which may be 

deposited and hence set an upper limit to the M/A ratio.

The cooling capacity of the refrigerator has to be adequate 

to remove the heat released by the condensing gas. The matrix 

must be at the temperature of the refrigerant and so thermal 

conduction between the condensing surface and the refrigerant is 

critical. As the thickness of the matrix increases conduction of 

heat from fresh matrix condensing must be removed and unless the 

thermal conductivity of the matrix is good, local heating will 

occur resulting in loss of isolation. The rate of deposition will 

therefore depend on the thermal conductivity of the matrix material 

and the cooling capacity of the refrigerator*



Table 1.1 '

Percentage of completely isolated molecules for a given 

M/A ratio for various crystal lattices {7}

V

M/A
ratio

Percentage isolation

Simple cubic 
lattice

Body centred 
cubic lattice

Face centred 
cubic lattice

10,000 99.8 99.9 99.8

5,000 99.6 99.7 99.6

2,000 99.1 99.3 99.1

1,000 98.2 . 98.6 98.2

, 500 96.5 97.2 96.5

200 91.4' 93.2 91.4

100 83.5 86.9 83.5

50 69.5 75.4 69.5

20 39.7 48.8 39.7

10 15.0 22.9 15.0
C

Jt



1,4 General applications of the matrix isolation technique

The generation and isolation of reactive species received 

a large amount of attention in early work. One of the first 

polyatomic free radicals to be stabilised in the matrix in 

sufficient quantity for direct observation by infrared spectros

copy was HCO produced by the photolysis of a mixture of HI and 

CO in argon {8}*

Generation of these reactive species and radical systems 

may be achieved by a variety of methods {9,10,11}. These fall 

into two main groups:

(i) generation in situ, e.g. photolysis of matrix- 

isolated parent molecules.

(ii) generation at ambient or high temperatures in the 

gas phase followed by rapid quenching with excess inert gas.

Photolysis continues to be the favourite method for 

producing free radicals, although the pyrolysis method has been 

successfully used by many workers, including Snelson {12} in 

stabilising CH^ from the thermal decomposition of CH^I and 

and Current and Burdett {13} in producing CCl^ by 

pyrolysis of CCl^Br.

The reactive species are normally produced by photolysis, 

in situ, of a single molecule. The first such species to be 

characterised was HNO, produced by the photolysis of nitromethane 

in argon {14}.

Photolysis of an isolated molecule may be followed by 

reaction with adjacent molecules, or with the matrix itself when 

a reactive matrix is employed, to produce a new species, for 

example, HCO from the photolysis of HI, HBr, or in a CO 

matrix {15,16}. Photolysis of HI or HBr and 0^ in an argon matrix



produced H02 {17,18}.

Andrews and Pimentel {19} developed a technique for the 

codeposition of a beam of alkali-metal atoms produced in a 

Knudsen furnace, with a suitable molecule, at high dilution in 

a rare gas matrix. Using this technique species such as CH^ {20}, 

CCl^ {21}, OF {22}, and CIO {23}, have been produced by halide 

extraction. However, the alkali-metal halide molecule necessarily 

produced may perturb the radical and so complicate the observed 

vibrational spectrum; such is the case apparently with CH^.

The above technique has been utilised to trap simple 

molecular derivatives of metals, the alkali metal oxide systems 

M02 and M02M (M - Li, Ha, K or Rb), binary derivatives of mole

cular nitrogen, LiN2 and N2LiN2, Ni(N2)x, and Cr(N2)x, etc.,{24}. 

Andrews and Carver have produced trichloromethyl {20} and tribromo- 

methyl {25} radicals as the primary products of the matrix reaction 

of lithium atoms with the appropriate carbon tetrahalide using 

this technique.

Although a Knudsen cell is most commonly favoured as the 

source of the metal atoms, Shirk and Bass {26} used microwave- 

discharged gases to "sputter" metal atoms, e.g., Cu, Fe or Ag, 

from filaments into Ar, Kr, and Xe matrices. CuO molecules were 

successfully isolated by the action of a microwave-discharged 

Xe-02 mixture on a copper target.

Milligan and Jacox {27} combined both the photolytic and 

alkali-metal atom techniques to provide a photoelectron source 

within a matrix and succeeded in stabilising negative ion, rather 

than free radicals, in an inert non-ionic environment, e.g. N02 

from a Ar-NC>2 sample codeposited with, an alkali-metal atom beam.

Linevsky {28} adapted the matrix technique to the difficult



problem of measuring the infrared spectra of metal oxides and 

halides» A molecular.beam of the gaseous species produced by 

the vapourisation of a refractory solid at high temperatures 

(1,000-2,700 K), is allowed to diffuse from a Knudsen cell into 

a vacuum and is then simultaneously condensed with a stream of 

matrix gas (noble gas or nitrogen) onto a cold window. The 

first systems examined were the vapour species of naturally 

occurring(29) and isotopically enriched lithium halides {30}.

Other studies {31,32} include the halides of Zn, Cd, Hg and the 

iron chloride system {33}. •

The small bandwidths obtained in low tenperature matrices 

make matrix isolation useful in investigating such problems as 

conformational isomerism. A study of ethanol {34} and ethanethiol 

{35} in an argon matrix provides a good example in this respect.

For ethanol there are two distinguisabie ccnformers with the 

OH group trans or gauche with respect to the methyl group. A 

comprehensive study of ethanol in its Various phases as well as 

in inert solutions failed to establish conclusively the presence 

of both conformers, suggested by a slight asymmetry of the absorp

tion of the OH stretching frequency. However, the small splitting 

of 4.6 cm * and the similar intensity of the two OH stretching 

frequencies for ethanol in an argon matrix at 20 K explains the 

controversy. Since the sample is rapidly cooled to 20 K, the rela

tive intensity of the bands reflects the proportion of the two 

conformers in the vapour phase at approximately room temperature.

Ethanethiol has also been successfully analysed and evidence 

found for the existence of the trans and gauche conformers. From 

the results the ratio of the trans and gauche in the vapour phase 

at room temperature was estimated to be 0,8*1 for ethanethiol



and 2:1 for ethanol.

Quantitative analysis of multicomponent mixtures was 

carried out by Rochkind {36-39}. His method, although basically 

the same as the standard technique, replaces continuous flow 

deposition with condensation of the sample mixture at 20 K in a 

nitrogen matrix by controlled-pulse deposition. Rochkind was 

able to apply the technique to the quantitative analysis of a 

mixture of (1,1), cis (1,2), and trans (1,2) isomers of deuter- 

ated ethylenes (39). In this respect the technique has 

superiority over conventional gas chromatography.

The matrix isolation technique has been increasingly 

applied to the vibrational analysis of stable molecules. The 

general principle is that molecules in an inert matrix at very 

low temperatures have a simpler spectrum than in other phases* 

Using this method the vibrational spectrum of the species is 

obtained from which the band frequencies can be identified with' 

a particular vibrational motion and from this knowledge structural 

data and force constants for the species or molecule can be 

obtained. The small bandwidths at the low temperatures employed 

give a better chance of resolving bands close in frequency and 

the symmetry of the environmental interactions often cause the 

degeneracy of some bands to be lifted. However, since the spectra 

of a particular molecule or molecular species may not have pre

viously been known it is inq>ortant to know the various possible 

effects the matrix host environment may have on the guest species.

1.5 Environmental effects

1.5.1 Matrix shifts

In order to explain vibrational frequency shifts in liquid



media several theories have been put forward, one of the most 

successful being the Kirkwood-Bauer-Magat {40,41} relationship 

relating the vibrational shift Av to the dielectric constant of 

the medium for both polar and non-polar systems {42,43} ,

Analogous to the solvent shift in room temperature solution 

spectra is the matrix shift of matrix isolated molecules. The 

frequency shift in this case, measured relative to the accepted 

gas phase value may be related to the intermolecular interactions 

(I.M.I.) between the vibrating molecule and the surrounding 

lattice cage.

Many attempts have been made to give quantitative des

criptions of matrix induced frequency shifts, especially for the 

two body problem, as a function of the polar properties of the 

guest and host molecules and the nature of the matrix. The 

matrix-induced shift is an overall sum of dielectric effects, 

dispersive forces and specific solute-matrix interactions. How

ever, in solid solution repulsive forces can play an important 

part and must be taken into consideration. Intermolecular 

potential energy may therefore be expressed as a summation over 

energy terms arising from dispersive, inductive, electrostatic, 

repulsive and dynamic forces. The frequency shift is given by

Av * v matrix - v gas « Av dis + Av ind + Av elec + Av rep ♦ Av

The individual contributions may be calculated separately 

using a number of models. The dispersive and repulsive forces 

are usually calculated using the semi-empirical Lennard-Jones 

potential {44}. The electrostatic term represents the interaction 

between the permanent charge distribution of the solute and matrix



molecules. For the noble gases it is zero. The dynamic contri

bution arises from the constrained translational motion of the 

solute molecule; it is small and relatively unimportant.

The inductive forces can be explained by either (i) point 

polarisable model (p.p.a.) {45} which assumes the interaction as 

being between a point non-polarisable dipole and a point polaris

able atom, or (ii) cavity model {46} which assumes that the 

change in potential energy of the oscillator is attributable to 

the potential of a point dipole moment in its own reaction field*

However, both models suffer from oversimplification of 

the interaction. The p.p.a. model underestimates short range 

interactions with nearest neighbours actually in contact with 

the solute molecules and the latter model overestimates them.

Calculations have been made using both models {47-50} and 

although calculated and experimental rarely agree the theory does 

seem to be able to predict the general trend.

As described above, in a dilute matrix in which all solute- 

solute interactions have been eliminated, the guest molecule is 

only subjected to solute-matrix interactions. These interactions 

will perturb the solute’s vibrational energy levels and will be 

reflected in the frequency shift Av. It is generally found that 

the shift tends to become more positive as the frequencies decrease, 

Pimentel and Charles {51} gave a qualitative discussion of the 

factors which influence vibrational shifts of polyatomic solute 

molecules in matrices. They argue that a matrix isolated mole

cule in a site will be expected to adopt the lowest energy position 

which has to be a compromise between the optimum positions for 

each of the points of contact between the molecule and the matrix 

environmental cage. There is a tendency for the lattice to



distort the matrix isolated molecule to fit the available site.

The extent to which a given coordinate will distort is a function 

of the force constant associated with that coordinate. Thus low 

force constant coordinates are more likely to be in a tight 

environment than high force constant coordinates and hence the 

former are likely to be more perturbed in a matrix site than the 

lattice.

The stretching vibrations usually exhibit shifts to lower 

frequency than the gas phase values, while low frequency bending 

modes are shifted to higher frequency {51}. The shift will 

depend on the polar nature of the molecules and the type of site 

occupied.

1.5.2 Rotational effects

In general most matrix isolated molecules will be so 

tightly held in the matrix cage as to prevent rotation and at 

the low temperatures attained the vibrational modes will appear 

as very sharp absorptions. However, where the matrix cavity is 

sufficiently large and the molecule is small enough (but not 

small enough to diffuse out) the isolated molecule is comparatively 

unperturbed by neighbouring molecules. It is anticipated that 

the rotational energy levels of the small guest molecule would only 

be slightly perturbed and thus rotation be relatively unhindered;

At the low temperatures employed in matrix isolation 

experiments (4-20 K) only the lowest rotational levels will be 

appreciably populated. The characteristic of rotational structure 

on an absorption band is that it exhibits reversible intensity 

changes on temperature cycling due to Boltzmann population and 

depopulation of the low-lying rotational energy levels of the



matrix isolated molecules.

A number of small molecules have been reported to rotate 

in inert gas matrices; these include HX (X “ F, Cl, Br or I), 

{47,52,53}, H20 {54-58}, NH^ {58-65}, NH2 {66}, NOj, S02, CH4 

and CHy However, the spectra of ammonia are complicated by 

inversion effects, and those of water and methane by nuclear 

spin species conversion. If indeed rotation does occur in 

matrices, in addition to vibration - rotational structure 

pure rotational transitions should also be observable in both the 

infrared and Raman - although the selection rules must of 

course be considered.

Although rotational motion has been observed in matrix 

environments other than those of the rare gas systems no mole

cule has been shown to rotate in nitrogen. The general conclu

sion is that small molecules may rotate in matrices offering 

spherical sites whilst rotation does not occur for molecules 

in un8ymmetrical sites.

Numerous attempts have been made to provide a quantitative 

description of the rotational energy level perturbations of a 

diatomic solute molecule in inert gas matrices. Two approaches 

have been discussed in the literature and the models employed 

have involved either (i) rotational motion limited by a potential 

energy barrier - crystal field model {71}, or (ii) perturbation 

of the rotational motions by the constrained translational 

motion of the rotating molecule in the lattice site, - R.T.C. 

model {44}.

Although the crystal field hindered rotor model is success

ful in predicting the general trend of rotational spacings in 

noble gas matrices and the splitting of the J » 2 level, it fails

cm



to predict that the spacing for DX should decrease less from 

gas to matrix than those for HX. The rotational-translational 

coupling model neglects any effect due to the anisotropy of 

the crystal field but removes the constraint of rotation about 

a fixed point, and gives much closer agreement with the observed 

spectral effects for HC1 and DC1 in the noble gas matrices* 

However, it is not consistent with the matrix shifts found for 

HF and DF, which with other anomalous features, are better 

served by considerations of the anisotropies in the rotational 

potential function. That the J - 1 level of HC1 appears to be 

split by 0.8 cm * when the molecule is isolated in argon at 4 K 

has been explained by the fact that the noble gas atoms may 

adopt an h.c.p. structure, instead of their normal b.c.c. struc

ture, in the neighbourhood of the HC1 impurity. A recent study 

{72} has extended the scope of theoretical treatment to take 

account of a tetrahedral guest molecule, the vibration-rotation 

states having been determined for v3 and of CH^ entrapped in 

a noble gas matrix to give results in good agreement with 

experimental findings.

An extension of the crystal field model has been put 

forward by Miller and Decius {73} in which the necessary group 

theory has been developed and applied to molecules of any 

symmetry, matrix isolated at a site in a crystal field of any 

symmetry. As the potential barrier to rotation of the molecule 

relative to the host crystal is increased, certain symmetry 

operations become decreasingly feasible. Correlation methods 

are used to determine the symmetry species of the rotational 

states from the free rotation limit to any of the possible 

vibrational limits*



1.5.3 Aggregation

For isolation of a solute molecule to be complete very 

high M/A ratios are required usually greater than 1,000. The 

limit of the M/A ratio for complete isolation will depend on 

the size and nature of the guest molecule and to a certain 

extent upon the type of matrix gas used as the host. The degree 

of isolation is therefore dependent on the M/A ratio. At low 

M/A ratios molecular aggregates are formed and trapped in the 

matrix in addition to monomers, giving rise to solute-solute 

interactions. These interactions result in the appearance of 

new absorptions in the spectrum attributable to dimer, trimer 

and higher multimer molecular species. Molecular association 

will be greatest for solutes capable of forming hydrogen bonds. 

These multiple features due to association are usually readily 

identified from their M/A dependence and from controlled warm 

up experiments in which monomers diffuse to form the multimer 

species.

By plotting relative optical densities of bands as a 

function of M/A ratio it is possible to show which bands arise 

from a particular species i.e. monomer, dimer, trimer or higher 

multimer. Diffusion experiments, where possible, can be used 

to aid the assignment of multimer species.

1.5.A Multiple trapping sites

The effects associated with the more intimate properties 

of the matrix enclosing the guest species can cause complications 

in the spectra. Thus the observation of a multiplet where only 

a 8ingle spectroscopic feature is anticipated is commonly 

attributed to variations in the matrix environment experienced



by the guest. The most commonly used matrix materials, the 

noble gases, have spherical atoms and in the solid state adhere 

generally to the principle of closest packing. Three types of 

trapping sites are possible in these matrices; interstitial, 

dislocation and substitutional sites. Interstitial sites 

between layers of close packed spheres are of two kinds, tetra

hedral and octahedral. Tetrahedral sites are too small but 

octahedral sites may possibly accommodate the smaller diatomic 

molecules not polyatomics, which leaves dislocation and 

substitutional sites to be considered. .

The variations in the matrix environment reflect

(i) different orientations of the guest within a particular matrix 

cage, (ii) population of more than one type of cage because of 

the opportunities offered by substitutional, multiple substitu

tional and dislocation sites within the host lattice and

(iii) occupation of cages which include guest, as well as host 

molecules as nearest or next nearest neighbours; this is the 

so-called aggregation site effect. The intermolecular forces 

between the solute species and its environment will differ 

slightly for each site and hence will cause different perturba

tions of the energy levels which may generate discemable • 

multiplet structure in the spectra of the guest.

The spectra of matrix isolated molecules are generally 

reproducible from one experiment to another indicating that the 

guest molecules are all in similar sites. This would suggest 

that the most likely sites are substitutional sites which are 

large enough to accommodate a normal size diatomic guest. Multi

ple sites may also occur due to the fact that two or more matrix 

atoms or molecules may be removed to form the substitutional site



in more than one way. Altering of the symmetry of the site 

occurs and hence the perturbations of the isolated molecule. 

Adjacent vacancies may also alter the site symmetry and lattice 

dislocations may provide further trapping sites but these would 

be expected to be nonreproducible.

Large guest molecules would be expected to occur in 

sites in which two or more lattice molecules have been displaced. 

Leach {74} supposes that for molecular solids, in which the 

intermolecular forces are weak, the presence of extrinsic impuri

ties e.g. solute molecules can induce particular and varied 

forms of short range or long range order in the surrounding 

matrix. This can lead to a number of metastable minima of free 

energy and so to the coexistence of a number of different local 

structures in the matrix. In some cases, the different structures 

may simply reflect the existence of misoriented solute or solvent 

molecules. Annealing experiments would tend to modify the number 

of these structures present in the matrix and so cause varia

tions in the number of multiplet bands observed and their relative 

intensities. The persistence of multiple sites after thorough 

annealing of the solid solution would indicate either that the 

potential barrier to the conversion of the different structures 

with the most stable one is very high or the various minima of 

free energy have substantially the same value. Finally the 

stabilisation of a particular site would depend on the relative 

disorder in the surrounding matrix, the more host molecules 

around a particular solute molecule in a given site the greater 

the opportunity for the strain caused by the solute molecule 

to be taken up. It would therefore be expected that the number 

of multiplet structures should increase with increasing M/A ratio*
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As previously described multiple bands can arise from 

other effects viz. rotation and aggregation. However, bands 

due to multiple sites, unlike those due to rotation, do not 

show a reversible temperature dependence and providing temper

ature cycling is carried out at temperatures which preclude 

diffusion mechanisms, the matrix can be annealed so that the 

multiple site bands disappear.

Multiple site effects have been observed in other matrices 

vis. M 2 » C( > 2  and CO offering unsymmetrical*sites {49}^



CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

2.1 Introduction

The aim in a matrix isolation experiment is the deposition of 

a gas mixture onto a refrigerated support for sufficient time 

to study the spectroscopic properties at ease. The fundamental 

problems in achieving this aim are outlined below.

A cryostat must be capable of generating sufficient 

refrigeration at a temperature low enough to condense the sample 

mixture and to prevent sample diffusion. The temperature required 

will depend on the matrix gas involved. The sample must be 

protected by an evacuated shroud (or vacuum cell) at a low 

enough pressure (10 torr ) to act as a radiation shield to 

minimise heat losses and to prevent atmospheric contamination 

of the matrix. A means of introduction of the gas mixture} 

usually an injection needle is required to direct the gas stream 

onto the cooled support within the cell. The outer windows of 

the cell will depend on the type of spectroscopic instrument being 

used to study the matrix sample.

Since both infrared and Raman studies were undertaken, 

this chapter will be divided into two sections based on these 

two techniques.

Since all the vacuum pressure and sample measuring devices 

were calibrated in units of torr it was reasonable to use these 

units in the text in describing vacuum pressure noting that 

1 torr * 133.3 Nm"2.



SECTION 1

2.2 Infrared matrix isolation system

2.2.1 The spectrometer

The infrared spectra in this work were recorded on a 

Perkin Elmer model 225 infrared spectrophotometer. This instru

ment is an automatic recording double beam grating spectrophoto

meter with a drum recorder and using the optical null system.

The model 225 has two monochromators which cover the whole 

spectral range of 5000-200 cm *. A resolution of better than

0.5 cm * at all wavenumbers is specified.

Ordinate presentation is transmittance on a linear scale 

with a reproducibility within noise level. Abscissa presentation 

of the spectrum is linear in wavenumber with facilities for 

scale expansion. The accuracy of the abscissa scale is ±0.02Z 

with a reproducibility better than accuracy. The wavenumber 

calibration was made for all ranges using standard calibration 

gases and the I.U.P.A.C. values {75}. From a paper tape output 

of the calibration gas spectra from the spectrophotometer data 

logger (see chapter 3) SRCH 2A computer program was used to aid 

the calibration.

Fifteen slit programs are available, simultaneous indica

tion of the geometric slit width and dispersion allows for rapid 

determination of the spectral slit width.

2.2.2 Vacuum system

When designing a vacuum system suitable for sample 

preparation and shroud evacuation several points must be considered 

To reduce the length of cooldown times due to a heat leak from



the surroundings the cell must be evacuated to a pressure of
-4

< 10 torr at room temperature. Once the cryostat cold finger 

reaches cryogenic ten^erature any remaining gas in the cell is
- 5

condensed onto it and the pressure will drop to < 10 torr.

To enable high pumping speeds to be attained, wide bore 

glass tubing was used wherever possible in both sample and cell 

evacuation lines. Large bore taps were therefore required; 

these were of the greased type in the main manifold lines to the 

cryostat and sample preparation system.

The sample preparation system (Fig. 2.1) consists of a 

manifold onto which are connected large bulbs to enable storage 

of the matrix mixture once prepared. Each sample line has its 

own pressure measuring device, a condensing finger, and an exit 

point for the introduction of gas mixture to the cryostat cell 

via the injection port. Two sample preparation systems were 

available as a precaution against vacuum failure in one system. 

One system could be used while the other was being repaired and 

cleaned so as not to interrupt experimentation.

Since it was sometimes necessary tosttach additional 

apparatus, (such as sample bulbs, drying tubes, cold traps, etc.) 

outlets ending in cones and sockets were included in the system. 

Taps were included in line for isolation purposes. The sample 

and cryostat manifold lines both have an oil rotary pump acting 

as fore pumps for water cooled mercury diffusion pumps. Both 

systems have an ultimate vacuum of 10 ^ torr. Liquid nitrogen 

cold traps were used on each side of the mercury pumps to prevent 

back diffusion of vapours into the vacuum system and to hold 

any pumped off samples.



Fig. 2.1 
Diagram of Gas Handling and Vacuum Pumping SysCems(Z.R. & Raman)
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2.2*3 Pressure measurement

Pressure measurements in the range 2 torr *• 760 torr on 

the gas mixing manifold were determined with a differential 

mercury manometer; variations in the mercury levels were measured 

using a cathetometer.

The most convenient way of measuring absolute pressure 

was the McLeod gauge. One was built into the system to check 

the ultimate vacuum which was calibrated down to 10 torr.

The disadvantages of a McLeod gauge are that mercury has 

an appreciable vapour pressure at room temperature and that 

although the McLeod gauge is capable of measuring a standing 

vacuum it is not capable of seeing changing pressures over 

short periods of time. To overcome these problems Penning gauges 

were installed in both the infrared and Raman systems and situated 

directly on the evacuation cell of each cryostat. Two different 

makes of gauge were employed although they each had the same 

principle of operation.

These gauges were calibrated for nitrogen or air prior 

to use. Their response to pressure changes within the system 

was immediate.

2*2.4 Temperature measurement

Temperature measurement for the infrared cryogenic system 

was a chromel vs constantin thermocouple. A reference of 273.2 K 

was used and the output in millivolts was measured using a 

potentiometer. During experimentation the mV readings were 

converted directly to temperature by the use of a calibration 

graph supplied by the manufacturers.

CO
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2.2.5 AC - 3L - 110 Cryo-tip

This is a three-stage Joule-Thornson open cycle cooler 

for operation at liquid helium or liquid hydrogen temperatures. . 

High pressure helium and hydrogen gases are used with liquid 

nitrogen as the precoolant. The unit operates in the range

3.6 to 70 K giving from 5 0 0  mW at 4.4 K to 4 W at 20 K, tempera

ture stability is ±0.1 K to ±0.5 K depending on the temperature 

of usage. The basic components are a sample support window, 

which is connected to a heat exchanger, a radiation shield 

around the sample area, a vacuum shroud around the whole and 

injection ports for introducing the gaseous sample mixture. A 

schematic diagram of the system used is shown in Fig. 2.2,

(i) Heat exchanger

The heat exchanger (Fig. 2,3) providing the refrigeration 

has two separate gas circuits, one for hydrogen and one for 

helium. It also contains a liquid nitrogen reservoir in which 

the cold trap coils for both gas circuits are located.

Refrigeration, which is obtained by the Joule-Thomson 

cycle, occurs when a non-ideal gas expands without doing work 

(isenthalpic expansion). Before Joule-Thorason cooling will 

occur, however, the gas must be cooled below its inversion 

temperature. The main purpose of the liquid nitrogen reservoir 

is to cool the hydrogen below its inversion point, which is 

160 K, precooling of the helium gas in the helium circuit also 

occurs to some extent. The liquid hydrogen produced by Joule- 

Thomson expansion cools the helium below its inversion point 

(40 K).

Each gas circuit consists of a coil of paired tubing* The
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Fig. 2.3 Heat Exchanger Assembly.



colder heat exchange circuits consist of coiled finned tubing 

wound around a mandrel to form efficient counter-current heat 

exchangers. Because of the recuperative effect from the heat 

exchangers, all gas lines leading to and from the heat exchanger 

are essentially at room temperature.

The copper tip, into which the sample holder is fastened, 

is the only part of the heat exchanger which is at liquid helium 

temperatures. A radiation shield, attached to the liquid 

nitrogen reservoir, surrounding the sample holder, greatly 

reduces the heat leak. It was found, however, that although 

this shield was effective in reducing radiation losses it also 

reduced the incident radiation falling on the sample from the 

spectrometer. To overcome this a new radiation shield was made 

to allow greater transmission of incident radiation through the 

cell without any obvious deterioration in heat shielding.

The exact temperature of the tip and sample holder will 

depend on the boiling point of the tip reservoir at the bottom 

of the heat exchanger. It is possible to vary this temperature 

since this is a function of the gas (i.e. the helium or hydrogen). 

This gas pressure is referred to as the back pressure. Since 

the liquid refrigerant is normally boiling at atmospheric pressure 

it is required that the back pressure is increased above or 

lowered below atmospheric pressure to raise or lower the boiling 

point of the liquid. The various operational modes for the 

different temperature ranges are shown in Fig. 2.A.

(ii) Control panel

The ancillary equipment for handling and controlling the 

high pressure gases oonsists of a control panel, gas clean up
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units, to protect the heat exchanger, and flex lines for the 

gases (Fig. 2.2).

The heat exchanger is connected to the cylinder gas 

supplies through valves and high pressure tubing mounted on a 

control panel onto which are built the pressure regulators for 

hydrogen and helium and flowmeters for monitoring the flow.

The high pressure flex lines, which carry the gases to 

the exchanger, are of the bronze metal bellows type with a 

woven cable reinforcement. For safety purposes these have been 

strapped down as far as possible to avoid.any dangerous lashing 

of the lines should a fitting fail. The outgoing gases are 

vented out of the laboratory where rapid diffusion of the gas with 

the atmosphere takes place.

The gas clean up units contain molecular sieve at ambient 

temperature to remove water and cdrbon dioxide from the gases, 

an additional cold trap has been added to the hydrogen line to 

remove nitrogen impurity to avoid blocking of the cryostat 

Joule**Thomson nozzles.

(iii) Vacuum shroud

The vacuum shroud(Fig. 2.5)has four ports, two of which 

are required for the infrared beam,one contains a Penning gauge 

for pressure monitoring and the fourth is connected to the 

vacuum system pumping line for evacuation of the cell. There 

are two injection ports at 45° to the infrared beam ports. The 

relative orientation of these can be changed since the top half 

of the heat exchanger can rotate.

Two pumping lines are used to evacuate the cryostat 

vacuum shroud, each utilising a mercury diffusion pump backed by



Fig. 2.5 
Vacuum Shroud and Sample Compartment.



a mechanical rotary pump. One pumps the top outlet, whilst the 

other pumps from the bottom shroud port.

2.2.6 Positioning of the Cryo-tip

The Cryo-tip was mounted on a rigid aluminium arm bolted 

at one end to the framework housing the vacuum equipment .

Thè upper part of the Cryo-tip was fitted to a shaped moulding 

and held in position by a curved metal band to lend stability 

to the structure and to allow for rotation of the heat exchanger. 

The base of the Cryo-tip fitted into a small well on the metal 

bar to prevent the possibility of dislodging it from the 

supporting bar.

This arrangement of the Cryo-tip allowed the spectrometer, 

which was mounted on a trolley, to slide easily into position so 

that the sample beam was in line with the Cryo-tip windows. The 

maximum transmission through the cell was then achieved by 

ensuring that the deposition and shroud windows were parallel, 

the spectrometer being manoeuvred so that the sample beam was 

perpendicular to these windows. A small jack was then placed 

between the remote end of the bar and the spectrometer to raise 

the bar slightly to give maximum transmission. It also acted 

as an anchor to prevent any movement of the Cryo-tip relative to 

the spectrometer during operation. Maximum transmission values 

of 802 could be achieved with an empty cell. With a matrix 

deposited, cell transmission depended on the matrix thickness, 

diluent gas, deposition technique and deposition temperature.

It'was normal to attenuate the reference beam to give a value 

of between 60-802 transmission while recording a spectrum.



2.2.7 Dismantling and cleaning procedures

It is necessary to dismantle the cryocooler and gauges 

occasionally to clean the sample deposition surfaces, replace 

worn "0" ring seals and polish the optical windows.

To clean the AC-3L-110 Cryo-tip the following procedure 

was adopted. The Cryo-tip was isolated from the vacuum system 

and the injection needles and optical windows removed. The 

flex-lines and flexible couplings to the vacuum system are 

dismantled. After loosening the restraining strap the Cryo-tip 

may be completely removed from its mount and dismantled.

The sample window (KBr or Csl) is removed for cleaning 

or replacement, and refitted with fresh indium wire gaskets in 

the grooves provided in each half of the sample holder. After 

tightening the five screws holding together the two parts of the 

sample holder it had to be left for at least 24 hours and then 

retightened to ensure good thermal contact. This was because 

the indium tended to "flow” under pressure. The Cryo-tip could 

then be reassembled, the "0" ring grooves being cleaned of old 

grease and the "0" rings either cleaned or replaced as necessary.

A light smearing of Apierzon "N" grease (vapour pressure < lo"*® torr 

at room temperature) was used on the "0" rings to give a good 

vacuum seal. The spectroscopic windows were polished and replaced 

on the "0" rings and held there while the Cryo-tip shroud was 

pumped out. Once this had been achieved atmospheric pressure 

held the windows in place and the windows could be centralised 

by carefully moving them on the "0" rings while under vacuum.

The whole system was pumped out with the backing pump for at 

least 24 hours before use to outgas water vapour from the metallic 

sides of the vacuum shroud. If after this time, when using the
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diffusion pumps on the top and bottom of the Cryo-tip shroud, 

a pressure of 10*^ torr was not achieved then there was likely 

to be a leak.

2.2.8 Vacuum testing

Leak testing was achieved by the modification of a 

V.G. Micromass i portable mass spectrometer as a helium leak 

detector. A flexible lead was connected from the mass spectrometer 

to the lower pump-out pipe through a 12 mm greased tap provided.

The Cryo-tip was isolated from the punping line and helium gas 

was sprayed round each joint and "0” ring seal in turn. The 

mass spectrometer was tuned to helium (mass range 4). If helium 

was leaking in, a corresponding increase in the reading of the 

mass spectrometer could be seen and the leak isolated to a 

particular part of the Cryo-tip shroud or couplings.

2.2.9 Manufacture of samples

The basic aim was to prepare a diluted sample of sample 

gas and transfer this to the low temperature cell. The partial 

pressures of the sample and diluent gas must be known accurately 

and the mixture must be free of any impurities, since the slightest 

trace of impurity in the gas sample could give rise to induced 

bands in the matrix. After ample time has been allowed for 

mixing, the gas mixture is then deposited onto the cold window 

for subsequent spectroscopic analysis.

' Two methods of deposition are available, (i) Slow Spray On 

(S.S.O.), (ii) Pulsed Matrix Isolation (P.M.I.).

In the first technique, the gas mixture is slowly leaked 

onto’the cold window. The rate of deposition is controlled by
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means of a needle valve which allows the rate of flow of sample 

mixture to the cryostat cell to be varied accurately as required. 

The normal method of calibrating is to assume a constant pressure 

head behind the needle valve. Hence for a known volume of gas 

the drop in pressure can be related to the flow through the 

needle valve and therefore the amount of matrix material deposited 

on the cold window. The volume of sample mixture preparation 

system had to be kept large (3 1) to avoid a drastic fall off in 

pressure of the mixture supply as the sample is used. This 

would cause a concomitant fall off in deposition rate for a 

given needle valve setting. The volumes'of the sample mixing 

bulbs were calibrated with water and the manifold volumes found 

by gas expansion technique at constant temperature. The sample 

size in terms of reagent is calculated directly.

The lead off from the needle valve to the cell was 

originally made of copper pipe. An epoxy resin adhesive "Araldite" 

was used to bond the injection needle and control valve connection 

to the copper pipe. One disadvantage to this was that the copper 

pipe was not very flexible and if strained occasionally caused 

‘a leak. An alternative method was sought for transferring the 

gas mixture to the cryostat cell. Polytetrafluorethylene (p.t.f.e.) 

tubing was used, this is light, extremely flexible and non-porous 

(slightly porous to helium).

However under normal circumstances there is no adequate 

adhesion of any material (including "Araldite”) to such fluoro

carbons as p.t.f.e. this characteristic is inherent in the 

chemical nature of the fluorocarbon. The use of a chemical 

etchant such as "Bondaid" treats the fluorocarbon so that a 

carbonaceous film is created on the surface. This film Is now
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the anchor for any applicable adhesive. Full details of surface 

pretreatment and use of epoxy resins are given in Appendix 1.

A considerable amount of the sprayed sanple (mainly

diluent gas) will bounce off the cold window and either condense

onto the other cold surfaces or be pumped away. Too high a

flow rate may therefore raise the pressure in the cryostat,

indicated by the Penning gauge, sufficiently to cause an

appreciable heat leak causing a temperature rise of the deposition

window with a consequent warming of the matrix. Too high a flow

rate will also cause badly scattering matrices and a possible

increase in aggregation of solute species, too low a flow rate

also results in badly scattering matrices. It was found that a

flow rate of between 6-10 mmol/hr corresponding to a deposition
-5 -4pressure of between 8 x 10 torr and 2 x 10 torr gave 

satisfactory matrices using this method.

However, despite keeping the M/A ratio, initial pressure 

head of sample, and needle valve settings constant for different 

experiments of the same sample, consistent results could not 

be achieved in terms of quantitative estimates of the amount of 

solute deposited in relation to spectroscopic absorbance of a 

particular solute band. Furthermore, whenever it was necessary 

to let the manifold system up to atmospheric pressure to regrease 

the taps a strong odour of amines was apparent from the grease 

residues. It was believed therefore that a certain unknown 

percentage of the solute (amine) was being removed from the 

sample mixture.

Although the S.S.O. technique afforded itself well for 

qualitative spectroscopic work, the problem of the amine absorption 

on the grease in the system necessitated its rebuilding and at
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the same time an alternative method of deposition was sought 

for the quantitative work envisaged.

2.2.9.1 Pulsed matrix isolation system

Rochkind {36} has shown that good matrices can be obtained 

by depositing the gas phase mixture in discrete pulses at 20 K. 

Rochkind used nitrogen gas as the support matrix. This avoided 

the possible complication of absorbance measurements due to the 

appearance of rotational fine structure for small trapped mole

cules since no molecules have been found to rotate in nitrogen* 

However, if rotation is not a problem then there is no reason 

why other matrix gases cannot be used.

The apparatus(Fig. 2.l)consists of a measured volume 

between two stopcocks connected to a reservoir bulb (containing 

the mixture to be analysed) and a pressure measuring device.

The measured volume is pressurised with gas and deposited on the 

cold window by manual control of the stopcocks. Since the pres

sure, volume, temperature and M/A ratio are known, an accurate 

estimate of the number of molecules of solute gas being con

densed on the window can be calculated. Moreover because the 1 

pressure of gas is measured directly before deposition, the 

concomitant fall of the pressure is of no consequence and the 

total volume of the sample preparation system can be made 1/10 th 

that of the S.S.O. system and hence less solute need be required 

for sample preparation.

Rochkind reported that although the substrate temperature 

does appear to rise during deposition of each pulse the tempera

ture attained is not sufficiently high to cause diffusion and 

hence aggregation of the solute species. This annealing has the

. i
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effect of reducing the possibility for solutes to be isolated in 

alternative trapping sites and also provides matrices which do 

not scatter the infrared radiation significantly.

It was therefore decided to add onto the existing pumping 

line a pulse matrix isolation system with its own sample prepara- 

tion manifold (Fig. 2.l). The taps were of the greaseless type 

namely 6 m.m. Young's p.t.f.e. taps and a pressure transducer 

was used instead of a differential mercury manometer. The 

greaseless taps required no mairtenance other than occasional 

replacement of the "0" ring seals. The pressure transducer 

(Appendix 2) converted the gas pressures experienced by the 

diaphragm of the instrument to a controlled strain in an excited 

Wheatstone bridge of strain gauge winding in which all four 

arms were active. The thermal and mechanical symmetry of the 

unit and precise construction ensured that the output was a 

linear function of the pressure applied to the diaphragm of the 

instrument.

The transducer circuit was excited by a stabilised voltage 

of 10 volts and the output measured by a potentiometer and moni

tored on a digital volt meter (D.V.M.).

Connection to the vacuum system was facilitated by means 

of a compressed "0" ring fitted onto a length of 5 mm glass tubing. 

(Care was taken to ensure that the tubing did not touch the 

delicate diaphragm.) The connection was helium leak tested and 

supported a vacuum of 10  ̂ torr.

The transducer was calibrated and found to be linear 

over the range required for experimentation (0-1 atmosphere). 

Specifications are given in Appendix 2 and calibration graph 

given in Fig. 2.6.

. i f
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A measured volume of 15 ml was used and was calibrated 

with mercury (all traces of mercury were removed after cali

bration), the reservoir bulbs were calibrated with water prior 

to glass-blowing to the manifold, the volume of which was 

kept as small as possible. The manifold was subsequently 

calibrated by gas expansion technique and pressures read by 

the transducer.

Experimentation was carried out to decide the best pulse 

pressure and a pressure of 300-400 torr was found to give 

satisfactory results (chapter 8). After each pulse the temp

erature drops to its original value before the next pulse is 

allowed to condense on the cold window, approximately 15 secs for 

a 400 torr pulse, pulsing being carried out at one minute intervals.

2.2.10 Experimental procedure

* The experimental technique has been described in reasonable

detail to emphasize the precautions necessary during the operation 

of the equipment for satisfactory results to be obtained. This 

section will briefly describe the procedure followed in this 

work.

With the backing pump operative only, a small storage bulb 

containing the sample gas to be used in the experiment was 

attached to the sample preparation manifold, Apiezon "W" was 

used to seal the ground glass joint and the volume in the joint 

pumped out. A cylinder containing the matrix gas to be used 

was attached to the low pressure inlet line. The pressure trans

ducer exciting unit was switched on, the potentiometer and D.V.M. 

were attached to the output from the transducer. The inlet line 

was pumped out and flushed once or twice with matrix gas to
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remove any air and finally pressurised to slightly above 

atmospheric pressure .up to the tap of the cold trap. This 

ensured no air leaks could enter the flexible line to the sample 

preparation manifold.

The system was then pumped down using the diffusion pump 

and the vacuum checked on the McLeod gauge before continuing) 

the lowest reading on the scale was 10 torr and since the 

mercury usually filled the bulb completely the vacuum used in 

this work was estimated at < 10 ^ torr.

The output of the pressure transducer at vacuum was 

measured with the potentiometer, atmospheric pressure was 

measured with a barometer and a calibration graph constructed. 

(The output of the transducer at atmospheric pressure did not 

vary from experiment to experiment and was taken as constant.)

The pumping system was isolated from the sample prepara

tion manifold by closing the teflon tap, sample gas was then 

carefully admitted to the sample manifold only until the required 

mV reading appeared on the D.V.M. this reading was then read 

using the potentiometer. The manifold tap to the sample bulb 

was closed and the sample gas allowed to expand into the mixing 

bulb. A liquid nitrogen Dewar was placed under the cold trap 

in the matrix gas inlet line. The matrix gas was allowed into 

the sample mixing bulb to the required mV reading and the tap 

to the bulb closed. This voltage was then measured on the 

potentiometer. The matrix gas cylinder was turned off and liquid 

nitrogen Dewar removed and the pressure released by opening the 

tap to atmosphere. Care has to be taken to allow any liquified 

matrix gas to boil off before closing this tap again to avoid 

dangerous build up of pressure in the line.

t
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The partial pressure of the two gases in the mixing bulb 

was known so the M/A ratio could be calculated. The error in 

the M/A ratio was estimated as ±1%.

The sample was allowed to stand for at least 12 hours 

to permit natural mixing of the sample and diluent gas in the 

mixing bulb.

2.2.11 Operation of the AC-3L-110 Cryo-tip

Prior to any series of experiments very thorough checks

were carried out on all parts of the apparatus.
/

The Cryostat vacuum shroud was pumped on at the top and
-4

bottom vacuum connections to approximately 10 torr or better, 

pumping was continued throughout the experiment.

Cylinders of hydrogen and helium, previously attached 

to the gas-handling manifold were tested for leaks. All valves 

on the control panel were closed except the valves on the flow

meters which were always kept open. With the helium and hydrogen 

shut off valves closed the helium and hydrogen evacuate valves 

were opened and evacuated for a few minutes to remove air from 

the lines. (A mechanical pump was permanently attached to the 

vacuum pump connection for this purpose.) Once evacuation was 

completed the evacuate valves were closed. ' > ■"

The high pressure gas lines were now checked for leaks.

The manifold gas regulation valves were closed and one cylinder 

opened carefully thus pressurising the section of line to full 

cylinder pressure. All joints were then tested for leaks by 

brushing soap solution over the couplings to the cylinders and 

looking for bubbles. If bubbles occurred the connections were 

retightened and tested again. The pressure in the other lines

' f; .



“2 'was slowly increased to the maximum working pressure 7.0 MNm

(1,000 psi) and the connections checked as before. If no leaks

were found the cylinders were closed until required, the gases

were allowed to bleed off and all valves (including the high

pressure inlet valves on the control panel) were closed.

The sequence of operations was then as follows. The
**2high pressure inlet lines were pressurised to 1.7 MNra (250 psi)up to

the inlet valves. These valves were then opened, the indicators

on the control panel flowmeters read (in arbitrary units) 0.5 and

2.0 for hydrogen and helium respectively. The small thermal

syphon tube was purged out with dry nitrogen gas to avoid

moisture freezing in the tube causing long cooldown times. The

lines were purged for at least half an hour prior to cooldown.

After this time the reservoir in the heat exchanger was

filled with liquid nitrogen after which the purging of the syphon

tube was terminated by carefully removing the neoprene tubing

attached to the top of the steel tube.

The hydrogen pre-purifier unit was filled with liquid

nitrogen and about five minutes after this the hydrogen pressure
-2was raised to 7.0 MNm (1,000 psi), the flow read 1.5 on the

flowmeter, and the vacuum was now usually 5 x 10 ^ torr or less.

It normally required forty minutes from this point for liquid

hydrogen to be formed, when the hydrogen flow read A.3. The
-2hydrogen pressure was now turned down to 5.5MNra (800 psi) 

corresponding to a flow of 3.7.
. 9The helium pressure was now increased to 4.1 MNm (600 psi) 

(flow reading 4.0) and required a further twenty minutes for 

liquid helium to be formed. The tenperature was checked using 

the potentiometer before reducing the helium pressure to



2.8 MNm”2 (400 psi) the flowmeters usually registered 4.0 and

6.5 for hydrogen and helium respectively and the pressure in the 

cell was less than 5 x 10 torr. Cooldown time was dependent 

on mass load, for a tip mass of 40 g the time taken to reach 4 K 

was usually 60 mins.

Table 2.1

Refrigeration load He pressure H, pressure

Very light 7.0 x 102 kNm"

Light (100 mW) 2.1 MNm“2 (300

Medium (200 mW) 2.8 MNm“2 (400

Heavy (500 mW) 3.5 MNm“2 (500

! (100 psi) 3.5 MNm“2 (500 psi) 

psi) , 5.6 MNm 2 (800 psi)

psi) 6.3 MNm“2 (900 psi)

psi) 7.0 MNm"2 (1,000 psi)

The sample deposition plate was rotated 45° to the

direction of the infrared beam. This put the face of the sample

plate at right angles to the injection needle. However, depending

on the technique used and the rate of deposition of gaseous mixture

it was sometimes necessary to increase the refrigeration by
•2increasing the helium pressure to 5.5 MNm (800 psi) to ensure 

adequate temperature control. This was reduced once deposition 

was completed. The sample plate was then rotated back and 

spectroscopic information of the matrix sample recorded.

The only maintenance during operation was the occasional 

replenishing of the liquid nitrogen reservoir. A temperature 

sensitive resistor, kept in the reservoir, was connected to a 

relay which operated an audio alarm. When the level of liquid 

nitrogen dropped below the sensor it activated the alarm and the 

reservoir was filled manually. Only one cylinder of each circuit 

was connected to the Cryo~tip at a time to enable quick isolation



of the gas supplies should a fitting fail. As the cylinders 

ran down new ones were switched on in their place»

After running the spectrum the temperature of the cell 

was raised up so that all the condensed gas could evaporate off. 

The gas supply from both the hydrogen and helium cylinders was 

shut off (all other valves were left open), the liquid nitrogen 

Dewar in the hydrogen line was removed. When the pressure had 

fallen to one atmosphere all valves were closed including the 

high pressure hydrogen and helium valves on the control panel«

The temperature in the cell slowly rose, the sample normally 

evaporated off the sample deposition window in about thirty 

minutes and was pumped away. The warm up was speeded up by 

blowing the liquid nitrogen out of the reservoir. The easiest 

way was to use a rubber bung with a copper tube through it 

pushed onto the reservoir opening, this forced the liquid nitrogen 

out of the reservoir in about two minutes.

Once warm up had taken place the diffusion pumps were 

switched off and the vapour traps removed, the cell continuing to 

be evacuated by the backing pump until the next experiment.

If temperatures no lower than 15 K were desired it was a 

simple matter to operate the AC-3L-110 with liquid nitrogen and 

gaseous hydrogen only.

The hydrogen gas was piped through i^s normal circuit

except that the high pressure hydrogen was connected to the helium

inlet on the exchanger which was the tip circuit. The system

was purged as previously described. After the liquid nitrogen

reservoir had been filled the hydrogen pressure was raised to 
»27.0 MNra (1,000 psi) (3.8 on the flowmeter). The hydrogen flow 

usually stepped > 10 after approximately twenty minutes and the
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pressure throttled back to 1.7 MNm (250 psi) (5.0 on the

flowmeter). This mode of operation produced about 2 W of net
-2refrigeration at 20 K with an inlet pressure of 1.7 MNm (250 psi).

It was sometimes desirable to run the spectrum with the

matrix sample at a higher temperature than that of the boiling

point of the particular refrigerant used in the tip circuit.

This was done by carefully raising the helium or hydrogen back

pressure above the level of the boiling refrigerant to raise its

boiling point and hence the temperature of the sample.
-2A back pressure of 1.2 MNm (180 psi) produced a tempera

ture of approximately 13 K and 30 K for helium and hydrogen 

respectively, the exact temperature was measured by the thermocouple.

A pressure release valve fitted at the back of,the control
-2panel limited the maximum pressure to 1.4 MNm (200 psi).

2.2.12 Diffusion operation

For successful diffusion of sample molecules through the 

matrix to be obtainable it was often necessary to raise the 

temperature of the matrix above that attainable by back pressure 

increase. This was carried out by reducing the flow of gas 

through the tip circuit so that the temperature slowly rose. The 

spectrometer was used to monitor a monomer band and the Penning 

gauge used to monitor the pressure in the cell. As the tempera

ture rose the matrix vapour pressure rose, the maximum temperature 

that can be used without total loss of matrix being about 40 K.

The temperature was kept constant by controlling the flow of 

refrigerant gas. When the monomer band had halved its original 

absorbance, (taking account of any temperature dependence or 

spectral shift of the monomer band), the temperature of the

~2



matrix was then lowered back to its original value and the 

spectrum was rerun»

SECTION 2 '

2.3 Raman cryogenic system

2.3.1 Introduction

There are considerable practical difficulties in Raman 

spectroscopy of matrix isolated species but although the field 

of Raman studies is growing rapidly there is limited published 

work dealing with experimental detail. However, from the 

available literature {76-89} several experimental points were 

noted.

(i) The weakness of the Raman effect (approximately 

lo“6 of the intensity of the Rayleigh scattering) necessi

tates the use of matrix to absorber ratios of 500-100 : 1 and 

sample deposits of approximately 10 times those for the

corresponding infrared investigations.
»

(ii) The necessity for clear matrices, since frosty 

matrices tended to give high background scattering.

(iii) The prevention of diffusion pump vapours (such as 

mercury and oil) from condensing on the sample support causing 

fluorescent problems.

(iv) The necessity of working at reduced laser power, 

large enough to obtain a useful signal but low enough to prevent 

local heating of the matrix and a subsequent rise in temperature
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to a point when unwanted diffusion may occur*

(v) To achieve an acceptable signal to noise ratio 

greater spectral slit widths than those generally used in infrared 

spectroscopy were sometimes necessary, and hence high resolution 

will invariably be difficult to achieve.

2.3.2 The spectrometer

The Raman spectra in this work were recorded on a Cary 82 

laser Raman spectrophotometer. The model 82 incorporates a 

triple monochromator laser filter system and pulse rate detection 

system.

A Coherent Radiation Model 52 B argon ion laser with a 

maximum output of 1.4 W at 488 nm is used as the excitation 

source.

The laser beam passes through the laser filter system 

which eliminates non lasing plasma lines. This system is 

actually a premonochromator with Brewster's angle prism which is 

adjustable for use with the different laser excitation lines of 

the argon ion laser. The triple monochromator has three 1,800 

lines/mm gratings, six parabolic collimators and curved invariant 

slits. The radiation passing through the monochromators is 

detected by a cooled l.T.T. FW 130 photomultiplier with extended 

S 20 response.

The ordinate presentation is linear between 10^-50 counts/sec, 

the full scale of which is variable on the chart paper. The 

abscissa presentation is linear in wavenumber which is achieved 

by a cosecant grating mechanism driving a precision lead screw. 

Wavenumber accuracy is 0.3 cm * with a reproducibility of 0.1 cm"** 

or better. Variable scale expansion is provided by interchangeable

' i!
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gears on the chart paper drive mechanism.

The Cary 82 monochromator slits may be programmed to 

function in a constant slitwidth or constant spectral bandwidth 

mode.

Polarization measurements may be easily carried out by 

means of the polarization analyser comprised of a Polaroid 

analyser and a calcite wedge scrambler.

2.3.3 Vacuum system

The same vacuum integrity as in the infrared system was 

aimed for in designing the Raman matrix isolation system.

Owing to the lack of space around the spectrometer and its 

many other research commitments a permanent vacuum rig could not 

be built. It was therefore decided to purchase a commercial 

vacuum pumping system which was compact and could be easily 

moved should the need arise.

The portable pumping unit (Fig* 2.7)for evacuating the 

Cryodyne evacuation cell took the form of a watercooled three 

stage fractionating oil diffusion pump backed by a mechanical 

rotary pump, fully interconnected by "Vac Lok" coupled copper 

pipework and four manually operated valves for sequencing of the 

pumping operation. The diffusion puntp was surmounted by a liquid 

nitrogen vapour trap above which was the baffle/isolation valve. 

Connection to the Cryodyne shroud sample compartment was facili

tated by means of a flexible metal coupling, isolation of the 

pumping system from the shroud was by means of an in line 25 tran 

Sanderson valve. The original "veeco" valve at the top of the 

shroud was kept permanently closed and sealed off under vacuum. 

All electrical components of the pump were wired to a central
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control box.

The diffusion pump was filled with "Santavac 5" diffusion 

pump oil, this had very low "creep'1 properties and a vapour 

pressure of lo”11 torr at room temperature. All the "0" rings 

of the high vacuum side were greased with Apiezon "L" grease, 

vapour pressure 10 ^  torr at room temperature.

2.3.4 Positioning of the Cryodyne

The Cryodyne unit was clamped into an XY translator which 

was supplied with the unit for this purpose. The translator 

with the Cryodyne unit was bolted to a 6 mm thick aluminium 

plate with a hole through which the Cryodyne unit passed. This 

aluminium plate could be raised or lowered by means of four 

bolts which were screwed into the spectrometer sample compartment 

Once the Cryodyne unit was in position the sample compartment of 

the Cryodyne could be attached ahd evacuated. Lines to the 

vacuum gauge and injection ports were allowed to leave the 

spectrometer compartment through another hole in the aluminium 

plate. When the Cryodyne sample block had been positioned level 

with the collecting lens of the spectrometer final adjustment 

was made by use of the XY translator micrometer screws. Rotation 

of the Cryodyne unit could easily be performed by slackening the 

translator clamping screws and bodily rotating the unit, once 

rotation had been achieved, the clamp being retightened. The 

flexible metal coupling allows rotation of the Cryodyne unit 

without causing any strain on any part of the system.

2.3.5 Model 21 Cryodyne

The model 21 Cryodyne (Fig* 2.8)is an extremely efficient
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Fig.2.8 Cut-away Diagram of Cryodyne Unit. t
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refrigerator« helium gas is used as the refrigerant, the only 

consumable is electrical power so the running costs are much 

lower than for the open cycle systems.

The C.T.I. Cryodyne cryocooler is designed to provide 

reliable refrigeration without maintenance or adjustment for 

long continuous periods. The principal components of the system 

are a cold head, a compressor unit, an absorber and interconnecting 

piping (Fig. 2.9).

The compressor unit has three functions;it supplies 

helium gas to the cold head at the required pressure and flow 

rates, secondly it removes from the helium gas both the entrained 

heat (the small amount of heat from the load being cooled) and 

the heat of compression, thirdly it removes oil from the helium 

stream by passing it through an oil separator.

The helium stream leaving the oil separator which is 

essentially free of oil drops is passed through an absorber to 

remove the hydrocarbon vapours still present in the helium gas.

This adsorber is replaced after each 3,000 hours of operation.

The helium gas then flows to the cold head. The function of the 

cold head is to produce continuous refrigeration at temperatures 

depending on the heat load in the range 12-300 K.

The model 21 utilises the Gifford-McMahon cycle - a 

modified Stirling refrigeration cycle. The out-of-phase operation 

of two pistons causes the refrigeration gas to pass to and fro 

between a number of interconnecting sections.

The cycle begins with compression of the helium gas at 

ambient temperature, the gas being transferred through a cooler, 

(which dissipates the heat of compression) to the regenerator 

(which cools the gas nearly to the refrigerating temperature)



Fig. 2.9 
Schematic Diagram of Cryodyne, Compressor 

I and Precise Temperature Controller
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where heat is temporarily stored as the gas moves on to the 

freezer. This gas then expands into the first stage expansion 

space hence becoming still colder as a result of work done 

against a pair of expansion pistons. The upper piston is 

pushed back mechanically, moving the gas to a second stage 

expansion chamber where it does work against the lower expansion 

piston. This piston is not mechanically driven, being returned 

by the gas expanding at the first stage. The returning cold gas 

on passing through the freezer absorbs heat from the system 

being cooled (i.e. heat load) and as it passes through the 

regenerator it picks up the previously stored heat and is returned 

to the ambient temperature for the commencement of a new cycle#

Onto the lower cold station of the Cryodyne cold finger is 

attached the sample mount with an angled copper or aluminium 

deposition block. Good thermal contact is achieved by the use 

of indium gaskets compressed between the separate components.

The cold finger is surrounded by a vacuum shroud, the lower half 

of which is rotatable. This vacuum shroud has four ports two of 

which are required for the incident and scattered laser radiation, 

one contains a Penning gauge for pressure monitoring and the 

fourth is connected to the vacuum system. There are two injection 

ports on either side of an inspection window and at an angle to it.

2.3.6 Temperature control and measurement

For obtaining the temperature of a localised area in a 

small cell, enclosed within a vacuum, with sufficient accuracy, 

sensitivity and speed of response thermocouples are the most 

suitable devices. Negligible heat losses occur through the long 

thin wires and rapid response is obtained to changes in local

| *
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temperature. However, they produce a slightly non-linear 

millivolt output directly increasing according to the difference 

between the temperature of the measuring junction and that of 

the reference junction. The precise temperature controller (P»T,C.) 

(Fig. 2.9 )used in conjunction with the Cryodyne overcomes the 

problem of non-linearity over the whole working range of 

temperature i.e. 300-12 K.

The instrument is designed for closed-loop control of 

temperature and at the same time is able to provide linearised 

read out of the measurement values in real physical units, in 

this case Kelvin. These features are achieved primarily by 

comparing the incoming measured value immediately with a precise 

linearised set point voltage, so that subsequent amplification 

is of an error signal only.

The thermocouple provides a voltage that is non-linear 

with the actual measurement units (K). However, characterisation 

of the set point voltage or measurement produces an immediate 

improvement. This characterisation consists of altering the 

shape of the temperature setting/mV relationship in a number of 

segments, in this case three are quite adequate.

The thermocouple used in the Cryodyne unit is aairon/0.07% 

gold vs chromel, the characteristics of which were measured 

against a Cryogenic Linear Temperature Sensor (C.L.T.S.) device, 

accurate to 0.01 K, by Oxford Instruments. The P.T.C. segments 

were then matched up with these calibration figures.

The thermocouple is referenced at 293.2 K. To avoid the 

inconvenience of a 293.2 K reference bath, a device is used to 

generate a reference voltage for this temperature* The device is 

fed with a highly stable constant current and the voltage

f : , * ' ■ ' ' . ■
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generated acts as a reference junction of 293.2 K. The effect 

of room temperature variations on this cold junction is compen

sated by a correction introduced by a temperature sensitive diode 

which is located in the device.

Although the P.T.C. had been matched up to the Cryodyne 

thermocouple calibration at the manufacturers, it was decided 

that an independent check would have to be made since the P.T.C. 

was the only indication of the temperature. The most suitable 

check that was found was the Raman spectrum of solid a-nitrogen. 

Two bands at 32 cm 1  and 36.5 cm * were extremely temperature 

dependent. Cahill and Leroi {90} have published data concerning 

this temperature dependence and from our results it appeared 

that the actual temperature of our solid a-nitrogen sample was 

approximately 13 K higher than that indicated by the P.T.C. To 

check this the thermocouple was immersed in liquid nitrogen and 

the read out of the P.T.C. was 8 8 . 6  K.

The P.T.C. was recalibrated on the figures supplied by 

the manufacturers. The thermocouple was again immersed in liquid 

nitrogen and a reading on the P.T.C. was 77.5 K.

As a final check a sample of solid nitrogen was prepared 

at 14 K and the Stokes and anti-Stokes bands obtained for the 

transitions at 32 cm * and the intensities in counts/sec. The 

temperature was calculated using eqn. 2 . 1  belowi

where k is the Boltzmanncons tant 

h is Planck's constant

i
i



v is the Raman excitation frequencyo
v is the frequency of the vibrational transitionm
T is the temperature (K).

The temperature was found to be 15 K but since there is 

some error (approximately 1 K) involved in the calculation of 

the temperature the P.T.C. was taken to be reading correctly*

2.3.7 Cleaning procedures for the Cryodyne

The same cleaning methods of "0H rings are applied to 

the Raman system as the infrared cryocooler. The copper or 

aluminium block, depending which is to be used, is polished to a 

mirror finish by using a polishing cloth (a metal polish should 

not be used as this may lead to contamination of the block).

Two thicknesses of 0.05 mm indium gasket are used between the 

block and the sample holder, the six screws are tightened, left 

for a few hours and then retightened to ensure good thermal 

contact.

On reassembly of the vacuum shroud the whole unit was 

pumped to outgas water vapour prior to cooldown.

2.3.8 Experimental technique

From the experience gained in the use of the infrared 

system it was decided to adopt F.M.I. as the deposition procedure 

since the method tended to give clearer matrices than S.S.O.*

Only a simple sample deposition system(Fig. 2.7)was needed, 

namely a one litre bulb (containing the matrix mixture), a 

measured volume between two p.t.f.e. taps, connected to a length 

of flexible p.t.f.e. 4 mm tubing with an injection needle. The 

only parameters needed for calculation of deposited material were



the initial pulse pressure of the bulb, temperature of the 

gaseous mixture and the M/A ratio.

The samples were made up in the same way as previously 

described in section 1. The sampling system was then discon

nected from the infrared sample preparation Bystem and transferred 

to the Cryodyne unit for connection into the cell. This had 

the advantage of being able to run both infrared and Raman spectra 

of the same sample. The volumes of the bulb and volume between 

the taps were accurately calibrated.

The method of calculation of deposited sample was as 

follows:

Let P be the pressure of gas in the bulb of volume V, o 1  1

and let V- be the measuredvolume between the taps.
f —t
When the gas in is allowed to expand into the measured 

volume the pressure will drop to 

V,

P .V- o 1

f»! * V  '

Le t x -
V 1  + V 2

New pressure, P^ - PQ.x (2.2)

The tap from the bulb is closed and the pulse is allowed to 

deposit onto the refrigerated support. When the bulb tap is 

again opened to fill the measured volume the pressure will be 

P 2  - P1.x (2.3)

*\ P2  - PQx2  (2.4)

The final pulse pressure after n pulses will be

pn - P .xn n o

Since relatively large amounts of sample were deposited 

the error in this method is small. A small computer program was

cn



written to calculate the total amount of deposited material 

and the size of each pulse (Appendix 3).

From the work carried out on solid a-nitrogen it was 

immediately apparent that several modifications in the technique 

would have to be made.

The samples were deposited using the pulse technique onto 

the polished surface of a copper block with the injection needle 

“ 20 mm away from the block. When the first pulse was admitted» 

rings were seen to move out from the centre of the block surface 

(observed in monochromatic laser light). If the evacuation cell 

was rotated the centre of the solid sample could be placed in 

the centre of the block. However» this effect could only be 

seen on the first pulse and only lasted about 1 0  seconds.

There was no apparent increase in temperature during 

deposition and the temperature could be maintained to ±0 . 2  K 

provided the base temperature was at least 2  K below the deposition 

temperature.

Because the a-nitrogen was completely transparent the 

reflected laser beam hit the top of the collecting lens and a 

piece of black tape had to be used to prevent this. According 

to Nibler and Coe {80} variation of the tip angle was desirable 

(10-30°). The original block had an angle of 35° so a new one 

was made, this time out of aluminium. This had an angle of 20° 

and was polished to a mirror finish before installation. The 

laser beam was now reflected up into the shroud of the Cryodyne 

out of the way.

In the first experiments with a sample gas, nitrogen was 

used as the matrix gas at an M/A ratio of 100. After the first 

4 or 5 pulses had been deposited serious cracking of the matrix



occurred. The condition of the matrix deteriorated as more 

pulses were deposited. Under the same conditions no cracking 

occurred with pure nitrogen• so the cracking effect was believed 

due to the addition of the sample molecule causing distortion of 

the nitrogen lattice (borne out by the broadening of the phonon 

band of a-nitrogen). The thermal conductivity of the condensed 

matrix mixture was considered. Upon condensation of the gas* 

the heat is removed from the sample area (via the copper or 

aluminium block). Initial thermal conductivity through the 

matrix is good, since the matrix is thin, however, as the layer 

of matrix material gets thicker, conduction of the heat being 

supplied by the fresh condensing gas must take place through this 

layer. A temperature gradient will be formed but although not 

sufficient to cause loss of isolation, is sufficient to strain 

the matrix layer as it is quickly cooled down hence cause cracking

To overcome this effect in subsequent experiments a needle 

valve was put in the injection line. For each pulse the setting 

on the needle valve was slowly altered to let the gas mixture 

deposit on the block, then opened wider, the actual shroud deposi* 

tion being held constant until all the pulse had been deposited. 

This had the desired effect and perfectly clear matrices were 

obtained with only limited cracking patterns for around 1 0 0  ymol 

of sample gas.

Several other points appeared to affect the quality of the 

matrices.

(i) Distance of needle from block.

(ii) Initial pulse pressure of the bulb.

(iii) Matrix host gas used.

(iv) Temperature of deposition.
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The best position of the needle was “ 20 mm from the 

block, initial pulse pressures above 500 torr tended to cause 

serious cracking, 400 torr was found to be the most satisfactory*

Of the two matrix gases used argon gave the worst matrices* A 

deposition temperature of between 17 and 20 K was found to give 

the clearest matrices for both gases, above 2 0  K gave very 

frosty matrices and below 17 K resulted in very serious cracking 

and on several occasions the matrix actually dropped off the 

block.

Once the matrix had been deposited, provided that only 

temperature changes at a rate of < 1  K/min were carried out no 

deterioration of the matrix occurred. However, a rate of tempera**, 

ture change of 4 K/min caused excessive shattering of the 

matrix.

Since deposition was carried out using the P.T.C. to 

control the depositing temperature, it was found important to 

have the deposition temperature at least 2 K above base teiqperature* 

This was because if base temperature varied, a change in tempera

ture occurred more rapidly than the P.T.C. could react and a 

corresponding rise or fall in temperature would result in crack

ing the matrix. The best conditions were found to be a deposition 

temperature « 2 K above base temperature, and using the P.T.C» on 

"auto" controller set to a fast response to any sudden changes in 

refrigeration.

2.3.9 Operation of the Raman system

The sample bulb containing the gas mixture to be analysed 

was connected to the sampling system prior to cooldown* The 

Cryodyne vacuum shroud and the connection between needle valve

!
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and sample bulb were evacuated to a vacuum better than 1 0  torr 

registered on the Penning gauge.

Prior to start up, it was ensured that the charge pressure 
2  »owas 9.3 x 10 ±34 KNm (135 ±5 psi) on the suction pressure

gauge and that the oil level was correct. The P.T.C. was switched 

on and the thermocouple and heater leads checked. The controller 

was switched to ’'manual", a "set" value of 300 was fixed and on 

switching to "measure" room temperature was displayed.
t

The system on-off switch was act uated and cooling began 

immediately.

Pumping was continued during cooldown until the tenqperature 

reached approximately 40 K when cryopumping began. At this stage 

the vacuum shroud was isolated from the pumping system by means 

of the 25 mm Sanderson valve. This prevented the possibility 

of the cryopumping and subsequent deposition of any vacuum pump 

oil on the cold surface of the block.

Immediately after cooldown the base temperature monitored 

by the P.T.C. should be less than 14 K, the Cryodyne was left 

for 30 minutes to stabilise at a base temperature of less than 

13 K. (The actual base temperature of 12 K takes approximately 

one hour.)

The actual cooldown time depended on the heat load i,e. for 

a mass of 8  g cooldown time was 45 mins with an average cooldown 

rate of 6.5 K/min, for a mass of 40 g cooldown time was 50 mins 

with an average cooldown rate of 5.9 K/min.

It should be noted that although cooldown time is dependent 

on mass load, base temperature is not, thus a small vacuum leak 

will result in higher than normal,operating temperatures and a 

gradual increase in temperature. A larger leak may prevent

**4
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system cooldown. If the final pressure immediately after cooldown 

to base temperature (12-14 K) is not 10  ̂torr or less a leak 

should be suspected. Leak testing was carried out using the V.G. 

micromass 4 as previously described in section 1 .

Temperature control of the model 21 was achieved either 

manually or automatically by off setting the capacity of the 

refrigeration with an electrical resistance heater mounted on 

the second cold station directly above the block. For a particu

lar set value of temperature, the heater power was adjusted by 

means of the feed-back controller. As the cold head tried to 

cool below the set point of the controller, the power to the 

heater was automatically increased, thus maintaining constant 

temperature. This automatic control was available over the 

entire range of the model 21 i.e. 12-300 K.

After cooldown the sample mixture was transferred to the 

Cryodyne via the injection system as previously described. Deposi

tion time varied depending on the M/A ratio used but between 

60-100 ymol of sample gas had to. be deposited in the Raman work 

to obtain a spectrum.

Once deposition was completed, the Cryodyne unit was 

rotated, lowered and the block aligned with the collecting lens.

To facilitate initial sample alignment for the most efficient 

energy collection, a built-in tungsten lamp operated by the panel 

switch on the spectrometer, provided a well defined slit image 

at the sample point. This slit image was projected out onto the 

matrix and the laser beam carefully aligned with the image. A 

suitable band was chosen in the spectrum to allow final "peaking 

up" to obtain maximum signal from the matrix. This was done by 

careful adjustment of the kinematic prism and the Xti translator
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until maximum signal had been obtained. Usually a low laser 

power of between 300-400 mW was used which corresponded to 

150-200 mW at the sample. Occasional "peaking up" was necessary 

to check whether maximum signal was still being obtained. The 

slightest movement of the Cryodyne can cause complete loss of 

signal and care should be taken to avoid any unnecessary vibration 

or movement during the running of the spectrum.

Upon completion of the experiment the Cryodyne can be 

switched off. Warm up to room temperature can be speeded up by 

use of the auto controller to heat up the matrix and the block.

Once the pressure inside the vacuum shroud had increased to
_3

approximately 10 torr the 25 mm Sanderson valve was opened to 

the pumping system and the sample gases pumped off. Warm up 

using the auto controller set at room temperature takes approximately 

15 minutes.

2.4 Miscellaneous topics

2.4.1 Cooling gases for air products AC-3L-110 Cryo-tip

(i) Helium

Helium was supplied by Gardener Cryogenic Ltd., at a

purity of 99.998% having less than 3 ppm of water and 6  ppm of
3nitrogen. Each cylinder contained normally 9.1 m of gas at an.

-2initial pressure of 20 MNm . Three cylinders gave approximately 

twelve hours of operation before renewal was required.

(ii) Hydrogen

Hydrogen was supplied by B.O.C.Ltd., as white spot grade 

with a purity of 99.99%. This gas contained less than 10 ppm of

water and 1 ppm of nitrogen. Each cylinder contained normally
• 3 “ 26.9 m of gas at an initial pressure of 17.5 MNm • Five cylinders

!

■ 1



gave approximately 10*5 hours of operation at 20 K and 16*5 hours 

at 4 K.

2.A.2 Working gas for C.T.I. model 21 Cryodyne

Helium is supplied by Matheson Gas Products at a purity 

of 99.9999%. Impurities are quoted as < 0.1 ppm for argon, 

nitrogen, oxygen, neon, hydrogen, carbon dioxide and hydrocarbon 

(as CH^)•

2.4.3 Matrix gases

The matrix gases were all supplied by B.O.C. Ltd.. Grade X 

nitrogen was used as supplied without further purification. High 

purity grade argon and white spot nitrogen were both passed 

through a liquid nitrogen trap before use.

2.4.4 Window materials

(i) AC-3L-110 Cryotip

The outer windows of the Cryo-tip remained at room 

temperature during all stages of operation and 5 x 45 mm KBr 

or Csl windows were used. The deposition window was Csl,

3 x 25 mm. Csl was used rather than KBr since the latter tended 

to shatter at low temperature and required frequent replacement.

(ii) Model 21 Cryodyne»
The outer windows of the Cryodyne remained at room 

temperature during all stages of operation and 3 x 50 mm glass 

windows were used.

2.4.5 Purification of sample gases

the methylamine and ethylamine were supplied in gas



cylinders by B.D.H. Ltd., at a purity of * 98%.

The ammonia used was supplied in a cylinder by Matheson 

Gas Products.

The methylamine-d2  was supplied by Merck and was used 

without further purification.

The ammonia gas was introduced into the vacuum system 

from the cylinder, condensed over sodium metal to remove any 

water that might be present and then vacuum distilled into a 

storage bulb.

The methylamine and ethylamine which were known to contain 

inpurities were purified in the following manner;

A sample of each gas was taken from the cylinder for 

subsequent chromatographic analysis. A Pye Series 104 chromatograph 

with a flame ionization detector head was used for the analysis.

A suitable column was prepared which consisted of a 4 m x 5 mm id 

stainless steel column which was packed with 15 per cent diglycerol,

5 per cent tetraethylenepentamine and 2 per cent polyethylenimine, 

(the latter to act as an "antitailing" agent) on 60-80 Chromosorb "W" 

The column was operated at 313.2 K with a nitrogen carrier gas 

flow of 20 ml min

From the analysis of methylamine it appeared that approxi

mately 0.5% ammonia and a small amount of methanol was present.

The ethylamine contained approximately 0.5% ammonia. Water could 

not be detected with a flame ionization detector.

Methylamine was dried by passing it through freshly 

prepared potassium hydroxide/calcium oxide under, vacuum. The 

gas was then liquified at 223 K and distilled under vacuum at 

this temperature. The first portion of the distillate was 

discarded as containing ammonia and only the middle fraction was



collected in a storage bulb. This was repeated until the ammonia 

and methanol peaks had been eliminated from any subsequent 

chromatographic analysis.

The same method was adopted in the purification of 

ethylamine.
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CHAPTER 3 

DATA ANALYSIS

3.1 Introduction

This chapter has been divided into two sections. Section 1 

deals with the acquisition of data from the Perkin Elmer 225 

spectrophotometer by means of a digital data recorder and subse

quent computational analysis. Section 2 deals with the increase 

of the signal to noise ratio and resolution for weak bands in 

the Raman spectrum of matrix isolated molecules using an 

automatically controlled time averaging computer.

SECTION 1

3.2 Infrared digital data analysis

3.2.1 Introduction

A large amount of information is obtainable from a spectrum, 

much of which is never utilised due to the tediousness of its 

extraction. A calculation such as an integrated band intensity 

is usually performed very inaccurately simply as a result of 

insufficient data collection. The availability of digital 

computers nowadays enable vast quantities of data to be handled 

at high speeds.

Two requirements are necessary for data analysis.

(i) The data must be in a convenient form for inputting

! , ■
I. .

!



into the computer, namely on paper tape.

(ii) The data must be transformed by a computer program 

into a meaningful result.

An Elliot 903 computer was used which in its basic con* 

figuration has an internal memory of only 8,192 words. Pro

gramming in 903 Algol immediately consumed A,573 words of the 

store space due to the Algol interpreter. This leaves approxi

mately 3,500 words for the program and data handling space. 

However, this was not regarded as being a significant problem 

in the analysis of matrix bands which are generally sharp and 

symmetric having half bandwidtVP of < 4 cm , a properly digitised 

matrix band would contain upto 1 0 0  data points which was regarded 

as sufficient for the type of analysis problem envisaged.

3.2.2 The data recorder

The Perkin Elmer DDR-1C digital data recorder produces a 

conqmter compatable paper tape record of data generated by single 

brush absolute position shaft encoders directly coupled to the 

225 spectrophotometer. Up to sixteen characters can be punched 

in one data word and the DDR-1C is capable of recording data at 

a rate up to 50 characters per second. Commands to record data 

may be generated manually by the operator using the "record" 

push button or automatically by the trigger commutator, mounted 

on the shaft of the wavenumber data source, this automatically 

generates 1 0 0  record commands per revolution of this shaft, a 

rate switch controls the actual recording rate (i.e. 1 , 2 , 5 , 1 0 , 

20, 50 or 1 0 0  commands per revolution). The data characters are 

transmitted to a patchboard which allows the format of the data 

word to be compatable with the input requirements of the
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Elliot 903 computer. A keyboard allows manual entry of information 

onto the punched tape.

A P.E. 345/1,000 shaft encoder consists of a 1,000 count 

disc that resolves the 1 , 0 0 0  counts in a 345° rotation of the 

encoder shaft, it is coupled to the optical attenuator cam and 

provides the photometric information. The wavenumber,information 

is provided by a P.E. 1/100 T.C. shaft encoder which resolves 

1 0 0  counts per revolution with a trigger commutator generating 

100 record commands per revolution. This encoder is directly 

coupled to the Littrow cam drive of the spectrophotometer.

The purpose of the encoders is to transmit changes in 

positional information which basically set and reset flip flops 

in the encoder registers which store the positional information.

This information is transferred to a data tape every time a record 

signal is generated, the rate switch selects these record 

commands at intervals from the trigger commutator.

Each time a record command is generated an eleven character 

data word is punched on a tape consisting of two parts.

(i) Wavenumber word

The up-down counter in conjuction with the 100 count encoder 

provides a five digit data number proportional to the abscissa 

reading on the spectrometer. The 100 count encoder provides the 

two least significant data digits, the up-down counter counts the 

number of revolutions of the 1 0 0  count encoder, provides the three 

most significant digits. Logic circuits monitor the output 

signals of the 1 0 0  count encoder register and generates a count 

pulse every time the encoder changes from 99 to 00 or 00 to 99 

and also supplies the direction of rotation information.

With the instrument linked to the spectrometer and the
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power turned on, the up-down counter modules have to be preset 

corresponding to a calibration wavenumber reading of the spectro

meter. For the model 225 this value is A 0 0 0  cm" 1  corresponding 

to a reset value of 927 for the up-down counter. The last two 

digits being supplied by the angular position of the 1 0 0  count 

encoder making a total of five digits for the wavenumber data 

word.

(ii) Transmittance word

The 1,000 count encoder provides a three digit data number 

proportional to the ordinate reading on the spectrophotometer.

Both data numbers are punched on a record command, each 

data number having its own terminator so that it is accepted 

separately into the computer for decoding.

3.2.3 Calibration of the DDR-1C

Difficulty was initially experienced in obtaining a 

consistent reset value for the calibration at A 0 0 0  cm . This 

was eventually traced to the fact that the 1 0 0  count encoder was 

slipping on the Lithrow cam drive shaft. The screws were tightened 

and consistent readings for the reset value obtained.

Calibration of the wavenumber and transmission encoders 

were made using the following procedure:

The power switches of the spectrophotometer and the
»

DDR-1C were turned on. The spectrophotometer was scanned to 

about A 008 cm” 1  then scanned slowly forward (to take up any 

backlash in the gears) to exactly A 000.0 cm 1. The punch was 

turned on followed by the "data" button. The reset button 

mounted on the spectrophotometer facia was pushed, this forced 

digits of 9, 2 and 7 into the up-down counter modules. With the

t
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DDR-1C switched to "manual" the "record" button was pushed and 

a reading of 92752 punched for the wavenumber part of the data 

word. The rate switch was then set to 100 and with the DDR-1C 

set to "auto" the spectrometer was slowly scanned forward. The 

first wavenumber data word punched was 92699 corresponding to a 

wavenumber reading on the spectrometer of 3992.4 cm *.

"Manual" readouts were obtained at the exact beginning and 

end of each range and at one third intervals of each range. These 

are given in Table 3.1. It can be seen that there are 21,000 

figures in each range and 4,200 figures per transitional range.

Data points were obtained at 0%,50% and 100% transmission 

values on the chart paper. Although thè encoder is off set at 

0 %, the number of encoder counts from midscale to 1 0 0 % equals 

that from midscale to 0 % within a tolerance of a few counts.

This was taken into account in the computer software for pro

cessing transmittance data. A calibration graph is given in 

Fig. 3.1. Once the calibration of abscissa and ordinate scales 

had been affected, only resetting at 4 0 0 0  cm * was necessary 

in subsequent experiments. Provided that (i) the link between 

the spectrophotometer and the DDR-1C is not interrupted, and 

(ii) the spectrophotometer is not scanned forward over the 

transition between the end of range 4 and the beginning of 

range 1 , calibration will be correct over all the ranges for 

repeated scans. If (i) or (ii) occurs the DDR-1C will have to 

be reset at 4 0 0 0  cm 1  again.

Data will be punched during forward scan only provided 

a punch rate of 50 characters per second is not exceeded.

Maximum scanning speed will therefore depend on the rate switch 

setting.
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Calibration figures for the DDR-1C

Range Drum
reading (cm )

Wavenumber
Encoder
Figure

Wavenumber (cm ) 
interval at 
rate 1 0 0

\\

✓
5000.0 99752

.4000.0 92752
1
■/ 1/7

3000.0 85752

2 0 0 0 . 0 78752

2500.0 74552
1

2 0 0 0 . 0 67552
2 1/14

1500.0 60552

1 0 0 0 . 0 53552

■; ■
1 0 0 0 . 0 49352

1 800.0 42352
3 1/35

600.0 35352

400.0 28352

\
i 500.0 24152

1

1 400.0 17152
4 1/70

300.0 10152

2 0 0 . 0 3152
.
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Fig. 3.1 calibration Graph lor the DDR-10 Iranaalaalon Encoder.



In order for the computer to decode the encoder counts 

it requires:

(i) the transmission calibration

(ii) the encoder figure and the starting wavenumber for 

the beginning of each range and its corresponding wavenumber 

interval at rate 1 0 0  between encoder figures. These are given 

in Table 3.1.

A computer procedure was written in 903 Algol code to 

decode the encoder figures for any range. This is given in 

Appendix 4. This procedure may be included in any subsequent 

program. A schematic diagram of the system is given in Fig. ,3.2.

3.2.4 Development of computer programs

(i) Band Search Program SRCH 2A

Matrix bands are generally very sharp and close together 

requiring expansion on the chart paper for the band structure 

to be obtained in reasonable detail for subsequent analysis.

However, although the chart paper may be accurately marked, 

slight stretching often occurs on the drum. When scanning over 

a few hundred wavenumbers using the whole length of the chart 

paper this slight stretching will therefore result in a 

progressive error from the beginning to the end of the paper.

To overcome this problem a program was developed (Appendix 5 ) 

to give accurate values for peak centres. Included in the program 

was an approximate definition of a band. The approximate values 

of the band peaks from the ehart paper were entered into the 

computer and the data tape searched within set limits either side 

of the search value until a band was found.

to ensure that a band had in fact been found, a section



Pig. 3.2 Schematic Diagram for (a) Raman Signal Averaging and 
(b) Infrared Digital Data Recording Systems,
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of the band waa plotted. The output vaa a span of wavenumbers 

containing the actual band centre, each wavenumber having its 

corresponding point plotted. Scaling was automatic. Providing 

the search value was reasonable a span of twenty points was 

sufficient to obtain the band peak. Where there were several 

adjacent bands the span had to be sufficiently small to prevent 

inclusion of neighbouring peaks. The more points considered in 

a span the greater the time taken to search the data tape. Using 

this program the band peak for a particular matrix band at a 

particular temperature from one data tape to another was repro-
“X »l

ducible to within ±0.1 cm . Shifts of < 1 cm could be 

accurately measured for matrix bands during temperature cycling 

experiments. A typical output is given in Fig. 3.3.

(ii) Band Integration Program COL IB ' » '

The second program COL IB was developed, Appendix 6 , for 

integration of matrix bands to check that relative "peak" 

absorbance was a good enough approximation to relative "integrated" 

absorbance.

Two parts of the program were already available in this 

laboratory for use with another instrument {9 2 }, these were a 

convolution technique and a transposition of background data 

technique, and were rewritten in procedure form. All the above 

procedures were designed to operate on arrays. Owing to the 

limitations of the storage space in the computer up to 400 points 

may be integrated.

The program was designed to be flexible, the various 

procedures could be called to analyse the data in a number of 

different ways.

i ;
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F i g .  3 .3

(a) Typical Output from SRCH 2A

A l  7 9  6 - 0 0 0 1‘. A  9 L i \ ' U i v t s L k  « 
bfc-AhCH 9ALUL = 7 9 6 . 1  0 0 hA V L k UMì LK . 

' 9 6 . 7 1 4  
JSt’hll
~t:JL, ¿¡¿e, *
7 9 6  . *
7 9 C . U 3  *
7 * 6 .0 0 0 *
1 9 b • s L 7  *
79b. 7  !< *
7 9 b . b 7 } *
yJb.A2  9
7 9 b . £ fe t
'9 b .  l ¿| 3

^  ^  A l  ? fc9 . b 7 1 W A V t\ U P b L K  •
'»c-Ak c H VALOL = 71 9 » 7 Ü D V.'A V Lt\Uiv ü fc-K •

7H . 2 t 6
<'*Z.\A3
79 0 , too *
' b 9 •y b 7 *
7 A 9 . 7 j /( *
7 b 9 « t> 7 i *
e 9. /,b 9  *

, v 9«t;b6 *
/ « v . 1 1 3
jf3  9 * 0  0  0

7 b b » c b 7
7 öb.?l4

(b) Typical Output from COL IB

b/̂ L F U I  N i b  U N b f v t j ü l h L U .
F u l i ^ l b  UVSMUUlHtb.

^'Uc-rtVAL b L l U t t i \  P u l N l S *  . 2 b b 7 1 4  
UF I i\l LOnA 1 1 LH\= b2 6 . 0  0 ÜUlv “ 1 

bM. Lih I M  LC-hAl I  uiv= b0 6 - i}Ö0üiv - l  
j’r ' b L h  ÜF P u l  M b  1U b£- 1 i\ 1 L U < A 1 L D =  7 1
HAv t'KAlLb FLAK AtsbUhPlluN l-KtiN büt  .Ü0PCP-1 1Ù ü 0 6 . 0 0 0 0 - 1  

A7 b 1 6 « 00 0 WA Vfc-MjPfcsfc-N •
AK H L U , h ì  AubutcPl  IU'9 A l  & 1 6 . 0 0 0 0 - 1 «  •

• 9 0 6 1 b b

4 6 8 6  A3
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3.2.5 Method of operation .

A background tape was obtained for each region of the 

spectrum to the analysed prior to any experiment. The desired 

regions of the matrix isolated sample spectrum were run and a 

data tape output was obtained. The sampling rate was usually 

set to give at least thirty points for each matrix band which 

was regarded as sufficient for successful integration. The 

initial parameters were typed into the computer via the teletype* 

The data tape output from the spectrometer was then fed into 

the computer.

Any region of the spectrum may be selected for integration, 

smoothing and transposition may be performed if required. The 

program starts and ends an integration at specified wavenumber 

limits initially set by the operator. Once one integration has 

been completed the computer then searches for the starting 

wavenumber of the next integration to be carried out. The program 

automatically decodes the raw data from the data logger as each 

point is read into the computer using the decode procedure. A 

typical output for COL IB is given in Fig. 3.3.

It should be pointed out that the integration is only 

of an area of absorbance and was not intended to be regarded 

as an absolute value of intensity, since absolute intensities 

cannot be measured for matrix isolated molecules.



SECTION 2

3.3 Raman data analysis 

3.3.1 Introduction

In chapter 2 reference was made to the weakness of the 

Raman effect and to the necessity of working at low laser power* 

High resolution was invariably difficult ta achieve for the 

matrix isolated samples. Large spectral slit widths were often 

necessary and a resultant sacrifice of resolution had to be made 

in an effort to achieve an acceptable signal to noise ratio from 

the matrix signal. In some cases the Raman effect was so weak 

that only with high sample concentrations and maximum sensitivity 

could some bands be observed and then the spectral bandwidth was 

too large to resolve close bands. Often in this application, 

relatively weak signals from the dilute sample of interest are 

measured with large amounts of background scatter from the matrix 

material; under these conditions the signal to noise ratio becomes 

the limiting factor. The criterion for high resolution is 

invariably related to the quality of the matrix, the light 

scattering properties of the matrix sample molecules and the 

degree of sophistication of the Raman detection system.

A method was therefore sought for increasing the signal 

to noise ratio for analysis of these weak bands of the matrix 

isolated molecules.

3.3.2 Signal averaging computer

A Varian Model C-1024, time averaging computer was used in 

conjunction with the Cary 82 spectrophotometer to increase the 

signal to noise ratio* This was accomplished by sweeping
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through the spectrum of interest many times and adding information 

into the ferrite-core memory of the computer.

When a spectrum of interest was swept repeatedly, signal 

information was added into the memory channels in direct propor

tion to the number of sweeps {93}. The information stored in 

the memory may be displayed on the front panel oscilloscope, or 

read out through a recorder. The computer sweep of the memory 

channels may be triggered internally by the operator or externally 

by the Cary 82 (see later). There are a maximum of 1,024 memory 

locations. It is equipped to accept analog signals of 1, 3, 10 

or 30 volts and pass the signal through an analog-to-digital 

converter and store the signal in its memory. The sweep time 

can be varied over a variety of time intervals from 0.025 to

1,000 seconds.

The ordinate spectral information is supplied by a very 

linear ten turn potentiometer directly coupled to the pen servo 

motor shaft. This potentiometer is supplied with a stabilised 

10 volts power supply and gives a 0 to 10 volts output directly 

proportional to the signal incident on the detector. Fig. 3.4 

illustrates how this system provided an improvement to final 

spectral results and a schematic diagram is given in Fig. 3*2,

3.3.3 Operation of the Time Averaging System

The spectrum was scanned repeatedly over a fixed number 

of wavenumbers from a fixed wavenumber starting point. The 

speed of scanning over the spectral region depended on the pen 

period, spectral bandwidth and the sweep time of the computer.

Once these parameters had been fixed they were not altered. The 

computer was triggered manually for sweeping to begin at the same



Fig. 3.A Improvement of Signal to Noise Ratio by use of the Time 
Averaging Computer for Matrix Isolated Molecules



time as the forward scan was manually switched. At the end of 

each sweep the spectrometer was reversed scanned passed the 

sweep starting wavenumber. Alteration of the scan speed was not 

possible since this would cause an error in the wavenumber sweep 

of the computer. The spectrometer was then scanned slowly forward 

to the starting wavenumber ready for triggering of the next 

sweeping operation of the computer.

The above operations required a certain amount of coordina

tion of movement as well as being tedious and requiring constant 

attention for long periods of time. Thus although results were 

obtainable modification was necessary.

The system was therefore automated by means of microswitches 

which were triggered by the movement of the cosecant drive 

mechanism of the Cary 82 spectrophotometer. The microswitches 

energised relays to control the operating modes of the spectrometer 

Accurate alignment of these microswitches enabled any spectral 

region > 10 cm”1 to be repeatedly scanned. The computer was 

triggered by one of the microswitches to within an accuracy of 

±0.1 cm 1 each scan.



CHAPTER 4

METHYLAMINE IN ARGON AND NITROGEN MATRICES

4.1 Introduction

Durig et al {94} studied the infrared spectra of methylamine 

and its deuterated analogues (CH^NDj, CD^NH2  and CD^ND2 ) in 

argon matrices. They present or assign most of the monomer 

fundamentals of each isotopic species on the basis of the matrix 

and condensed phase infrared and Raman spectra. Recently 

Hirakawa et al {95} have carried out a detailed force constant 

analysis of methylamine using their own spectra of methylamine 

and C H ^ N H j  in the gas phase and Gray and Lord’s gas phase data 

{96} for the deuterated species. There are a number of dis

agreements between these assignments and those of Durig et al. 

Wolff et al {97-102} have examined the Raman spectra of CH^NHj, 

CH^NHD and CH^ND2  in the gas, liquid and solid phase. They 

observe the NHD twisting mode of CH^NHD at 878.0 cm * in the 

gas phase which is at a considerably lower frequency than previous 

assignments.

In order to resolve these disagreements, and as a necessary 

precursor to carrying out quantitative studies of the amines 

(discussed in chapter 8), infrared and Raman matrix studies of 

methylamine, methylamine-d^ and methylamine-d2  were undertaken 

in this work. The first and last isotopic species belong to the 

point group, Cs, consequently, the normal vibrations divide into 

only two symmetry species, symmetric to the plane A" and anti

symmetric to the plane A'.' Of a total of fifteen normal modes 

for the monomer species, nine are of species A' and six are of 

species A " ,  all are infrared and Raman active. However,
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depending on the isolation of the molecules in a matrix, the 

type of matrix used, the temperature and M/A ratio, additional 

absorptions due to multimer species and molecules trapped in 

different sites affected the complexity of the spectra. Careful 

experimentation and comparison of results obtained in both the 

infrared and Raman for argon and nitrogen matrices of the 

methylamines was necessary to aid the frequency assignments of 

the monomer species in each fundamental region. In general, 

frequencies for the monomeric species were taken from the infrared 

results since these frequencies are more accurate because of 

the higher resolution used in obtaining the infrared spectra 

than for the Raman. Multimer species were apparent in the infra

red spectra at low M/A ratios but although multimer species 

were observable in the Raman results they did not appear to be 

strong scatterers. Clearer spectra free of multimer frequencies 

were obtained at lower M/A ratios than would normally be used in 

the infrared. The effects of M/A ratio changes, temperature 

and diffusion are discussed where applicable in each fundamental 

region. Unless otherwise stated all matrix samples were deposited 

at 20 K.

Experimentation carried out for the molecules described 

in this chapter is given in Table 4.1« '

4.2 Monomer assignments

4.2.1 NIL, stretching region

The NH stretching frequencies of methylamine were extremely 

weak in the infrared and were only observable at low M/A ratios 

where spectral assignment of the monomer bands was hindered by 

the overlapping bands due to multimer absorptions* Attempts
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T a b l e  4 . 1  (

E x p e r i m e n t a t i o n  c a r r i e d  out  for m e t h y l a m i n e  and methylanu.ne"d2

I

8G

I N F R A R E D

M o l e c u l e M a t r i x M / A T e c h n i q u e T e m p e r a t u r e
(K)

A m o u n t  of samp l e  
d e p o s i t e d  (pmol)

c h 3n h 2 N i t r o g e n 100 S.S.O. 20 60.0

II 100 II 11 2 0 . 0

II 200 11 , ,11 20 . 0

* It 500 11 II 2 0 . 0

II 1040 11 II 10 . 0

II 21 4 0 II it 10.0

II 530 II 4 1 0 . 0

1040 II II 2 0 . 0

II 1080 i? II 3.5

100 P.M.I. 20 18.0
. }

II 100 It '• 13.0

It 100 II ii • 13.0

II 200 II 11 12. 0

' II 220 11
* . 

II 15. 0

400 II . ii 5.0

II 450 II II 5.0

It 510 II II 15.0

It 9 7 0 11 ii 6.5

II 1650 II II 1.0
' • ■ A r g o n 180 'S.S.O. * 20 31.0

11 490 11 11 10.0

100 0 It 11 10.0

11 50 P.M.I. 20 13.0

ft 100 r » II 4 2 . 0

II 120 II II 7.5

180 II
t
II 3 0 . 0

* ’ II 200 11 II 4.2

, 11 250 II II 7.1

II 550 II 11 7.i
* II 1050 II 11 7.0

205 0 f II 11 7,1



Table 4.1 (contd.) t

Molecule Matrix M/A Technique Temperature
(K)

Amount of sample 
deposited (ymol)

cs}m 2 Argon 200 P.M.I, 4 15.4

II 200 ii . II 9.9

II 540 II . II 13,4
ch3n h2/h 2o Nitrogen 200 II 20 21.0

II II Argon 500 II 20 10.1

CH3NV N2 Argon 540 II 20 7.5
ch3n d2 Nitrogen 90 1* II•

14.0

II 100 II II 26.5

II 300 II II 6.0

it ' 850 II it 4.0

ii 1500 II II 10.0
Argon 110 II II 18.0

II 240 II II 14.0

19 580 II II 7.0

II 860 II ii 7.0

If 1030 II II 7.0

II 1040 II II 10.0
C H ^ / C H ^ N D , Nitrogen 1000 II II 10.0
ch3n h 2/c h3n d 2 Argon 1000 M II 10.0

R A M A N

c h3n h2 • Nitrogen 55 P.M.I. 20 100

II 100 II it 81

II 100 H 12 60
II 100 II 17 89
II 100 II 20 76

' II 200 ii ii 52

II 520 II
V 10

; *.■ Argon 50 II * II 120
II 100 ii 100

ii 200 II 50
CH^ND, Nitrogen 100 ii 90

Argon 100 ' ii
1 86

c h3n h2/ch3n d2 Nitrogen 100 u ii 90
c h3n h2/ch3n d2 Argon 100 II II 82
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Fig. A,3 Infrared and Raman Spectra of the CH3 Stretching Region
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of CH2 ND2 In a Nitrogen Matrix. t
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Fig. 4.5 Infrared and Raman Spectra of the CHj Deformation Region
of CH3NH2  in 8  Nitrogen Matrix.
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Fig. 4.7 Infrared Spectrum of the NII2 ,NHD,ND2 Wagging Mode of a
CH3NH2 /CH3 ND2 Mixture in a Nitrogen Matrix.showing NHD Twisty
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Fig. 4.8 Infrared Spectra of the NH2 Wagging Region of CH3 NH2 in an
Argon Matrix deposited and recorded at 20K showing diffusion effects.
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Table 4.2

Infrared and Raman bands observed for CĤ NHj in an argon'matrix

Frequency cm-1 Species Assignment

Infrared Raman

*3410 3414.8 MONOMER
*3389 dimer
*3346 3352.2 MONOMER.
*3300

>

'V'3282
'''3256 »multimer
*3236
*'»3199
*3180
2990.8 *»2988 MONOMER
2982.8 multimer
2978.2 multimer
2967.1 2967.4 MONOMER
2959.8 2962.6 Monomer
2954.8 - multimer
2934.1 2932.0 Monomer
2916.6 2914.6 Monomer
2901.5 2902.8 Monomer
2893.5 *2894 multimer
2878.8 2877.2 Monomer
2870.6 *2873 multimer
2819.3 2819.0 MONOMER
2815,0 multimer
2797.3 2714.7 dimer
2792.8 dimer
2784.8 *2790 multimer
2779.4 ‘ multimer
1636 , multimer
1630 multimer
1623.0 MONOMER
1480.8

. —  . 1

1482.2 MONOMER '

••NĤ  asym. stretching (A") 

NH^ sym, stretching (A1)

CH^ asym. stretching (AM)

CH^ asym. stretching (A1)
2 x 1480.8 « 2961.6 (A1)

1480.8 + 1463.8 - 2944.6 (A") 
2 x 1463.8 - 2927.6 (A’)
1463.8 + 1449.8 - 2913.6 (A1)

2 x 1449.8 - 2899.6 (A’)

CH^ sym. stretching (A1)

t- . . '

NHj scissors (A1)

CH^ asym. deformation (A")
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Table 4.2 (contd.)

Frequency cm ^ Species Assignment

Infrared Raman

1478.9 multimer ■ , ■

1465.3 multimer ,
1463.8 1465.3 MONOMER CH^ asym. deformation (A')

1456.5 multimer
1449.8 1451.5 MONOMER CH^ sym. deformation (A')

1429.8
1

1423.1
1395.8 »multimer .

' 1376.8
1368.0

*1148 nultimer
. 1139.7 - MONOMER CH^ rocking (A1)

VL130 multimer •
1117.4 - MONOMER CH^ rocking (A")

1086 multimer ' <
1082 dimer
1053.8 • multimer
1052.2 1053.1 MONOMER CN stretching (A*)

1045.8 *1045 multimer
1041.8 8 ite
1039.2 *1040 monomer
1034 multimer

* 972 MONOMER NH2 twisting (A")
926 (

915 i
* 896 »multimer
* 888
868.7 ,
859.2

’
• s

V .

CO
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Table 4.2 (contd.)

Frequency cm ^ Species Assignment

Infrared Raman ,
>

840.4
833.1

^multimer827.3
824.7
818.6 dimer
(806) Ml (Nj induced)
796.1 Ml MONOMER NH. wagging (A1)
789.7 monomer
786.4 monomer
782.4 monomer
776.2 monomer ►site bands

766.8 monomer(SSO)
. 764.2 monomer(SSO)
* 370 dimer

>

)

t

\



, Table 4.3 - (
Infrared and Raman bands observed for CĤ NĤ  in a nitrogen matrix

Frequency cm ^ - Species Assignments

Infrared Raman ■

*3410 3411.0 MONOMER
■N
>NH_ asym. stretching (AM)

'''3392 - multimer
*3350 3349.2 MONOMER

J

*3340
''»3283
*'»3200

*3305
>multimer

►NI^ sym. stretching (A1)

2991.3 - riiultimer
2985.3 2985.0 MONOMER ►CH^ asym. stretching (A")
2976.1 2976.3 multimer J
2969.8 2966.0 multimer
2963.1 2963.2 MONOMER CH^ asym. stretching (A1)
2956.8 2956.9 Monomer 2 x 1480.5 - 2961.0 (A1)
2950.1 2950.5 multimer
2933.6 2933.2 Monomer 1480.5 + 1462.5 - 2943.0 (A")
2912.6 *2914 Monomer 2 x 1462.5 - 2925.0 (A1)
2895.1 2895.8 Monomer .1462.5 + 1449.6 - 2912.1 (A')
2874.6 2874.8 Monomer 2 x 1449.6 - 2899.2 (A’)

''<2866 2864.3 multimer
*'<2849 2851.5 multimer
2819 ' 2821 mult imer
2816.0 2815.8 MONOMER , CH^ sym. stretching (A1)

*2797 2812.8 multimer
*2785 2787.3 multimer
*1655 - multimer >NH„ scissors (A’)
1642.0 - MONOMER z

1480.5 1481.2 MONOMER ., CHj asym. deformation (A") -
1471.7 ’ multimer
1462.5 1463,2 MONOMER ' CH3 asym, deformation (A')
1456.3 - multimer
1449.6 1451.0 MONOMER CH^ sym. deformation (A')

'



Table 4.3 (contd.)

Frequency cm * Species Assignment

Infrared Raman

1433.6 - multimer •

1152.0 • multimer
1144.0 1143 MONOMER CH^ rocking (Af)

1126.6 multimer
1125.0 1121 MONOMER CH^ rocking (A")

M.090 multimer
1085.8 dimer *

1055.7 1061.6 dimer
1052.0 monomer? . site band

1049.5 1049.5 MONOMER CN.stretching (A1 )

1043.0 1043.5 monomer '

* 966
~ 945
* 907 ► multimer
'v* 885 t

868
840.4 ■ dimer • •

836.4 multimer
832.0 multimer
816.0 - MONOMER NH2 wagging (A*)

795.2 multimer
792.8 multimer

365.5 dimer



Table 4.4 (
Infrared and Raman bands observed for CH,jND2 in an argon matrix

Frequency cm ^ Species Assignment

Infrarec Raman •

^2995 multimer
2991.1 *2991 MONOMER CH^ asym. stretching (A")
2985.0 2983.0 multimer
2969.8 - monomer site band
2966.0- 2966.0 MONOMER CH^ asym. stretching (A1)
2962.4 2960.5 Monomer 2 x 1479.3 - 2958.6 (A*)

^2957 - ' multimer
^2943 - multimer
2933.0 - Monomer' 1479.3 + 1462.2 - 2941,5 (A")
2917.3 2916.5 Monomer 2 x 1462.2 - 2924.4 (A1)
2909.3 - multimer
2899.1 2902.5 Monomer 1462.2 - 2924.4 (A’)
2892.8 - multimer
2877.8 2880.5 Monomer 2 x 1456.0- 2912.0 (A1)
2870.7 - . multimer
2818.7 *2819.0 MONOMER CH^ sym. stretching (A1)
2811.8 - , multimer
2809.3 - multimer

^2554 - multimer
2548 • 2548.0 MONOMER

■N
ND2 asym. stretching (A")

2545 -
2534 - • > multimer '
2527.8 -
2518 -
2478 -

^2462 2461.0 MONOMER ND2 sym. stretching (A1)
2456.5 * mm

2432 - (

2416 ►multimer
^2390 - '
^2340

)
' •
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Table 4.4 (contd.)

Frequency cm * Species Assignment

Infrared Raman

1487.6 multimer .
1479.3 1479.0 MONOMER CH3 asym. deformation (A")

^1476 - multimer
1462.2 1462.0 MONOMER CHg asym. deformation (A’)

1456.0 1456.0 MONOMER CH^ sym. deformation (A1)

1245 multimer
''»1225 • multimer
1218.6 mul timer
1207.6 dimer
1203.0 *'»1200 MONOMER ND 2  scissors ,

1189 - monomer CH3 rocking (A’)

M134 multimer
1125.5 mm MONOMER CH3 rocking (A")

1120.5 multimer
-V1035 dimer ■
1011.1 multimer
1006.1 1006.0 MONOMER CN stretching (A*)

1001.1 *1000 multimer
994.9 site monomer

-v 758 • - MONOMER . ND2 twisting (A")

683.4
668.6 »multimer
663.0
659.6
656.6 dimer
654.2 dimer
(644.8) $ 2  induced)
638.6 • - MONOMER

V
NI> 2  wagging

634.2 monómer
632.2 monomer ►site bands
630.4 monomer

-



tTable A.5
Infrared and Raman bands observed for CĤ  ND2 in a nitrogen matrix

Frequency cm ^ Species Assignment.......

Infrared Raman ,

2993.4 - multimer ,
2987.2 ''<2987 MONOMER CH^ asym. stretching (A")
2976.6 - multimer *

2965.3 - multimer ■
2962.2 2962.8 MONOMER CH^ asym. stretching (A’)
2959.7 - Monomer 2 x 1479.6 - 2959.2 (A1)
2950.6 2950.8 multimer -
2932.6 2933.0 Monomer 1479.6 + 1462.2 - 2941.8 (A")
2919.0 mm multimer
2913.3 - Monomer 2 x 1462.6 - 2925.2 (A1)

' 2907.0 - multimer
2898.8 2901.4 multimer
2894.6 2894.8 Monomer 1462.2 + 1456.0 - 2918.2 (A*)
2889.7 - multimer i

2882.6 *'»2882 multimer *

2873.8 2874.0 Monomer 2 x 1456.0 - 2912.0 (A1)
2869.7 - multimer
2818.3 - multimer
2814.5 2814.7 MONOMER CH^ syra. stretching (A’)
2809.7 2810.2 multimer
2545.8 2545.8 MONOMER ND2 asym. stretching (A")
2532 - dimer
2524 mm multimer ‘
2476 - monomer?

*2456 2458.1 MONOMER ' ND2 sym, stretching (A’)
*2453 ■

*2416 -

2402 . - >multimer
*2385 -

''»2344
1479.6 1480.5 MONOMER CH^ asym,deformation (A")
1476.4 -

.

multimer



Table A.5 (contd.)
I

Frequency cm ^ Species Assignment

Infrared Raman ,

1471.7 - multimer •

,1466.9 *1466 multimer
1462.6 1462.6 MONOMER CH^ asym. deformation (A’)

1456.0 *1456 MONOMER CH3 sym. deformation (A')

1226.3 - multimer
1222.4 ' - dimer
1218.2 - ■ dimer
1211 -

1207.1 *1208 MONOMER ND£ scissors (A')

1128.0 - MONOMER. CHj rocking (A")

*1035 1039.7 dimer
1007.3 1008.5 multimer
1004.1 1005.0 MONOMER CN stretching (A*)

999.0 999,5 multimer
* 700 - . i ’■

691.6 -
690.6 - ?multimer
687.6 -
684.2 mm

670.2 mm dimer '« .
668.0 . - multimer
663.4 mi multimer
653.6 * 654 MONOMER ND2 wagging (A1)



were made to obtain spectra at high dilution but the large 

amounts of matrix material which were required to obtain a 

spectrum caused excessive scattering of the incident radiation 

from the infrared source. No satisfactory spectra were obtained 

to enable an accurate frequency assignment of the bands. How

ever, in contrast, as shown in Fig. 4.1 in the Raman the monomer 

NH stretches were much stronger and therefore easily identified. 

The two groups of bands in this region for methylamine showed 

the presence of multimer bands which disappeared as the M/A ratio

was increased. The monomer NH stretches consist of two bands.
- 1 -1The strong band at 3352.3 cm in argon and 3349.2 cm in nitrogen

corresponding to the 3360 cm * band in the infrared gas phase

is clearly the symmetric NH stretch and the weaker band at

3414.8 cm 1 in argon and 3411.0 cm 1 in nitrogen is assigned to

the antisymmetric stretch. On deuteration the ND stretches are

slightly stronger in the infrared but again are more easily

identified in the Raman spectra. For methy1amine-d2 (Fig. 4.2)
-1 -1the ND symmetric stretch is at 2461 cm in argon and 2458.1 cm 

in nitrogen and the ND antisymmetric stretch is at 2548 cm 1 and

2545.8 cm"*1 for argon and nitrogen matrices respectively. In

the Raman spectra of a mixture of methylamine and methylamine-d^

the stretching frequencies of the CH^NHD molecule have been

recognised. The NH and ND oscillators in this molecule are

essentially independent and the NH and ND stretching frequencies
have been identified at 3382 cm 1 and 2498 cm”1 respectively in

-1 -1argon and 3373.7 cm and 2495.5 cm in nitrogen.

4.2.2 CH stretching region

• A complex series of strong and medium intensity bands occurs



in the CH stretching region of methylaraine in argon or nitrogen 

for both the infrared.and Raman (Fig A.3)# The effect of 

changing the M/A ratio for both matrices only slightly affected 

the spectral features in this region. A sharpening of the main 

bands was observed with increasing M/A ratio, as a result of a 

decreasing in the intensity of the shoulders on these bands.

These shoulders are due to multimer species having frequencies 

very close to those of the monomer bands.

Comparison of the infrared and Raman monomer spectra in the 

CH stretching region allowed positive assignments for the CH 

stretching fundamentals to be made for each of the isotopic 

species studied.

The Raman spectra of methylamine show clearly that the

strongest feature is the O^A' symmetric stretch at 2819.3 cm“1
— 1 .1

in argon and 2816.0 cm in nitrogen corresponding with 2820 cm

found in the infrared and Raman gas phase. The CH^ A** anti“ 

symmetric stretch will be expected to be weaker in the Raman 

than the infrared and hence leads to the assignment of the band 

at 2990.8 cm in argon and 2985.3 cm in nitrogen to this 

fundamental (Fig. A.3). The CHjA'* antisymmetric stretch corres“ 

ponds to 2967.1 cm * in argon and 2963.1 cm * in nitrogen. The 

remaining monomer bands are due to overtones and combinations of 

the CHj deformation modes intensified by Fermi resonance with 

the A' fundamentals. Tentative assignments are given in Tables 

A.2 and A.3.

The spectrum of methylamine-d2 is very similar (Fig. A.A) 

the CH^ fundamentals of the molecule being essentially unshifted. 

The assignments are given in Tables A.A and A.5* .

II
ij
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4.2.3 CHj deformations region

There are three, methyl deformations, again multimer 

absorptions overlap or appear as shoulders on the monomer bands. 

These shoulders disappear with increasing M/A ratio. The monomer 

CHj deformation region of methylamine in argon comprises bands 

at 1480.8 cm“1, 1463.8 cm“1 and 1449.5 cm“1 in both the infrared 

and Raman (Fig. 4.& The very weak band at 1450 cm“1 corresponds 

to the symmetric deformation which is considerably shifted from 

the apparent gas phase value of 1430.6 cm (96). A band was 

observed at 1428 cm"1 in the matrix but the symmetric deformation 

would not be expected to shift appreciably for the methylamine-d2 

molecule. This is the case the band at 1456 cm 1 being assigned 

to this mode. Confirmation that any shift on deuteration is 

small is provided by the CH3 stretching region since the overtone 

and combination bands are not shifted appreciably from the 

values for

The A' and A" CH3 antisymmetric deformations are assigned 

in agreement with the gas phase assignment and have frequencies 

of 1463.8 cm”1 and 1480.8 cm”1 corresponding to the gas phase 

values of 1473.6 cm“1 and 1485.1 cm {96}. These frequencies 

along with those obtained for these molecules isolated in a 

nitrogen matrix are given in Tables 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5# Again 

the shifts from argon to nitrogen are slight.

4.2.4 NH2(ND2) bending modes (scissors)

For the CH3NH2 molecule the assignment is the same as that 

of previous workers {96), but due to the presence of atmospheric 

water vapour in the infrared spectrometer housing arising from 

the absence of adequate dry air flushing equipment the amount of



energy available in this region was limited. Only two bands 

were observed in the infrared. The main spectral feature (a 

broad band at 1623 cm”1), present at high M/A ratios, was taken 

as being due to monomer and agrees well with the gas phase 

value also of 1623 cm”1. This band shifts up to 16A2 cm 1 for 

CH^N!^ in a nitrogen matrix. No Raman band could be obtained 

in this region for CH3NH2 in argon or nitrogen matrices even 

at the lowest M/A ratio, largest amounts of matrix deposited 

and highest spectral bandwidths practicable. Although "C.A.T." 

facilities were available for the Raman work, it was not envisaged 

that additional data over the results already obtained in the 

infrared would be gained by using this method.

In CH3ND2 the ND2 bending mode moves down to 1203 cm"1 in 

argon and 1207.1 cm"1 in nitrogen. On the basis of the above 

frequency assignment, the corresponding band for CH3NHD would 

be expected to be around 1440 cm 1 but no band was detected in 

either the infrared or Raman in either matrix. Since this is 

the region of the CH3 deformation modes, the NHD bending mode 

may overlap with one of these bands.

4.2.5 CH3 rocking modes

These modes were very weak in both the infrared and the 

Raman (Fig. 4.6). Durig et al {94} assign both the A" and k*0 
CH3 rock to a band they observed at 1140 cm 1 for CH3NH2 and 

1128 cm"1 for CH3ND2 in an argon matrix. In the gas phase of 

CH3NH2 Cray and Lord {96} observe the k* component at 1130 cm"1 

and assign the antisymmetric k00 CH3 wagging vibration to an 

assumed value of 1195 cm 1, although they did not observe a band 

in this region* Hirakawa {95} calculates this vibration and



l i  0

-1 ' 
gives it a value of 1120 cm .

In this work in the infrared two bands appear to be due 

to monomeric absorptions they are 1139.7 cm * and 1117.4 cm * 

for CH^NI^ in argon, but owing to the weakness of these bands 

the M/A ratio dependence is not clear. However, they are still 

present at high dilution at which multimer species have disap- 

peared from the spectra. Confirmation of these bands in the 

Raman was not possible for the argon matrix, but good agreement 

was obtained between the infrared and Raman spectra of CH^NHj 

isolated in a nitrogen matrix (nitrogen gives clearer matrices 

than argon). Bands at 1144 cm and 1125 cm in the infrared 

corresponding to 1143 cm  ̂and 1121 cm * in the Raman were assigned 

to the A" CH3 rock and A"" CH3 rock respectively.

For CH3NÜ2  in argon the CH3 A'and A" modes were found at

1125.5 cm”1 and 1189 cm”1 no corresponding bands were able to be ‘ 

found in the Raman and only the CH3 A # mode was found in the 

nitrogen matrix at 1128 cm

4.2.6 CN stretching region

The CN stretching mode has a strong absorption in the 

infrared for all the isotopic species studied in argon and nitrogen 

matrices (Figs. 4.6 and 4.7). The structure of the CN stretching 

absorption is complex for each isotopic species there are several 

bands in this region exhibiting different concentration depen

dence. Additional monomer bands appear to be present at higher 

M/A ratios and disappear on annealing the matrix at a temperature 

which makes diffusion unlikely. These absorptions have therefore 

been assigned to monomer occupying alternative trapping sites.

The disappearance of the bands on annealing parallels similar

' ' }■ ; ,
; I ;
i |
! ! !



intensity changes in the NH2 wagging region - both regions appear 

to be sensitive to the environment. A fuller discussion of 

these effects will be given later in this chapter. The CN 

stretch of CH3NH2 and CH3ND2 in argon was found to be 1052.3 cm 1 

and 1006.1 cm”1 respectively. The identification of the CM 

stretch at 1042.0 cm”1 for CH3NHD in argon was made possible 

by using 50i50 mixtures of CH3ND2 and CH3NH2 and allowing iso

topic exchange to take place (Fig. 4.7). The values for the 

CM stretch for the molecules isolated in a nitrogen matrix are 

given in Tables 4.3 and 4.5.

4.2.7 NH2 wagging mode

The NH_ wag is the strongest absorption in the spectrum 

of the methylamines in the infrared in both argon and nitrogen 

matrices, Figs. 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9, but was too weak to be observed 

in the Raman.

The structure of the NH2 wag monomer absorption in CH3NH2 

in argon is complex due to the presence of alternative trapping 

sites (see later). The strongest absorption (796.1 cm”1) at 

high M/A ratio that changed least in intensity after annealing 

was taken as the monomer band in the most stable site.

The corresponding absorption for this mode for CHjNDj, is 

identified at 639.0 cm“1 in argon. Mixtures of CH3NH2 and 

CH3ND2 isolated in an argon matrix produced an additional series 

of bands of which an absorption at 702.0 cm 1 is assigned to the 

NHD wag.

Methylamine in a nitrogen matrix shows less complex spectral 

features at high M/A, and the monomer species is more easily 

identifiable at 816 cm”1. Assignments for CHjNHj and CHjNDj



4.2.8 NHj twist

The frequency for the NH2 twist has been under dispute

{94,95,96,102,103). Lord and Gray observed a band in the gas
phase spectra of methyl-d^ amine at 1416 cm * which they assigned

to the NH2 twist for this molecule, and calculations showed that
-Ithe NH2 twist of CH^NHg should be at 1455 cm . Crawford {103}

■. 1 I
calculated the NH2 twisting motion as being 977 cm and 744 cm 

for CH^NHj and CH3ND2 respectively. Later Hirakawa {95} in his 

calculations took the NH2 twisting frequency for CH^NH2 to be at 

1419 cm * but found that his force constant calculations gave 

no information as to the frequency of this mode. Durig et al 

{94} report that the NH2 twist is absent from the matrix isolated 

but is present in the solid spectra.

In this work in the infrared spectra of matrix isolated 

CH^NH2 and CH3ND2 in argon weak bands were observed at 972 cm~V 

and 758 cm * respectively but they are too weak for the M/A 

dependence to be studied in detail. However, the spectra of 

CH^NHj and CH,jND2 mixtures in argon and nitrogen (Fig, 4.7) 

show bands at 885.7 cm * and 892 cm * respectively which parallel 

the absorption of the NHD wagging mode even at high M/A ratio. 

Since it is present at M/A ratios where multimer species have 

disappeared from the spectra this band must be assigned to 

monomer and hence to the NHD twisting vibration in agreement 

with Wolff's {97} gas phase Raman observation. The apparent 

intensification of this vibration relative to NH2 and ND2 is 

due to its close proximity to the very strong NHD wagging. In 

the case of the NH2 and ND2 species the twisting and wagging

'' . ’ < f :I ' ■ ■ . • ■ ■ ■ ■ ■Ii -f

are given in Tables 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5.



vibrations are still close together, but interaction cannot 

take place because one vibration is A ** and the other A'. In 

the case of CH3NHD, which has no symmetry, the interaction is 

allowed.

4.2.9 Torsion

Gray and Lord {96} assigned the torsion in the gas phase 

for methylamine at 263.4 cm *. Durig et al {94} claimed to 

have observed this fundamental at 370 cm *" for methylamine 

isolated in an argon matrix. However, although a band is 

observed at this frequency in this work it only appears at low 

M/A ratio and is not present at high M/Á ratio. Therefore it 

is reasonably assigned to the torsion mode of a multimer, most 

probably dimer. The torsion would not be expected to shift a 

great deal from the gas phase value and certainly not 100 cm 

No band was found for the torsion in either nitrogen or argon in 

the infrared for the experimental frequency range (down to 

250 cm”*') and no band was observable in the Raman spectra.

A comparison of the gas and matrix CH^NHj and CH^NDj 

fundamentals in the infrared and Raman is given in Table 4,6,

4.3 Product rule ratios

The monomer frequencies for the isotopic species of 

methylamine in an argon matrix are summarised and compared with 

the corresponding gas phase frequencies in Table 4,7.;

In order to check that these assignments were reasonable 

the Teller-Redlich product rule was applied, The general formula 

for any molecule isi

n 1

(4.1)



... |
where m^f m 2 » etc. are the masses of individual atoms in sets of 

equivalent nuclei.

M is the total mass of the molecule.

a, $ etc. are the number of vibrations contributed by 

each set of atoms to the symmetry type considered.

t is the number of translations of the symmetry type considered.

I is a moment of inertia and x, y and z.« 1 or 0 depending 

on whether or not rotation about that axis is of the symmetry 

type considered.

The superscript i designates an isotopically substituted 

molecule.

The observed and calculated Teller-Redlich product rule 

ratios are given below. The moments of inertia for the various 

isotopic species of methylamine were calculated using computer 

program GCCC (chapter 5).

1 1 4

Molecule Species Calculated Observed

ch3n d 2/n h2 A f 0.406 0.436

ch3n d2/n h2 A" 0.444 0,495

ch3n h d/n h 2 — 0.427 0.491

c h3n d 2/nh d — 0.423 0.440

From the argon matrix spectra of both the infrared and 

Raman, the fundamental frequencies of CH^NHj and CH^HDj are known 

with reasonable confidence and agreement between the observed and 

calculated product rule ratios is good.

The differences between the observed and calculated values 

are small and are in the direction expected as a consequence of

11 f ' .



anharmonicity (since the observed values are higher).
In the case of the CH N̂HD molecule» the NHD scissors is 

unobserved» the value used is calculated from the other isotopic 
species scissoring frequencies using the sum rule. The torsion 
for the CH N̂HD molecule is also estimated using the same method. 
The agreement between the observed and calculated product rule 
ratios is reasonable in view of these approximations.
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Comparison of the gas and matrix'methylamine fundamentals V

Table 4.6

Sym. 1 Mode
c h3n h2

Gas
I.R.

Argon matrix Nitrogen matrix
’ I.R. Raman I.R. Raman

A' NH2 sym. stretch. 3360.0 'v-3346 3352.3 *3350 3349.2

CH^ asym. stretch. 2962.0 2967.1 2967.4 2963.1 2963.2

CH^ syra. stretch. 2820.0 2819.3 2819.0 2816.0 2815.8

NH 2  scissors 1623.0 1623 - . 1642 ■ -

• CH^ asym. de£. 1473.6 1463.8 1465.3 1462.5 1463.2

CH^ sym. def. 1430.6 1449.5 1451.5 1449.6 1451.0

»
CH^ rock. , • 1129.8 1139.7 - 1144.0 1143

CN stretch. 1044.1 1052.3
t

1053.1 1049.5 1049.5

NH2  wag. 780.1 796.1 “* 816.0 **

A" NH2  asym. stretch. 3423.6 *3410 3414.8 ''»3410 3411.0

CH^ asym. stretch. 2895.0 2990.8 2991.0 2985.3 2985.0

CH^ asym. def. 1485.1 1480.8 1482,2 1480.5 1481.2

NH2  twist. (1419) * 972 - mm mm

CH^ rock. (1195)' 1117.4 - . 1125.0 1121

CH^ torsion' 263.9 M . *

V ,



Table 4.6 (contd.)
ft ■\

\

Sym. Mode
ch3n d2

Gas
I.R.

Argon matrix Nitrogen matrix
I.R. Raman I.R. Raman

• A ’ ND^ sym. stretch. 2479 - 2461.0
. ♦

*2456 2458.1

CH^ asym. stretch. 2961 2966.0 2966.0 2962.4 2962.8
• CH^ sym. stretch. 2817 . 2818.7 2819 2814.5 2814.7

ND^ scissors 1234 1203.0 M200 1207.1 r'1208

CH^ asym. def. 1468 1462.2 1462 1462.6 1462.8
- \ \

CH^ sym. def.’ , 1430 1456.0 1456 1456 1457.5

CH^ rock. 1117 v 1125.5 mm 1128 - .

CN „stretch. 997 1006.1 1006.0 1004.1 1005.0

ND2  wag. , , 625.4 639.0 - 653.6 654

A" ND2  asym. stretch. 2556 2548 2548.0 2545.8 2545.8

CH^ asym. stretch. 2985 ■ 2991.1 2991 2987.2 2987

CH^ asym. def. (1485 1479.3 1479 ' 1479.6 1480.5

ND2  twist. (820) *758 - - mm

CH^ rock. 1187 1189 mm - mm

CHj torsion■ 224.5 ■a mm ""
1'

X
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Table 4.7 ,

Comparison of the gas and matrix * ^HjNHD and CH^ND^ fundamentals

. V Mode
c h3n h 2 CH3NHD CH3ND2

Gasa Ar
matrix

„ bGas Ar
matrix Gasa Ar

matrix

VI NH2(NHD)ND2 sym. stretching 3360.0 3352.3 2506 2478 2479 2461.0
V
2 CH^ asym. stretching 2962.0 2967.1 (2962) 2966.5 2961 2966.0

V
3 CH^ sym. stretching 2820.0 2819.3 (2818) 2819.0 2817 2818.7

V
4 NH2(NHD)ND2 scissors 1623.0 1623 1469 mm 1234 1203.0

V
5 CH^ asym. deformation , , 1473.6 1463.8 (1471) 1464.3 1468 1462.2

V
6 CH^ sym. deformation 1430.6 1449.5 (1430) 1456 1430 1456,0

V
7 CH^ rocking > 1129.8 1139.7 1143 1130.4 1117 1125.5

V
8 CN stretching /

1044.1 1052.3 1032 1042.0 997 1006.1
V
9 NH2 (NHD)ND2 wagging 780.1 796.1 688 702.0 625.4 639.0

V
10 NH2(NHD)ND2 asym. stretching 3423.6 3414.8 3388 3376 2556 2548.0

V
11 CH^ asym. stretching 2985.0 2990.8 (2985) 2991.3 2985 2991.1

V
12 CH^ asym. deformation 1485.1 1480.8 (1485) 1484.1 (1485) 1479.3

V
13 NH2(NHD)ND2 twisting >980)b ~972 878 885.7 (^820) ^758

V
14 CH^ rocking (1195) 1117.4 (1174) 1187 1189

V
15 CH^ torsion

-  ......... ■ - 1 .

263.9 (244) 224.5

a. Ref. 96
b. Ref. 97

>
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4.4 Multimer band assignments

The number of possible multimer species of methylamine 

that could be formed due to aggregation of molecules in a matrix 

environment is very large. For a multimer consisting of a 

given number of molecular units the number of possible struc

tures of these units may be limited by the.nature of the 

environment itself and only the more stable multimer species 

will be present in significant numbers. These multimer species 

may be divided into two classes} open chain and cyclic.

The effects of hydrogen bonding On the N-H stretching 

frequency is well known. Several attempts have been made to 

calculate the value for the enthalpy of hydrogen bond formation 

but the results of the various methods used {104,105*106} are 

inconsistent. However, there is a certain amount of evidence 

that methylamine is associated even in the gas phase {105}.

The presence of bands due to multimer species, which are 

highly dependent on the M/A ratio, are apparent in both the 

infrared and Raman spectra of methylamine in argon and nitrogen.

4.4.1 NH stretching region

Due to the weakness of the NH stretch in the infrared a 

detailed study of the concentration dependence of this region 

was not possible. Tentative assignments áre made in Tables 4.2,

4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. A band at''» 3305 cm  ̂ in the Raman spectra of 

CH^NHj in a nitrogen matrix disappears rapidly with increasing 

M/A ratio and is reasonably assigned to a dimer absorption.

For the NH stretching region bands are still present at 

high M/A to much lower frequency than the monomer bands. This 

excludes the possibility of these being due to different sites

1 1 9
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since the expected shift would not be so great« Since there 

is still dimer band present in the NH2 wagging region even at 

high M/A it is concluded that these bands are due to the NH 

stretch of this dimer.

On deuteration a similar pattern of absorptions is 

observed in the infrared for both argon and nitrogen but again 

the bands are too broad for their concentration dependence to 

be studied in detail.

4.4.2 NH2 wagging region

Fig. 4.8 shows the spectral changes that occur with 

increasing M/A ratio for methylamine isolated in an argon matrix 

and also demonstrates the effects of monomer diffusion. The 

highest frequency multimer bands (A) disappear very quickly with 

increasing M/A ratio but do not appear after the diffusion 

operation has been carried out. These bands could well be 

assigned to cyclic multimer species which although trapped on 

deposition would be unlikely to be formed due to diffusion of 

monomer species.
.1

For the bands of region (B), only one band at 818.6 cm 

remains at high M/A ratio. Since, generally, the pulse deposi

tion technique was adopted (since it gave clearer matrices) it 

could be argued that this band is due to monomer diffusion 

caused by the possible heating effect of the pulse technique*

If this is true the most likely diffusion operation during 

deposition would be expected to be local surface diffusion.

Due to the size of the methylamine molecule it is unlikely that 

true diffusion will occur on carrying out an annealing operation* 

Surface aggregation, due to evaporation of the argon matrix,is

' i i ' • • ‘ .i I . ,
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the most likely mechanism to produce multimer species. Since 

this band at 818.6 cm”* is present in the S.S.O. experiments at 

high M/A ratio and this band does not increase appreciably after 

diffusion this may well be due to an associated gas phase multimer 

species isolated in the matrix and is most probably an open 

chain dimer.

Fig. 4.9 demonstrates the effect of increasing the H/A 

ratio on the NH2 wagging region of methylamine isolated in a 

nitrogen matrix. Multimer bands to high frequency of the main 

monomer band disappear quickly with increasing M/A ratio which 

may reflect on the greater isolation capabilities of nitrogen.

The band at 840.8 cm * is assigned to open chain dimer. However» 

the intensity of the 816 cm band proved troublesome in 

studying the M/A ratio dependence of the multimer species in . 

the spectra of methylamine. It appeared to increase its relative 

intensity with increasing M/A ratio compared to every band 

including other monomer bands. It appears that some kind 

of long range interaction of this mode with the nitrogen matrix 

was occurring. A detailed discussion of this effect is delayed 

until chapter 8 owing to the importance of this effect in the 

discussion of the quantitative results.

Fig. 4.9 shows the effect of diffusion on the spectra of 

matrix isolated methylamine in a nitrogen matrix. Crystalline 

nitrogen has two stable forms a and 8 with a transition temp

erature at 35.6 K (107). The low temperature o form, which is 

the one that will be formed in this series of experiments, 

crystallises as f.c.c. It is not expected that methylamine 

monomer will diffuse through the matrix below 36 K but since 

appreciable evaporation of the matrix is occurring the increase

1 2 1



in the multimer species will again be due to surface aggregation 

At temperatures above.the transition temperature rearrangement 

of the lattice structure causes excessive dislocations allowing 

rapid monomer diffusion to take place.

Fig. 4.10 shows that for the same M/A ratio and amount 

deposited, deposition at 20 K apparently produces more multimer 

absorption than deposition at 4 K. This would be expected due 

to increased isolation efficiency at the lower temperature.

However, an interesting effect is the apparent increase 

in intensity of the dimer band on raising the temperature of 

the matrix to “ 20 K and then decreasing again to 4 K. As can 

be seen from Fig. 4.10 this effect is not completely reversible 

but it does take place at temperatures well below T^. The 

reason for this effect is not quite clear.

4.4.3 Other modes

The CN stretching mode for methylamine exhibits a series 

of bands shifted to higher frequency than the monomer. The 

bands do not change their intensity when annealing of the matrix 

is carried out but do disappear from the spectra on increasing 

the M/A ratio. Controlled experimentation at temperatures where 

"diffusion" could take place does not appreciably change the 

appearance of the bands in either argon or nitrogen matrices 

although bands to higher frequency appear. (Due to high multimer 

species formed as a result of surface aggregation.) Thus the 

series of bands initially observed and present in very dilute 

matrices are therefore reasonably due to low multimers most 

probably open chain dimer.

The CHj stretching modes, and NHj bending all exhibit



Fig. A.10 Temperature Dependence of the Bands in the NH Wagging 
Region of Methylamine in a Nitrogen Matrix
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shoulders (Tables 4.2 and 4.3) which may be assigned to mu1timer 

species. Due to their close overlap with the monomer bands a 

detailed study of the M/A ratio dependence was not attempted.

The same pattern was observed for all the isotopic species 

studied. The remaining CH^ deformation modes are little affected 

by association effects.

4.5 Site effects

4.5.1 Methylamine in an argon matrix

This discussion of site effects will be concentrated on 

the NHj wagging region since this region appeared to be the 

most sensitive to the matrix environment from this respect.

At a M/A ratio of 2,000 there are five bands in the NHj 

region which appear to be due to monomer absorptions. The 

effect of temperature cycling was carried out to investigate the 

possibility of rotation of the methylamine molecule in the argon 

matrix. Fig. 4.11 shows the effect of temperature change of the 

absorptions in the NH^ wagging region. From the results the 

effect of temperature change on the spectra were not reversible 

and excluded the possibility that methylamine is rotating and 

indicated the possibility of multiple trapping sites,

If the isolated molecules were indeed distributed in 

several alternative trapping sites or could exist in different 

orientations within a site without exchange between them then 

the environment of the matrix isolated molecules and thus the 

force field surrounding the molecule would be different in each 

case. The presence of two or more force fields will effectively 

modify the force constant for a particular normal vibration which 

would be reflected in its vibrational spectrum. It would be





expected that these effects should be observed in all the funda

mental regions. The environmental effects appear to perturb 

more strongly than other fundamentals although multiple monomer 

bands do appear in other spectral regions particularly the <21 

stretch.

The solid matrix formed in a typical matrix isolation 

experiment would be expected to be imperfect because of the 

nature of the deposition process (rapid condensation). It is 

known {108} that argon deposited at A K has a high density of 

dislocations which would tend to provide additional trapping 

sites. It would therefore be expected that, there should be 

an increase in the number of trapping sites at A K than at 20 K 

and this is in fact the case. Fig. A.11 shows the effect of 

deposition at A K and subsequent annealing and cooling to A K 

again, and also demonstrates the effect of deposition technique 

on the spectrum, bands at 766.8 and 76A.2 cm  ̂for the S.S.O. techni

que are entirely missing for the pulsed deposition experiment 

possibly due to the annealing effect of the latter technique.

Leach {74> discusses multiplet structure of crystalline 

organic solutions. Leach's argument may also be applied to 

matrix isolated molecules. It implies that the presence of 

impurities i.e. solute molecules, may induce particular and varied 

forms of short range or long range order in the surrounding 

matrix; the greater the amount of matrix host material present 

the greater the possibility of stabilising a particular packing 

structure of the matrix around the solute molecule. This effect 

can be seen in Fig. A.12 by increasing the M/A ratio the relative 

absorption of the band at 776.2 cm * increases but this band 

disappears quickly when an annealing experiment is carried out





1
and would therefore be regarded as the least stable trapping sited 

The annealing of the matrix would modify the number of these 

multiple trapping sites and so give rise to variations in the 

number of multiplet structures reflected in the relative inten

sity of the fundamentals of the molecules isolated in them. The 

persistence of multiple sites after thorough annealing implies 

that the potential barrier to conversion of the different struc

tures into the most stable one is very high or that the various 

sites have closely similar stabilities. From thè spectral evi

dence for methylamine in argon on annealing it appears that the 

main monomer band does not increase its absorption and so it 

must be implied that none of the sites interconvert to the main 

monomer site but simply.'lose their identity as a site through 

aggregation.

4.6 Impurity effects on the matrix isolated spectrum of methylamine

It is well docummented {109-113} that the presence of trace 

amounts of nitrogen impurities will be sufficient to suppress 

rotational features in the matrix isolated spectra of the 

hydrogen halides and induce bands not present in the absence of 

this inpurity. However, water and oxygen do not appear to affect 

the hydrogen halide bands.

It is therefore necessary to know what effect small quanti** 

ties of atmospheric or sample impurities could have upon the 

matrix isolated spectra of a solute molecule.

The most likely impurities to occur in the sample of 

methylamine are ammonia, water {113,114}, oxygen and nitrogen.

No spectrum of matrix isolated methylamine was found to contain 

ammonia impurity. However, owing to the difficulty of efficient

] . : , - ,
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drying of the methylamine several of the observed spectra did 

have small traces of the matrix isolated water bands. Compari

son of these spectra with ones determined under similar 

experimental conditions but free from water impurities showed 

no detectable differences in the spectra except for the absence 

of the impurity bands.

Oxygen and nitrogen are very easily identified in an argon 

matrix in the Raman, having characteristic frequencies at
m 1 wl

1552.0 cm and 2327.2 cm respectively. However, no matrix 

isolated spectra of methylamine run on the Raman equipment 

contained any sign of bands in these regions and it was concluded 

that oxygen and nitrogen impurities were absent and also that 

no atmospheric contamination was occurring.

The presence of oxygen and nitrogen cannot be detected 

in the infrared since they have no infrared active absorptions.

Only one band at 806 cm * in the NH2 wagging region 

observed in the infrared spectra of CH3NH2 in argon was irrepro- 

ducible, occasionally appearing at high M/A ratio or after a 

diffusion operation. This behaviour is inconsistent with 

either monomer or multimer species.

The effect of a 0.5% nitrogen doped argon matrix (M/A 

ratio - 200/1/1 Ar/CH3NH2/N2) on the NHj wagging region is 

shown in Fig. A.13 compared to an undoped matrix shows the 

appearance of a new band at 806 cm The general effect of 

nitrogen doping on the spectra gives the appearance of an undoped 

CHjNH^ matrix isolated spectra in argon except for the appearance 

of the impurity band at 806 cm The nitrogen impurity does 

not appear to affect the monomer bands by giving rise to additional 

trapping sites. Thus it is demonstrated that small quantities of

1 2 9
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Fig. A.13 Infrared Spectra of the NH Wagging Region of CH^NHj in an



nitrogen do modify the spectrum of CH^NHj in argon matrices but 

do not affect the monomer bands. A possible appearance of thé 

806 cm band after diffusion is that redeposition of matrix gas 

on recooling may trap nitrogen gas not present initially on 

deposition.

There are two possible sources of oxygen impurity (1) from 

the sample and (2) from air leaks into the system. The latter 

can be eliminated since this would cause a nitrogen impurity 

at the same time which could be identified by the band at 806 cmT 

The former can be eliminated because before preparation of the 

gaseous matrix sample mixture, the sample gas was solidified 

and pumped on at liquid nitrogen temperatures to < 10**̂  torr.

The vapour pressure of oxygen is greater than 10~** torr 

at liquid nitrogen temperatures. On this basis the matrix 

sample will be free of oxygen impurities.



CHAPTER 5

NORMAL COORDINATE ANALYSIS OF METHYLAMINE

5.1 Introduction

The normal coordinate treatment of methylamine has been 

carried out by several workers {95,103,115}. However, the 

assignment of the NH2 twisting mode has remained unresolved, 

as this is not definitely located in the gas phase spectra {96} 

for methylamine and its deuterated analogues. Dellepiane and 

Zerbi {115} carried out a normal coordinate treatment using 

the Urey-Bradley force field (U.B.F.F.). They calculated the 

NH2 twisting frequency of CH^NHj, CD^NHj, CH^NDj and CD^NDj at 

995, 1100, 766 and 713 cm""1 respectively; these values were in

reasonable agreement with Crawford {103} in a previous calcula- 

tion. However Hirakawa et al. {95} removed the Urey-Bradley 

assumption and in its place used the local symmetry field. In 

their calculations they were able to show that there were several 

sets of force constants which reproduced the other observed 

frequencies bit gave a greatly different twisting frequency. 

Hirakawa et al. were also able to include the gas phase values 

for the frequencies of the C H ^ N H 2 molecule in their data but 

found that although the N isotope shifts were useful for 

estimating force constants which took part in the vibration of 

the N atom they were still unable to obtain any definite informa

tion as to the position of the twisting mode to which he gave 

zero weight in his calculations. They suggested the twisting 

frequency could be in the 1200-1450 cm * region by a comparison 

with similar compounds leaving the assignment undetermined*



Wolff and Ludwig {97} presented data concerning the 

frequencies of the CH^NHD molecule and in particular they 

assigned a band they observed at 878 cm 1 in the gas phase to 

the NHD twisting mode. They estimated (using the sum rule) the 

values for the twisting frequencies of CH^NI^ and CH^ND2  to be 

983 cm-1 and 819 cm”1 respectively, which were in agreement 

with the values they previously obtained in the crystalline 

state {100} of 991 cm"1 and 824 cm 1 respectively.

In chapter 4 the infrared and Raman spectra of CH^NHD was 

measured in argon and nitrogen matrices and an assignment made 

for the molecule. Bands were definitely observed at 885.7 cm 1 

and 892.0 cm”1 respectively for each matrix which we assign to 

the NHD twisting mode. These values along with the matrix values 

obtained for the CH^NH^ and CH^ND^ molecule Table 4.7 were used 

in a normal coordinate treatment. Three assumptions were madet

1) all vibrations are assumed to be harmonic

2) the matrix environment does not appreciably perturb 

the molecular force constants and hence the frequencies

3) intermolecular interactions are negligible for monoter 

band frequencies measured at high M/A ratio. •

This chapter describes a normal coordinate analysis carried 

out for the observed frequencies of CH^NH^ and CH^ND^ in argon 

matrices and then extended to the CH^NHD molecule. It was 

hoped to obtain a more definite assignment in this way for the 

twisting mode for CH^NHj and CH^NDj. Argon matrix (rather than 

nitrogen) frequencies were used since perturbations are smaller 

in this symmetrical matrix and thus the values obtained should 

approximate to the gas phase vibration.

' Force constant calculations were made using the Wilson



Fig. 5.1 Coordinate System for Methylamine.

B o n d  B o n d  „ ■ A to m ic  \
A n g l e s  L e n g t h s ( A )  M a s s e s

H C H  = 1 0 9 ° 2 8 ' .  ' C H  = 1 -0 93. '  H =  1*00797.
H C N  = 1 0 9 ° 2 8 ' .  C N  = 1*474 C  = 1 2 -0 1 1 1 5 .
H N C  = 1 1 2 ° .  NH = 1 - 0 U .  . N = 14*0067 .
H N H  = 1 0 5 ° 4 8 / . % *



G F matrix method {116} and employed the U E  F.F. The theoretical 

treatment is described below*

5.2 Theory

5.2.1 Introduction

The frequencies of a molecule which we observe in infrared 

or Raman spectra are determined by the kinetic and potential 

energies of the molecule. The potential energy is a function 

of the forces between the atoms constituting the molecule, while 

the kinetic energy is determined by thé mass and coordinates of 

the atoms. Therefore it is possible to obtain information 

about the molecular field by analysing the vibrational spectra 

when we know the geometry of the molecule.

In diatomic molecules, the vibration of the atoms occurs 

along the line connecting them. For polyatomic molecules the 

motions of the atoms are much more complex but they can be 

shown to be represented as a superposition of a number of 

normal vibrations.

For an N atom system the position of the atoms at any 

instant in time may be described by their "Cartesian" displace

ment coordinates relative to a fixed point in space. The 

coordinates of an atom A are given as the components *A t and 

zA , the distance of A from the origin 0 is given by

(OA)2 - XA + yA ♦ ZA (5.1)

If there are N atoms, 3N coordinates are needed to describe 

their motion completely although only 3N - 6 (non linear molecule) 

coordinates will be required for describing the relative motion
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of the atoms with fixed orientation of the system as a whole* 

Internal coordinates may also be used in describing the 

relative atomic positions of the atoms e*g* changes in bond 

length and bond angles*

5.2.2 Potential and kinetic energy equations

The restoring forces are usually assumed proportional 

to the distortion of the valence bonds and angles* the propor** 

tionality constants relating the two quantities are called 

"force constants". The vibrational frequencies may be related 

to the atomic masses, molecular geometry and restoring forces 

using the general expression for the kinetic and potential 

energies of the molecule. The potential energy of a molecule 

referred to the equilibrium position is a function of all the 

coordinates involved, and provided the displacements of the 

atoms are small, this function may be expanded in a Taylor 

series as

3N
v < V z .... q3N) - Vo * ‘A t e 1 - v

(5.2)

where q, denotes any kind of displacement coordinate. The term

Vo is independent of q and can be ignored. The ( « 1 terms

also become zero, since V must be a minimum at the equilibrium

position. Terms in q,qf etc. give rise to enharmonic force

constants and are neglected since these terms are small cosq>ared 
2to q . The neglect of these terms is known as harmonic

j
approximation and thus V may be represented by

i-
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13v f  g2y N
i ! j  1 j

(5.3)

The force constants can be defined by

t - {2vij
where f.. ■ f... ij ji (5.4)

If i and j are the same coordinate the force constant is the 

principal force constant. If i j4 j the force constant is 

called an interaction force constant.

The potential energy of the molecule may be written

3N
1 y f.2 A  xj’i j 

ij

. (5.5)

where the summation extends over all combinations of coordinates.

The kinetic energy may be written by expressing the 

displacement of each atom relative to its equilibrium position 

in terms of Cartesian coordinates and masses of atoms (m^)»

Thus from equation (5.1)

1 • ^ [ < V 2 * <}n )2 ♦ (V 2]

In matrix notation this equation becomes

(5.6)

2T - X“MX (5.7)

•

where X is a column matrix with N components, (*jYĵ  *2^2*2 **’

.... fc^y^i^) and M is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the 

masses of the atoms.

The kinetic energy, when expressed in terms of the general

coordinates q ^ ^ , ....  ,qN » and their time derivatives •*

.. ,4n , becomes a homogeneous quadratic function of •••• *$N »



which can be written in the same form as equation (5*6) such that

3N
T « a.

i j  i ]  i  J
(5.8)

Although the kinetic energy is more easily expressed in 

terms of Cartesian displacement coordinates it is more convenient 

to express both the kinetic and potential energies in terms of 

internal coordinates R.

The potential energy may thus be expressed

2V - (6 v/6R.R.)R.R.1 J 1 J (5.9)

in which case the force constants may be defined by the general 

relationship:

f.j - A/iR.iRj (5.10)

and so the potential energy expression becomes

2V - l f..R.R. (5.11)
ij 1J 1 J

Here the summation is over all coordinates.

The kinetic energy may also be expressed in a similar form 

to equation (5.11) where

21 ' (5.12)Xj J 7

where k is a function of the atomic masses of the i and j nuclei 

and their equilibrium configuration. Equation (5.11) may be 

expressed in matrix notation such that

2V - R'FR (5.13)



where F is a symmetric square matrix of the order 3N - 6 (3N - 5 

for linear molecules) whose elements are the force constants* 

Internal coordinate displacements are given by the column 

matrix R and its transpose R'*. .

Similarly equation (5*12) is given by

2T - R'KR (5.14)

where K is of the same order as F and whose elements are given

by kjj. A matrix G is defined as the inverse of K and where G

is symmetric.

It is important at this point in the discussion to know 

the physical meaning of G.

Equation (58) is expressed in the form

T - H'Gq~lq (5.15)

. a.^ a.„ *».*.
where Gq 1 - lL (5.16)

a21 a22 ........... »» •» • t «
by definition, momentum p^ conjugate to q^ is

pl ' ‘ »li’i * *2lqi + <5-l7>

in matrix form this may be represented by

p -  Gq-1 4 (5.18)

therefore
\

h " Gq"Xp (5.19)

therefore

T - ip'G<Gq“lGqp (5.20)



since Gq *Gq ■ E (5.21)

T - Jp'G'qp » Jp'Gqp (5.22)

Accordingly equation (5.14) is expressed as

2T - P'GP (5.23)

where P is momentum conjugate to R.

Therefore the G matrix is a kinetic energy matrix in 

the momentums which are conjugate to the coordinates.

The introduction of symmetry to normal coordinate analysis 

at this stage can simplify the problem by the use of group theory. 

Using this theory the F and G matrices are factored into blocks 

thereby reducing the order of the matrices.

To make use of the simplifications afforded by the use of 

group theory it is necessary that the 3N - 6 coordinates describ- 

ing the vibrational degrees of freedom of a non-linear N atom 

molecule be symmetry adapted coordinates which are linear 

combinations of the internal coordinates. It is also convenient 

to construct these symmetry coordinates from equivalent internal 

coordinates only. The choice of the linear combinations is not 

arbitrary but must be made in such a way that the new symmetry 

coordinates transform in accordance with the character of the 

vibrational species cwvcemed (121).

The symmetry coordinates must be normalised and orthogonal.

The symmetry coordinates are of the form

(5.24)

or in matrix notation

S - UR (5.25)

(5.26)or R - V'S



In equation (5.24) S. is the j th symmetry coordinate and U., is
J • JK

the coefficient of the k th internal coordinate r^. The summation

is over all the equivalent internal coordinates. The elements

U.. of U must satisfy the relationships 1J

“ 1 (normalisation), (5.27)
k Jk

and Z(U*i, .U.,) - 0 (orthogonality). (5.28)k Jic lie

where i and j refer to two different symmetry coordinates which 

need not be in the same symmetry class.

An expression for the symmetric G and F matrix can be 

obtained from matrix equations (5.13), (5*14) and (5.25) combined

„ such that

2V - R'FR - SUFU'S - S*FgS ' (5.29)

where Fg - U'FU (5.30)

similarly 2T - S'GgXS (5.31)

where Gg - U'G-1U (5.32)

When the potential and kinetic energies are expressed in 

terms of normal coordinates Q

T « iZQi “ iQ^Q (5.33)

V - - JQ'AQ (5.34)

We find these coordinates by solving the secular equation given 

in equation

| GSFS " A |L “ 0 (5.35)

Since there are no cross terms in equation (5.33) and(5.34)
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application of Lagrange's equation ip the-form

_L fSL
it V«Qt

0

is possible» in which case

Qi * X.Q.i i 0

the solution is given as i equations of the fora

(5.36)

(5.37)

Qi - Q? cos((Xi)it + *.) (5.38)

where Q? and X^ are properly chosen constants» t is time. The 

roots of these equations are

(X.)i - (4ir2v . V  (5.39)

and the frequency v. ■ (X.)^/2ir. (5.40)

By solving the secular equation (5.35) we can find the matrix L 

provided the determinant GgFg - EA «0. This is in fact a 

transformation matrix between S and Q.

S - LQ or S' - Q'L' (5.41)

The proof is as follows:

Substituting equation (5.41) into equations (5.29) and

(5.31)

2T - S'G^S - Q'L'G^LQ - Q'EQ

where L'G"lL - e (5.42)
and 2V - S'FgS - Q'L'FgLQ - Q'AQ

where L'FgL - A (5.43)

Now L ^G L'“1 - E“1 - E 8 (5.44)

Multiplying equations (5.43) and (5.44) we obtain

: f«... . ■ ; .
I

ro
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L-1G l ‘,“1LTrgL - L^GgFgL - AE - A (5.45)

GgFgL - LA (5.46)

This is the secular equation which we solve.

Considering again equation (5.41) in the form 

S - LQ , (5.47)

or Q - L-1S

In a normal vibration in which the normal coordinate QN 

changes with frequency Vjj , all the symmetry coordinates S^(S2 » •• 

... ,S^ change with the same frequency but the amplitude of 

oscillation is different for each symmetry coordinate. The 

relative ratios of the amplitudes of the syunnetry coordinates 

of a normal vibration associated with QN are given from 

equation (5.47) by

L1N! L2N! L3N........ LiN

If one of these elements is relatively large compared to the 

others, the normal vibration is said to be predominantly due 

to the vibration caused by the change of this symmetry coordinate*

For the assignment of vibrational modes the potential 

energy distribution matrix is more convenient than the L matrix 

itself.

The potential energy is given by equation (5.34) as
*

V « JQ'AQ 

therefore

L"FL - A (5.48)

If we express this equation for a single frequency the following 

relation is obtained. • X

Xa " ^  L 'aiFSijLja " ^  FSijLiaLja <5*49>



This gives the potential energy distribution among the symmetry 

coordinates and these are given in Tables 5*8.and 5*9 for 

each molecule.

5.2.3 G matrix construction

The G matrix depends on the relationship between the 

internal coordinates expressed as a vector R and the Cartesian 

coordinates expressed as a vector, X.

R - BX or X - B-1R (5.50)

B is a rectangular matrix of order . 3N.(3N - 6) if there are 

no redundancies.

From equation (5.7)

2T - X'MX

- ft"B'"lMB"1fe (5.51)

Since from equation (5.29) 1

2T - ftKft - &G~lk (5.52)

therefore

G-1 - B ^ M B ”1 (5.53)

the inverse and hence the G matrix is given by

G - Bm”XB ' (5.54)

For large molecules with low symmetry calculating the 

G matrix is lengthy. The method used in this work developed 

by Decius {116} was to specify the geometry of the molecules 

in terms of bond lengths and angles between the bonds, and the

atomic masses and calculate from these the B and M matrices* The\
geometry used is given in Fig. 5.1, and the G matrices derived 

are given in Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4.



Tabic 5.1 <

Symmotry coordinates for methylamine {95>

A'
51 -  l / / 2 ( A r 1 + Ar2)

52 - l//3(Ar3 + Ar^ + Ar5>

53 - l//6(2Ar3 - Ar4 - Ar5) 

■ AR

55 -  l / / 6 ( 2 A a 1 -  A0X -  A32)

56 -  l / / 3 ( A a x + APj + A$2) 

Sy -  l / / 6 ( 2 A a 3 -  Aa4 -  Aa5) 

Sg - 1//6(Ao3 + Aa4 + Ao5 -

S9 -  1//6(2A33 -  A34 -  A35)

S^q ■ l / / 6 ( A a 3 + Aa4 + Actg + A3j

A"
Sx l//2(Arx - Ar2)
52 - l//2(Ar4 - Ar5)

53 - 1//2(A31 “ A32)
54 - l//2(Aa4 - Ao5)
55 - 1//2(A34 - A35)
S, - A0 6

NH2 sym. str. 

CH3 sym. str. 

CH3 deg. str. 

CN str.

NH2 scissor.

NH2 wag.

CH3 deg. def.

A34 - A35) CH3 sym. def.

CH3 deg. rock

4 + A3j)" 0 Redundant

NH2 antisym. str 

CH3 deg. str.

NH2 twist.

' CH3 deg. def.

CH3 deg. rock, 

torsion.



5.2.A F matrix construction
»

The F matrix may be written by assuming a suitable 

starting set of force constants and these will depend on the 

type of field to be used. There are several of these, the 

most common being the generalised valence force field (G.V.F.F.) 

which consists of stretching and bending force constants as well 

as the interaction force constants between them. However, the 

number of independent force constants usually exceeds the number 

of vibrational frequencies from which these force constants can 

be calculated directly. One method used to overcome this 

difficulty is to calculate the vibrational frequencies of 

isotopic molecules assuming the force constants are unaffected 

by the isotopic change but that G and A(observed) change. This 

is satisfactory for small molecules but as the molecules become 

more complex the number of interaction force constants in the 

G.V.F.F. becomes too large to allow reliable evaluation*

Too many parameters in the potential function may to some 

extent be overcome by taking only selected cross terms such as 

in the case of the Urey-Bradley force field (U.B.F.F.) {117,118}, 

In this field all the interaction force constants are introduced 

through the repulsive force between non-bonded atoms. The 

latter represent Van der Waala interactions.

The number of force constants in the U.B.F.F. is generally 

much smaller than for other fields but has the advantage that 

the force constants have a clearer physical meaning and are often 

transferable from one molecule to another {119,120}.

The potential field may be represented generally by

v -  i [ i v 4ri>2 * KV i < tei> J + ¡ [ lHi r i V 4ai>2 ♦'

|[lF1( M 1)Z ♦ F f t M y l .  (5.S5)



Ar^, Aou and Aq^ are the changes in the bond lengths, bond angles, 

and distances between.non-bonded atoms respectively. The symbols 

r.. r. and q. are the values of the distances at the equilibrium 

position and are inserted to make the force constants dimensionally 

similar and 1^, Kf, IL, Hf, Ft and F£ represent the stretching, 

bending, and repulsive force constants respectively. Furthermore 

through the relation

2 2 2qT. - rT + r. - 2r.r. cos a.. (5.56)
i  J i  J i j

the terms of Aq.j can be represented by Ar^, A n  and Aa^j.

The linear constants K' and H" disappear as these are the first 

order terms leaving K, H, F and F “*. Although U.B.F.F. has four 

distinct types of force constants, F* is usually taken as -0,1 F, 

with the assumption that the repulsive energy between non-bonded
Q

atoms is proportional to 1/r . Thus only K, H and F are needed 

to construct the F matrix.

The force field in this work is derived from equation 

(5.55). Numerical calculations were made on a CDC 7600 computer 

by use of programs GCCC, BGLZ and LSMB {122} written by 

T. Shimanouchi and converted by Dr. S. Suzuki. The programs 

are based on general methods as in r£f. 121. The adjustment of 

the force constants were made according to the least square 

method by use of the equation

J'WJ Af - J'WAX (5.57)

where W is a weight matrix

AX is a vector whose elements are X. ,I k obs.
Af is also a vector whose elements are f

*k calc. 
f° where f° is

the set of force constants to be refined and f is the refined
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set of force constants.

. J is know as the Jacobian matrix; its elements are given by

J.. «= AX. /Af.ij i J

The elements of the Jacobian matrix are used to refine 

the force constants. Since the initial force constants are 

usually only approximate values, the corrected force constants 

may still deviate from the true values and the perturbations 

must be repeated using the revised force field. The cycle is 

repeated until the calculated frequencies converge to the 

observed frequency parameters within a set limit.

5.3 Results and discussion

The molecule CH^Nh^ (Fig* 5.1) considered for the force 

constant analysis belongs to the point group Cs. This molecule 

has 15 fundamental vibrational modes of which 9 are of the A" 

species and 6 of the k "  species. The internal coordinates 

chosen for the molecule are the changes in the bond lengths 

r^ and R, and bond angles, cu and

A suitable set of orthonormal symmetry coordinates {95} 

which can be interpreted by reference to Fig. 5.1 are given in 

Table 5.1 along with their approximate descriptions.

The numerical values for G.. elements of CH_NH„, CH,ND0 

and CH^NHD for each symmetric block calculated by equation (5.5) 

are given in Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4.

There were 26 frequencies assigned with reasonable con~ 

fidence for the CH^Nl^ and CH^ND^ molecules in the argon matrix, 

plus two tentatively assigned frequencies. The remaining 

(torsional) frequencies were not observed therefore the gas phase



Numerical values  o f  the  G m a t r ix  f o r  CIÎ.NF 
SVKMfTBl?ffi 0 «ftTRfX S 3 2
prositm wo. 1

Table 5.2

ISotopp *0. 1 SYM "IOC* NO.* 1 *

now * 1 . 047818 0 000000 0.000000 ». 037823 -.080034 - .  043410 0 . O0P000 .OooOOO .03889? » . oooooo

ROu ? O.POOOPO 1 019ft4 5 -.000000 -.048068 .00^000 — _ OOO'fOO -.OOOOOO - . 1 0 1 56T . oooooo « . oooooo

R Pu 3 0.000000 - 000000 1.103101 . Ot'OOOO —. 0?*67* .037055 . 143031 - . nooOOo -.115787 .OOOOOO

RPW 4 -.037873 m 0480*8 . nooooo .0 4 0 3 0 .1H328 • 034X51 '-.OOftOOfl .17591? .oooooo .oooooo
ROU 5 -.08*034 oooono -.070070 .111328 7.51 ->735 . 19 ft°9 4 -.0X4411 .000000 _.008514 ..OOOOOO

ROU
t

6 -.043410 m 000000 .037013 -.034331 .198994 .739744 .048771 » . OooOOo -.117354 . oooooo

ROW 7 0.00*000 - 000000 .143031 , -.0< 0000 -.034451 048771 2.701919 .Oooooo .765409 .ooooeo

ROu 8 .ooiOCo «• 1015*3 -.000000 .173912 .oooooo » . OOOnOO .OOOOOO 2.037580 .000000 .000001

ROW o . .038602 000000 - . 1 1 57«7 .000000 -.000510 -.117354 .2*5409 . OonOOO 1.000509 ».oooooo

ROu 1 0 - . onoooo 000000 .nooooo .OcOOOO -.OOOOOO .oooooo . onoooo .000001 -.OOOOOO .OOOOOO

s v M - r r t m o  s matrix
RRO8IFM NO. 1
JSOTOPP NO. 1 SYM. BLOC* NO. ?

ROW 1 1.084116 0.000000 - .104046 0.040000 .067363 .054777
ROW 1 0 . oooooo 1.103101 .079878 .143631 -.115787 -.013175
ROW 3 -.10404* .079878 1 .139954 .103353 -.159447 -.0707**
ROW 4 0 . OOOPto .143631 .103353 7.7M958 .2*5410 - .017047
ROU 5 .0673*3 -.115787 e .  159447 .21.5410 1.004309 .053471
fi Ou 6 .054277 -.013175 -.070746 -.017047 . .053421 .00*110



Table 5.3

Numerical values of the G matrix for  CH,ND_S j  z

S Y M w ç r g f fi "<T*fXpsostrM no . 1
ISOTOPS NO. ? SYM. «L0CY NO. 1

SOU i .547250 0.000000 0.000000 -.037823 —.086034 • 043410 0 . OOOOOO .OOOOOO . 038897 -.oooooo

SOU 7 o.oooooo 1 .019845 -.000000 -.04806« . 0 0 r. 0 0 o -.OOOoOO -.nnoooo -.101563 .OOOOOO -.oooooo

SOU 3 O.OOOOOp -.000000 1.103101 .0.10000 -.026624 .037655 .143631 -.OOOOOO -.115787 .oooooo

sou 4 -.037823 -.048068 .O00000 .154650 .111328 -.034351 -.oooooo .17591 ? . OOOOOO . oooooo

ROW 5 -.086034 .000000 -.024674 ,111328 1.359147 .095456 -.034451 .OOOOOO -.006514 -.OOOOOO

ROW 0 -.04X410 -.000000 .037435 -.014351 .096456 .446*95 .048721 -.Oooooo -.117354 . OOOOOO

ROU 7 0.000000 -.000000 .143631 -.000000 -.034451 .048721 2.741959 .OOOOOO .265400 .oooooo

ROU B .000000 -.101543 -.0000,10 .175912 .00 1000 -_000ri00 .ooooro 2.037580 . oooooo .000001

ROW 9 .0J«AO 2 .000000 -.115747 .000000 -.006516 -.117354 .745409 .Oooooo 1.000509 -.oooooo

ROW 10 - . 000O00 -.000000 .oooooo .0 ,0000 - .0 0  tOOfl . n o 0 C 0 0 .oooooo .OonOOi -.OOOOOO .000000

| V H V P T 9 I ? P &  
PR09LFH NO.

fl Hi TP I X 1
ISOTOPS NO. ? SYH. SLOCX pn. ?

ROW 1 .588588 0.000000 -.104044 0.010000 .06^363 .054727
SOU 7 0.000000 1.103101 . 079878 .163631 -.115787 -.013175
BOW 3 -.10404* .079878 .657975 .103553 -.159447 -.070766
sou 4 0 . OOOOOO .143411 .103353 2.761958 .265410 -.017047
SOU 5 .067363 -.115787 -.159447 .265410 1.000509 .053421
SOw 6 .054227 -.013175 -.070764 -.017047 .053421 .425791



r
Table

Numerical values of the

SYMMETRIZED G MATRIX 
PROBLEM MO, 1
ISOTOPE MO, S SYM, BLOCK NO, I

RUM 1 ,796034 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,000000
R UR

-,247/84 0,000000 -,0000002 0,000000 1,019846 -,000000
Rum

0,000000 ,000000 ,0000003 0,000000 - ,  000000 1,103101
ROM

0,000000 ,000000 -,000349
4 -,03/823 -,048068 ,000000

RUM
0,000000 ,000000 0,0000005 -.066034 ,000000 -.026626

HUM
-,000000 -.000116 ,2905996 -,043410 -,000000 ,03/655

rum
-,000000 ,000164 -,0896667 0,000000 -,000000 ,143631

ROM 8
0,000000 ,000000 -,000461,000000 -.101663 —,000000

ROM
",000000 ,000000 ,0000009 ,038692 ,000000 -,116787

RUm 10
-,000294 -,000000 ,000696-,000000 —,000000 ,000000

ROM 11
,000000 -,000000 -,000000

-.24/784 0,000000 0,000000
RUM 12

,8363/2 0,000000 - ,  104046
0,000000 ,000000 ,000000

RUM 13
0,000000 1,103101 ,0/98/8-,000000 ,000000 -,000349

ROM 14
- ,  104046 ,079878 ,898965
0,000000 ,000000 ,000000

RUM 15
0,000000 ,143631 ,103353

,0001/0 -,000000 -.000000
RUm 16

,06/363 -,115787 - ,  15944/
,000000 -,000000 ,000058
,064227 *,013176 -,070766

-,0.57823 
0,0002100 
-,048068 
,000000 
,0001100 
, 0 0 0 0 0 0  
,154650 
, 0 0 0 0 0 0  
,111328 

-,0001*50 
-,034361 

,000213 
-,000000 

,000001 
,176912 
, 0 0 0 0 0 0  
,000000 

- , 0 0 0 0 0 0  
, 0 0 0 0 0 0  

-,000000 
0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 ,0 0 0 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0 0 0 0  
,143631 

Z,000000 
,103363 
, 0 0 0 0 0 0  

2,261968 
- , 0 0 0 0 0 0  

,266410 
, 0 0 0 0 0 0  

-,017047

-,086034 
,000170 
, 0 0 0 0 0 0  

- » 0 0 0 0 0 0  
—, H2b626 
-,000000 

,111328 
- , 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1,936691 
-,000028 

,147226 
-,000512 
-.034451 
-,000000 

, 0 0 0 0 0 0  
- . 0 0 0 0 0 1  
-,006616 
- , 0 0 0 0 0 0  
— , 0 0 0 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0 0 0 0  
- , 0 0 0 0 0 0  

«067363 
-,000116 
- ,  1 16787 

.290599 
-.169447 
-,000150 

.266410 
-.000028 
1,000609 
—.178029 

,063421

5.A

matrix for CH NED

*

,043410
,000000

0,000000 ,000000 ,038892 -,000000
,000000
,000000

-,000000 - ,  101563 ,000000 *,000000
,037b55
,000058

,143631 «,000000 -,116787 ,000000
,034351
,00000.0

-.000000 ,1/5912 ,000000 ,000000
,14/225
,1/8029

-,034451 ,000000 -,006516 -,000000
,592820 
,126886

,048721 *,000000 -.11/354 ,006008
,048/21
,000075

2,261959 ,000000 ,265409 ,000000
',000000
’,000000

,000000 2,032580 ,000000 ,000001
-, 117354 
',000233

,265409 ,000000 1,000509 -,000000
,000000
,000000

.000000 ,000001 *,000000 ,000080
',000000
,05422/

0.000000 -,000000 -,000294 ,000000
,000164
.0131/5

,000000 ,000000 —,000000 -,000000
,069666
,0/0/66

-.000451 ,000000 ,000696 -,000060
,000213
.01/04/

,000001 ,000000 -,000000 -.000000
,000512
,053421

-.000000 -,000001 —,000000 ,006000
,126886
,765955

,0000/5 •,000000 -.000233 ,000800

CJ7



Table 5.5

Numerical values of the F matrix for CH^NH^

F MATRIX
MOLECULE NO, 1 ISOTORI NO, 1 SYM, bLOCK NO. 1

ROW 1 6,40043 0,00000 0,00000 ,62693 ,03818 ,34827 0,0.8000 0,00000 0,0/000

ROW - 2 0,00000 4,61935 0,00000 ,63427 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 -,04086 0,000/8

ROW 3 0,00000 0,00000 4,761b6 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 -.89274 0,00000 ,24327

ROW 4 ,62593 .63427 0,00000 5,12163 -,28841 ,40788 0,00000 -.38364 0,00000

ROW 5 ,03818 0,00000 0,00000 -.28841 ,64367 - ,  17612 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

ROW 6 ,34827 0,00000 0,00000• ,40788 -.17612 ,61644 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

ROW ? 0,00000 0,00000 -.09274 0,00000 0.00000 0,00000 ,47271 0,00000 ,04/90

ROW B 0,00000 -,04086 0.00000 -,38364 0,00000 0,00000 8,00000 .64512 0,00000

ROW 9 0,00000 0,00000 ,24327 0,00000 0,00000 8,00800 ,84890 0,00000 ,93732

ROW 10 0,00000 ,30318 0,00000 ,38364 0,0/000 0,00000 0,00000 -.23231 0,00000

F MATRIX 
MOLECULE NO• 1 1SOTOPF NO, 1 SYM, BLOCK NO, 2

ROW 1 6,37021 0,00000 ,26232 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000
ROW 2 0,0e000 4,82426 0,00000 -,89274 ,24327 0,00000
ROW 3 ,26232 0.00000 ,68295 0,00000 0,00000 0.00000
ROW 4 0,00880 -,09274 0,00000 ,57883 -,07849 0,00000
ROW 5 0,00000 «24327 0.00000 -.07849 ,86212 0,00000
ROW 6 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,0/000 .048/0

0 . 0 0 0 0 0

,3031«

,38364

0,00000
0,00000
0,00000

-.23231

0,00000
.45963



Table 5.6

Numerical values of the F matrix for CHjND2

MATRIX
*

LECULt NO, 1 ISOTOPE NO, 2 k . SY*, BLOCK NO. 1

ROW I 6.61915 0,00000 0,00000 ,62593 ,03818 ,34827 0,00060 0,00000 0,00000 0.00000

ROW 2 0,00000 4,61935 0,00000 ,634?7 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 -.04086 0,00000 ,30318

ROW 3
•

0,00000 0,00000 4,75166 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 -,092/4 0,00000 ,24327 0,00000

ROW 4 ,62593 ,63427 0,00000 5,12163 -,28841 ,40788 0,00000 -.38364 0,00000 ,38364

ROW 5 ,03618 0,00000 0,00000 -,28841 ,64367 -.17612 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

ROW 6 ,34827 0,00000 0,00000 ,40788 -,17612 ,65850 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

ROW 7 0,00000 0,00000 -.09274 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 .47271 0,00000 ,04090 0,00000

ROW 8 0,00000 -.04086 o.eeoeo ' -,38364 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 ,64512 0,00000 -.23231

ROW 9 0,e0000 0,00000 ,24327 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 ,04090 0,00000 ,93732 0,00000

row :10 0,00000 .30318 0,00000 ,38364 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 -.23231 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 ,45963

F KATRIX *
POLECULt, NO, 1 ISOTOPE NO. 2 SYM, BLOCK NO, 2

ROW l 6,55599 0.00000 ,26232 0,00000 0,00000 0.00000
ROW 2 0,00000 4,82426 0,00000 -.09274 ,24327 0.00000
ROw 3 ,26232 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 ,58295 0 . 0 0 0 0 0  e , 0 0 0 0 0 0,00000
ROW 4 0,00000 -.09274 0,00000 ,5/883 -.07849 0.00000
ROW 5 0,00000 .24327 0,00000 -,07849 ,86212 0,00000
ROW 6 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 ,04800

CJl
CrO



Numerical values of the F  matrix for CH,NHD 
F MATRIX J
MOLECULE no, I ISOTOPE NO, 3 STM, BLOCK NO, 1

Table 5.7

ROW 1 8 , 4 2 8 4 9
, e 5 1 6 9

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

,64904
0,00000

,03238
0,02000

,35618
0,00000

0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0.00000

ROW 2 0,02000 • 
0,00000

4,61908
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

,64810
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

0,00820
0,00000

0,00000 - ,  04461 0,00000 ,38693

ROW 3 0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

4,75206
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

-,09274 0,00000 ,24857 0.00000

ROW 4 ,64904
0,00000

,64610
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

5,11636
0,00000

«,29987
0,00000

,42294
0,00000

0,00000 -,39201 0,00000 ,39201

ROW 3 ,03238
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

-,29907
0,00000

,65651
0,00000

-,21364 
0,00000

0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

ROW fl ,33618
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

,42294
0,22280

-.21364
0,08000

,65343
0,00000

0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00e00

ROW 7 0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

•,89274 
0,08820

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

,47271 0,00000 ,04090 0,08000

ROW 8 0,00000
0,00000

•,04461
0,00000

0,00000
0,02020

-.39201
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000 
0,22000

0,00000 ,64875 0,00000 -,23593

ROW 9 0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

,24837
0,00000

0,00000 
0,08200

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

,04092 0,00000 ,94458 0.00000

ROW 10 0,00000
0,00000

,30693
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

,39201
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000 -,23593 0,00000 ' ,50415

ROW n ,03169
6,38250

0,00000
0,00000

0,00820
,27200

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

ROW 12 0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
4,82611

0,00000
0,00000

e , 02000
-,09274

0,00000
,24837

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

ROW 13 0,00000
,27200

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
,63923

0,00000
0,00000

0,00020 
0,00080

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

ROW H 0,00000
0,00000

0,00000 
-,09274

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
,56685

0,00000
-.07849

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

ROW 15 0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
.24857

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
-.07849

0,00000
,86952

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

ROW 18 0,00000
0,00000

0,00000 
0,00800

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
0,00000

0,00000
,04880

0,00000 0,00000 .0,00000 0,00000



Table 5.8

POTENTIAL energy d i s t r i b u t i o n  
molecule no, 1 ISOTOPE no.

FREQUENCIES 3352,312
S 1 NH S STR 100,46
$ 2 CH3 SSTR ,04
S 3 CH3 DSTR ,013 4 CN STR ,05
5 5 NH2 SCSR ,04
S 6 NH2 fcAG .00
S 7 CH3 DDE F ,00
8 8 CH3 SCtF .01S 9 CH3 DRCK ,02
S10 REDUNONT 0,00

p o t e n t i a l  energy DISTRIBUTION 
molecule NO, 1 I50T0PE NO,

FREQUENCIES 3414,800
S I  NH A STR 100,36 
S 2 CHJ DSTR ,02 
S 3 NH2 T»$T ,03 
S 4 CH3 DDEF ,00 
3 5 CH3 DRCK ,06 
8 6 TORSION ,00

Potential energy distribution

1 SYM, BLOCK N0, 1

2966,509 2818,629 1620,972
.02 ,07 .01,e0 100,37 .11ie0,95 ,00 .02
,00 .13 .61
.02 .01 99.30
.01 ,00 ,80
.16 ,00 .17
.00 ,23 2.11
.11 .00 .010,00 8,00 0.00

I SYH, BLOCK N0, 2

2990,845 1480,294 1214,934
,04 ,01 .11

100.84 ,02 ,3g
.07 ,44 21,13
,23 99,77 ,34
.11 4,30 78,62
.00 ,00 ,03

f o r  the frequencies of CH,NH,

1463,403 1449,984 1135,983
,00 ,17 .15
,00 .10 .02
,09 .00 ,65
.18 8,23 1,46
,02 3,57 ,86
,19 .02 4,73

58,18 1 ,53 38,88
2,55 99.43 ,09

33,72 ,80 61,86
0,00 0.00 0,00

996.419 270,378
1,35 ,00

,37 ,00
80,19 .03

1.10 ,00
19,49 .01

.01 99,96

1047,752 796,227 0,000
,81 2,73 0,00

1.14 ,09 0,00
,03 ,08 0,00

98,39 5,12 0,00
.17 6,41 0.00
.00 111.44 0.00
.99 .97 0.00
,30 .32 0.00

1.93 3,39 0,00
0,00 0,00 0,00



Potential
Table 5.9

energy distribution for the frequenc ies of CH3m 2

POTENTIAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
NOLECl'LE NO, 1 ISOTOPE NO, 2 SYM, BLOCK N0, 1

F R E Q U E N C I E S
s 1 NO S STH
s 2 CH3 SSTR
3 3 CH3 DSTR
3 4 CN STH
S 6 N02 SCSH
s 6 N021 f*AG
3 7 CM3 DDEf
S 8 CH3 SDtf
S 9 CH3 ORCK
510 PEDUNONT

2966,690 2819,374
«PI .12
,0« 100.22

100,95 ,00
,00 .12
.01 .01
.01 ,00
.16 ,00
,00 .24
, n ,00

0 , 0 0 0,00

2460,998 1462,860
101,06 .02

«20 ,80
,02 ,09
.26 .14
.22 .82
.02 .13
,00 58,61
.01 2.31
.10 33,55

0,00 0,00

1455,658 1205,462
.20 .01
.16 .29
.80 .01

6.13 20,43
.36 87,32
.01 .29

1,58 1.72
100.99 .74

.55 3,68
0,00 0,00

1129,219 1010,940
.01 .27
.05 ,89
.67 .03

3.92 81.22
4,81 10.06
2,20 .37

37,57 .70
.02 .46

68,65 1,08
0,00 0,00

638,831 
2,36 

,04 
«86 

2.23 
7,(0 0 

112,106 
.62 

■ .25
2,11 
0,00

POTENTIAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION 
MOLECULE NO, 1 ISOTOPE NO, 2 SYM.

FREQUENCIES 2991,855 2548,000
3 1 NO A STR ,02 100,75
3 2 CM3 DSTR 180,83 ,04
S 3 ND2 TNST ,06 .21
3 4 CH3 DDEF .23 ,80
3 5 CHJ DRCK .10 ,26
3 6 TORSION ,00 .81

BLOCK N0, 2

79,805' 1188,999 758,802 223,508
,01 .07 .96 .01
.02 ,55 .19 .00
,22 5,38 95,89 ,08

99,91 .81 .49 .00
4,47 92.85 4,91 ,01,80 • 82 ,86 99.91

0 , 0 0 0
0,00
0,00
0 , 0 0
0,00
0,00
0 , 0 0
0 , 0 0
0 , 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 , 0 0



Table 5.10
Observed and calculated frequencies for CĤ NHD and CĤ ND̂

V*
ch3nh2 CH3NHD CH3ND2

Obs.
(cm“*)

Calc.
(cm~l)

Av% Obs.
-(cm“l)

Calc.
(cm-l)

Av% Obs.
(cm-l)

Calc.
(cm"l)

Av%

V1 NH2 sym. stretch. 3352.3 3352.3 0.0 h 7 6 . 0 3376.0 0.0 2461.0 2461.0 0.0
v2 CĤ  asym. stretch. 2967.1 2966.5 0.0 2966.5 2966.5 0.0 2966.0 2966.6 0.0
V3 CĤ  sym. stretch. 2819.3 2818.6 0.0 2819.0 2819.0 0.0 2818.7 2819.4 0.0
V4 Nl^ scissors 1623.0 1621.0 0.0 (1469.0) 1490.2 -1.4 1203.0 1205.5 -0.2
V5 CĤ  asym. def. 1463.0 1463.2 0.0 1464.3 1464.5 0.0 1462.2 1462.9 0.0
v6 CĤ  sym. def. 1449.5 1449.9 0.0 1456.0 1435.0 1.4 1456.0 1455.7 0.0
V7 CĤ  rock. 1139.7 1136fO 0/3 1174.0 1201.9 -2.4 1125.5 1129.2 -0.3
V8 CN stretch. 1052.3 1047.8 0.4 1042.0 1044.7 -0.2 1006.1 1010.9 -0.5
V9 NH2 wagging 796.1 796.2 0.0 702.0 708.6 -0.9 639.0 638.8 0.0
V10 NĤ  asym. stretch. 3414.8 3414.8 0.0 2478.0 2478.0 0.0 2548.0 2548.0 0.0
V11 CĤ  asym. stretch. 2990.8 2990.8 0.0 2991.3 2991.3 0.0 2991.1 2991.1 0.0
V12 CĤ  asym. def. 1480.8 1480.3 0.0 1484.1 1465.0 1.3 1479.3 1479.8 0.0
V13 NH2 twist. (972.0) 996.4 -2.5 885.7 ' 885.8 0.0 758.0 758.0 0.0
V14 CĤ  rock. (1117.4) 1214.9 -8.7 1130.4 1135.2 -0.4 1189.0 1189.0 0.0
V15 CĤ  torsion (263.9) 270.4 -2.5 (244) 241.1 1.2 (224.5) 223.5 0.4

* the order of the frequencies is the same as in reference 95

CT!
•<2



values were used for these frequencies. This vibration is not 

expected to mix with the others, as can be seen from the 

potential energy distributions in Tables 5.8 and 5.9 calculated 

from equation 5.49.

The initial set of force constants, which were taken 

from reference 95, were iterated until a reasonable fit of 

the calculated to the observed frequencies was obtained. The 

final F matrices for CH3NH2 and CH3ND2 are given in Tables 5.5 

and 5.6. The observed and calculated frequencies for the two 

molecules are given in Table 5.10. The degree of mixing of 

symmetry coordinates (shown m  Tables 5.8 and 5.9) was not 

regarded as serious indicating that the symmetry coordinates 

used (Table 5.1) were good descriptions of the normal coordinate

The Gg matrix was calculated for the CH3NHD molecule 

(Table 5.4) and using the F matrix obtained from the previous 

calculation of the CH3NH2 and CH3ND2 molecules, a set of 

frequencies was calculated. These are given m  Table 5.10.

It is a general convention to use empirically different 

force constants for NH and ND stretching vibrations as the 

anharmonicity for these vibrations is large. In order to obtain 

a reasonable fit for methylamine it was necessary to use dif

ferent values for the NH2 and ND2 wagging (and the NHD wagging) 

vibrations {95}. This is, reasonable as the amplitudes of 

these vibrations, which correspond to the "umbrella" motion of 

the ammonia molecule, are large compared with other frequencies. 

This is the reason why the F matrices are slightly different for 

each isotopic species.

One further point which must be made is that as the CI^NHD 

molecule has no symmetry, the G matrix cannot be factored into



blocks. However the local symmetry of the CH^ group remains 

the same so although the molecule has no overall symmetry, for 

the convenience of the calculation and transferability of the 

force field, the same symmetry coordinates as for the Cs 

symmetry are used.

The results of the calculation indicate that with a 

definite assignment for the NHD twist at 885.7 cm * the 

corresponding values for the and ND^ twisting motions must 

be around 996 cm * and 758 cm * respectively. This result is 

in agreement with the tentative assignment made in chapter 4 

from the observed spectra of CH^N^ and CH^ND2  at 972 cm-*' and 

758 cm *. The assignment of the CH^A"  rock at 1189 cm-1 for 

CH^ND2  *s confi-rmec* ky the calculations, but the CH^N^ mode 

cannot correspond with the band observed at 1117 cm * in the 

argon matrix. It must occur at about 1200 cm *, but no absorption 

was observed at this frequency i.n the matrix.



CHAPTER 6

ETHYLAMINE IN ARGON AND NITROGEN MATRICES

6.1 Introduction

Wolff and Ludwig {97,100,102} have studied the infrared 

and Raman spectra of gaseous ethylamine and its deuterated 

analogue (C^NDj,). They present an approximate assignment for 

the bands they observe and in particular they observe splitting 

of the CCN symmetric stretching vibration which they attribute 

to rotational isomerism around the.C-N bond« Two conformers of 

the ethylamine molecule may exist, with the NH2 group trana (I) 

or gauche (II) with respect to the methyl group. Ethylamine in 

the trans configuration belongs to the point group Cs and of the 

24 fundamental vibrations , 14 are of the A' species and 10 are 

of the A" species. In the gauche conformation there is no 

element of symmetry.

.H H H

H'

H H

H
H

trans-form (I) gauche-form (II)

!



‘ Fig. 6.1

Experimentation carried out for ethylamine 

I N F R A R E D

Molecule Matrix M/A Technique Temperature
(K)

Amount of sample 
deposited (ymol)

W h Nitrogen 100 S • S • 0 * 20 30.0
II II 1010 II ti 12.0
II» II 1000 II II 12.6
II If 100 P.M.I. ti 35.9
II II 100 II II 8.7
•i ft 100 II II 17.9
H II 220 II II 13.8
•1 II 500 II II 14.9
II II 1000 II " 1

20
6.0

II Argon 106 S.S.O. 54,0
II II i 995 II II 20.7
II II 1000 II ii 18.6

R A M A N

c2b5k h 2 Nitrogen 100 P.M.I. 20 80.0
......

II Argon 100 II n 60.0



Pig. 6.1 ' Infrared and Raman Spectra of the NH2 Stretching Region of
in an Argon Matrix deposited and recorded at 20K.
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Fig. 6,2 Infrared and Raman Spectra of the CĤ  Stretching Region of
C2 H3NH2 In an Argon Matrix deposited and recorded at 20K.
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Pig. 6.3 Infrared and Raman Spectra of the CĤ  Deformation, CĤ  Rockin
and CH2 Twisting Regions for C2H5NH2 in an Argon Matrix recorded at 20K.1 6 4
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Pig, 6.4 Infrared and1 Raman Spectra of the CH^ Rocking and the CCN 
Asymmetric Stretching Regions for C2H5NH2 *,n'an Argon Matrix at 20K.
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Fig. 6.6 Infrared and Raman Spectra of the CCN Symmetric Stretching 
Region for C2H5NH2 in Argon and Nitrogen Matrices at 20 K



\
Infrared and Raman bands observed for C2H,.Nll2  in an argon matrix

Table 6.2

Frequency cm * Species Assignment

Infrared Raman

^3435 ‘ - multimer
•V3398 3402.6 MONOMER NH^ asym. stretching (A")
^3390 - multimer . , .
'''3364 am multimer•
'''3334 3334.9 MONOMER NH2 sym. stretching (A1)

- ~3330 multimer
3300.5 - multimer

'''3274 - multimer
3236 - Monomer 2 x 1620.6 - 3241.2 (A’)
3207.5 - multimer
3196 - - 1620.6 +1374.5 - 2995.1 (A*)

''<3172 - - -

2986.2 2986 MONOMER CH^ asym. stretching (A1)
2978.0 2976.0 MONOMER CH^ asym. stretching (A")
2972.8 2972 multimer
2969.0 2969 MONOMER CH2 asym. stretching (A")
2965.3 2960.0 monomer or 

multimer •
2 x 1483.5 - 2967.0 (A’)

2948.6 2948.5 Monomer 1460.4 + 1374.5 - 2834.9 (A»)
2934.0 2934.5 MONOMER CH^ sym. stretching (A’)
2925.8 2923.7 Monomer 2 x 1460.4 - 2920.8 (A’)
2912.4 - Monomer 1460.4 + 1451.2 - 2911.6 (A")
2905.8 2907.2 Monomer 2.x 1451.2 - 2902.4 (A')
2888.1 monomer 1394.6 + 1374.5 « 2769.1 (A')
2879 — multimer >
2876.0 2877.0 MONOMER CH_ sym. stretching (A')
2871.2 . - monomer r second site
2858.8 - monomer J
2842.1 - multimer
2839.8 Monomer 1483.5 + 1374.5 ■ 2858.0 (A')
2823.8 .. •ionomer 1394.5 + 1460 - 2854.9 (A*)



1 6 9

Table 6.2 (contd.)

\

1
>

Frequency cm ^ Species Assignment

Infrared Raman

2814.8 mm ' multimer •

2775 , - Monomer 2 x 1394.6 - 2789.2 (A’)

2748 « Monomer 1394.6 + 1374.5 - 2769.1 (A')

2724 *2722 Monomer 2 x 1374.5 - 2749.0 (A1)

2714 2712.3 multimer

*1646 - multimer

*1636 - dimer
1620.6 - monomer NH2 scissors (A1)

1483.5 1483.6 monomer CH2 deformation (A’)

1481.3 -
1476 1478.5 > multimer

. 1473 1473.8
1469.3 -

1460.4 1461.8 monomer CH^ asym. deformation (A’)

1456.3 1455.2 ► multimer '

1454.3 -
1451.2 1451.6 monomer CH3 asym. deformation (A”)

1436 -
1418.8 - » multimer

1398 -
1394.6 *1400 monomer CH^ sym. deformation (A’)

1376.5 - multimer

1374.5 ■ - monomer CH2 rocking (A1)

1368.6 - multimer
1351.3 - ? impurity
1347.8 - ?
1303 - multimer , ■ "

1298 • - MONOMER CH2 twisting (A")

1290 -
*1 235 - ► multimer
*1128 -
*1118 1118.6 MONOMER CH^ rocking (A’)

*1115 - multimer
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Table 6.2 (contd.)

Frequency cm * Species Assignment

Infrared Raman . ;

1086.1 1088 multimer
1082.2 1082.0 MONOMER CCN asym. stretching (A1)

1080.0 -

1076.7 - L multimer
1064 M»
1052.0 -

1049.3 1050.8 MONOMER CH3 rocking A"

1034.6 1039 monomer site band

1032.7 - ■ multimer

M.013 - multimer

* 998 multimer

. 991.7 991 MONOMER NH2 twisting Au

989.8 -
921 - L multimer

^ 900 - i

889.1 889.6 monomer >CCN sym stretching (A') trans

878.8 880.4 MONOMER ; .* • ,
V854 -

842 . - f multimer
\

835.7 - .

* 820 -
817.0 - MONOMER CH„ rocking (A")

797.6 mm Monomer second site/'— i .
—  NH wagging (gauche)

(795.4) ■ mm ’ CH^NHj 2 .

793.2 - MONOMER }-J V

•x. 790 - monomer ?
782.0 mm Monomer NH. wagging (trans) (A1)
776.2- - MONOMER
410.0 - MONOMER CCN bending (A‘) - *

* 349 *• dimer
1
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Infrared and Raman bands observed for C2 H^NH2  in a nitrogen matrix

Table 6.3

Frequency cm ^ Species Assignment

Infrared Raman

*3399 *3399 M3N0MER NH, asym. stretching (AM)
*3392 ' - multimer J

*3368 ; 3341.2 MONOMER >• NH0 8ym. stretching (A1)
*3308 - multimer
*3275

t
Monomer 2 x 1640 - 3280 (Af)

3210 - multimer
2985.5 2984.2 MONOMER CHj asym. stretching (A1)
2979.5 2978 MONOMER CHj asym. stretching (An)
2976.0 . - multimer
2970.5 2970.4 MONOMER 0*2 asym. stretching (A")
2966.9 wm Monomer 2 x 1485.6 - 2971.2 (A')

*2957 - multimer
2947.3 2948.0 Monomer 1462.8 + 1396.0 - 2858.8

*2937 [ - multimer
2933.5 2934.5 MONOMER CH^ sym. stretching (A*)
2924.9 - Monomer 2 x 1462.8 - 2925.6 A ’
2917.1 2918.8 Monomer 1462.8 + 1451.4 - 2914.2 (A")
2908.5 2908 Monomer 2 x 1451.4 - 2902.8 (A’)
2895.3 - Monomer 1403.2 4- 1396.0 - 2799.0 (A*)
2878.6 2878 MONOMER' CH2  sym. stretching (A1)
2874.6
2868.2 2867.8

multimer

*2857 - multimer
2852.6 2850 Monomer 1485.6 4- 1396.0 - 2881.6 (A')

*2843 , - multimer
2830.3' multimer
2823.1 Monomer 1403.2 4- 1462.8 - 2866.0 (A1)
2816.3 “ multimer
2786.8 - nultimer
2779.0 m t tonomer 2 x 1403.2 - 2806.4 (A1)
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Table 6.3 (contd.)

Frequency cm ^ Species Assignment

Infrared Raman

''»l 640 - MONOMER NH2 scissors (A’)
1485.6 *1486 MONOMER CH^ deformation (A1)
1481.5 - multimer
1462.8 1462.5 MONOMER CH^ asym. deformation (A1)

1458 multimer
1451.4 1452.5 MONOMER CH^ asym, deformation (A")
1403.2 - MONOMER CH3 sym. deformation (A1)
1396.0 *1391 MONOMER CH2 rocking (A')
1387.2 -
1378.5 - > multimer
1375.0 -
1365.2 -
1303.0 *1311 MONOMER CH2 twisting (A")
1238.0 1239.2

; 1226.5 > multimer
i

1143.7 -
1127.0 1126.5 )
1123.2 *1124 MONOMER CH^ rocking (A')

- *1092 multimer
1086.9 1086.9 MONOMER CCN asym. stretching (A’)
1056.7 1053.2 MONOMER CH3 rocking(A")
1050.3 ■W multimer

*1043.5 - multimer
997.0 MONOMER NH2 twisting <A")

* 935
* 911 - » multimer

- 895.8 ’

890.8 892.4 MONOMER CCN sym. stretching (A') (trans)

'
881.5 nultimer

f



Table 6.3 (contd.)

Frequency cm-1 Species Assignment

Infrared

879.0 
V  870

864.0
858.0
849.0
845.0
836.8 
832.3

*'*' 824 
(816) 
802
795.0 
793.2

V791
788.8
417.0
413.0

Raman

¡»mul timer

dimer
dimer
monomer
MONOMER
multimer

multimer
Monomer
MONOMER
multimer
multimer
MONOMER
monomer

site band 
CH^ rocking (AM)

CH^NHj impurity

NH2 wagging (A') (trans)

CCN bending (A1) 
site band

I



Table 6.4
Comparison of the gas and matrix fundamentals of ethylaraine 

in the infrared and Raman

Sym. Mode Gas Argon matrix Nitrogen matrix

IR/F Infrared Raman Infrared Raman

A' NH2  sym. stretch. 3345 *3334 3334.9 3341.2
CH^ asym. stretch. 2978 2986.2 2986 2985.5 2984.2
CH^ sym. stretch. 2936 2934.0 2934.5 2933.5 2934.5
CH^ sym. stretch. 2897 2876.0 2877.0 2878.6 2878
NH^ scissors 1622 1620.6 - 1640 -
CH2 def. 1480 1483.5 1483.6 1485.6 1486
CH^ asym. def. 1460 1460.4 1461.8 1462.8 1462.5
CH^ sym. def. 1400 1394.6 *1400 1403.2 -
CH2 rock. 1381 1374.5 - 1396.0 *1391
CH^ rock. 1118 *1118 1118.6 1123.2 *1124
CCN asym. stretch. 1088 1082.2 1082.0 1086.9 1086.9
CCN sym. stretch. 893

883
889.1(T) 
878.8(G)

889.6(T) 
880.4(G) 890.8(T) 892.4(T)

NH2 wag. 775 793.2(G) 
776.2(T) - 793.2(T) -

CCN bend. 408 410.0 — 417.0 -

A" NH2 asym. stretch. 3411 *3398 3402.6 ' *3399 *3399
CH^ asym. stretch. 2978 2978.0 2976.0 2979.5 2978
CH2 asym. stretch. - 2969.0 2969 2970.5 2970.4
CH^ asym. def. 1460 1451.2 1451.6 1451.4 1452.5
CH2 twist. 1297 1298.0 - 1303.0 *1311
CH^ rock. 1055 1049.3 1050.8 1056,7 1053.2
N’H2 twist 993 991.7 991 997.0 -

CH2 rock. - 817.0 - 832.3 -

torsion - - - - —
torsion

'
-

T « Trans 
G ** Gauche



A complete spectral assignment has not previously been 

attempted and this work was undertaken to fill in the gaps in 

the assignments and also as a precursor for the quantitative 

experimentation of chapter 8. All matrix samples were deposited 

at 20 K. Experimentation carried out on ethylamine is given in 

Table 6,1. i

6.2 Monomer assignments .

6.2.1 NH£ stretching region

The monomer absorptions in thè NH stretching region of

ethylamine in the infrared are weak in both argon and nitrogen.

The bands in argon at high M/A ratio do display asymmetry but

it is difficult to conclude whether this is due to the conformerà 
*

isolated in the matrix or the presence of monomer ethylamine in 

alternative trapping sites. The Raman bands are much stronger, 

the frequencies of the NH stretches being easily identified for 

both argon and nitrogen matrices (Fig. 6.1) and are given in 

Tables 6.2 and 6.3. The NH2 symmetric stretch for the argon 

matrix displays a shoulder to lower frequency of the main monomer 

band at 'v 3330 cm”1 at 1.5 cm 1 resolution but at the M/A ratio ’ 

studied is most likely due to multimer.

6.2.2 CH stretching region

The spectra of ethylamine in the CH stretching region are

complex for both matrices in the infrared and Raman (Fig, 6.2).

In this region there are five fundamentals, three due to the

methyl group and two due to the methylene group. By conqtarison

with the gas spectrum, the Raman matrix spectra and their M/A
1 «Oratio dependence, the bands at 2986.2, 2978.0 and 2934.0 cm ■



are assigned to the monomer CH^ stretching fundamentals and 

the bands at 2969.0 and 2876.0 in the infrared in an argon 

matrix are assigned to the monomer CH2 stretching fundamentals* 

The CH3 and CH2 symmetric stretches are readily identified 

since they are intense in the Raman spectra. The remaining 

monomer absorptions are bands due to combinations and overtones 

of the CH deformation region. Tentative assignments for argon 

and nitrogen are given in Tables 6.2 and 6*3 respectively along 

with the corresponding Raman frequencies.

6.2.3 NH2 scissors

The NH2 scissors region is weak and in a region of strong 

atmospheric absorptions. Only one band at 1620.6 cm 1 and 

1640 cm“1 in argon and nitrogen matrices respectively is present 

at high dilution and assigned to this fundamental.

i

6.2.4 CH deformation region

The CH deformation region of ethylamine (Fig. 6.3) is 

very similar to that of ethanol (34). There are four CH deforma9* 

tions in this region; one due to the methylene group and three 

due to the methyl group. The former fundamental is located at

1483.5 cm“1 and 1485.6 cm 1 in argon and nitrogen respectively. 

The remaining deformations are located at 1460.4, 1451.2

and 1394.6 cm”1 in an argon matrix and at 1462.8, 1451.4 and

1403.2 cm-1 in a nitrogen matrix. The bands for the argon 

matrix at 1460.4 cm 1 and 1451.2 cm 1 are assigned to the A* 

and A" asymmetric deformation respectively and the band at

1394.6 cm“1 is assigned to the symmetric deformation, the 

corresponding bands appear for the nitrogen matrix and are given



in Table 6.3.

6.2.5 Other CH2 and CH3 modes

The three remaining CH2 modes are the Cll2 cocking ^ sud

A", and the CH2 twisting A", Figs. 6.4 and 6.5. The CH2 A'

rocking is located at 1374.5 cm and the CH2 A rocking is at

817 cm“1 for an argon matrix. For nitrogen these modes are at

1396.0 cm“1 although the CH2 A" rocking mode is split at

836.8 and 832.3 cm“1 most probably due to site effects. There
-1are two CH^ rocking modes which are at 1118 cm and 1123.2 cm 

for the A* mode in argon and nitrogen respectively and 1049.3 cm“1 

and 1056.7 cm“1 for the A" mode in argon and nitrogen respectively, 

in the infrared. The CH2 A" twisting is identified in the infrared 

at 1298.0 cm“1 and 1303 cm”1 in argon and nitrogen matrices, it is 

weak in the Raman and only observable in a nitrogen matrix at ^1311

6.2.6 Skeletal vibrations (CCN stretching and CCN bending)

The CCN stretches are easily identified in argon and 

nitrogen matrices in both the infrared and Raman results (Fig, 6.6). 

The CCN asymmetric stretch A' is at 1082.2 cm 1 and 1086.9 cm”1 for 

argon and nitrogen matrices for both the infrared and Raman.

The CCN symmetric stretch in argon is a doublet which can be 

assigned to the two conformers, the band at 889.1 cm being 

assigned to the trans and lower frequency component at 878.8 cm”1 

being assigned to the gauche conformer m  the infrared results. 

However, in nitrogen only one band is observed being at 890.8 cm”1 

and is presumably the trans conformer. The Raman results agree 

for ethylamine in an argon matrix but conflict with the infrared 

results for nitrogen. The CCN symmetric stretch appears to be



a doublet, as for the argon matrix. However, due to the weakness 

of the Raman effect it was necessary to work at higher M/A ratios 

than in the infrared and it may well be that the lower frequency 

component of the doublet in the Raman results for nitrogpn may 

coincide with a mu1timer band of the CCN symmetric stretch. The 

same argument can of course be applied for the Raman spectra 

doublet of ethylamine in an argon matrix. The infrared results 

imply that the ratio of the trans:gauche for the nitrogen matrix 

is much higher than in the argon matrix.

6.2.7 NH2  wagging region

Two groups of bands are observed in argon which must be 

assigned to monomer ethylamine. The bands at776.2 and 782,0 cm*^, 

are assigned to the trans conformer and the bands at 793.2 cm”* 

and 797.6 cm“1 to the gauche conformer (Fig. 6.5). The splitting ‘ 

is explained as being due to ethylamine existing in alternative 

trapping sites. Temperature cycling does not affect the relative 

intensity of the two bands due to the trans conformer but does 

cause changes in the intensities of the gauche bands. However 

these changes are reversible, Since ethylamine must be regarded 

as being too large to be rotating some kind of site effect is 

occurring on temperature cycling which appears to affect the 

gauche conformer (the least stable) more than the trans conformer.

For nitrogen (Fig. 6.5), only one group of bands can be 

assigned to the wagging mode of ethylamine and this must be 

due to the trans conformer, it being the more stable form at 20 K. 

Shoulders appear on the main monomer band (793,2 cm“1) at high 

M/A ratio indicating the presence of alternative trapping sites.

Owing to the sensitivity of this mode to the matrix environment

1 7 CO



they are more apparent here than m  the other regions* Assignments
t

for this region for both matrices m  the infrared and Raman are 

given in Tables 6.2 and 6.3.

6.2.8 Torsional modes

No bands were found for the torsions in either nitrogen or 

argon in the infrared for the experimental frequency range (down 

to 250 cm”1) and no bands were observable in the Raman spectra.

The monomer frequencies for ethylamine in argon and nitrogen 

matrices in the infrared and Raman are summarised in Table 6.4 

along with their approximate descriptions.

t

6.3 Multimer assignments

6.3.1 Introduction

There is a,certain amount of evidence {105) to suppose 

that ethylamine is associated in the gas phase as in the case of 

methylamine (see chapter 4) in which case the most likely 

associated species would be open chain dimer.

6.3.2 NH2 stretching region'

Multimer species of ethylamine are weak in the infrared 

and large amounts of matrix material had to be deposited to 

obtain a spectra so their concentration dependence was difficult 

to study in detail. Tentative assignments are given in Tables 6,2 

and 6.3. Only two multimer bands at 3236 cm and 3207.5 cm"1 

in the argon matrix are present at high M/A ratio indicating 

that the extent of hydrogen bonding in dilute matrices is limited. 

These are most probably due to open chain dimer* Similar bands 

are observed for the nitrogen matrix.



6.3.3 NH2 wagging region

Several bands here are concentration dependent but this 

region is complicated by the presence of multimer species of the 

CH2 A" rocking vibration (Fig. 6;5). However, a band at

835.7 cm-1 in argon and 845.0 cm in nitrogen in the infrared 

is most probably due to open chain dimer since it is still 

present at high M/A ratios. Bands to higher frequency at 

* 850 cm“1 in both matrices which would imply that they are due 

to higher multimers formed as a result of diffusion along 

dislocation sites during the annealing prooess. No bands were 

observed in this region in the Raman.

■ f \

6.3.4 Other modes

There is evidence of multimer species present in the NH^

scissors region. The band at ^ 163 6 cm and ^ 1650 cm 1 in argon

and nitrogen is assigned to the open chain dimer of ethylamine.

The CH stretching region exhibits shoulders to lower frequency

than the monomer bands but these disappear quickly as the M/A

ratio is increased. Likewise bands in the CH3 deformation and

CH. rocking regions have shoulders all of which are due to the ** .
multimer species. The CH3 A" rock has a broad shoulder to 

higher frequency at ^ 1123 cm 1. This is too high for a multimer 

band of the CCN asymmetric stretch and so is assigned to the 

multimer of the CH3 A" rock. The CEj A* rock 1b broad at low 

M/A ratio but sharpens at high M/A ratio with a multimer shoulder 

at 1052.0 c m 1. A band at 1086.1 cm changes its relative inten

sity with increasing M/A ratio but is still present at high 

M/A ratio and is assigned to the open chain dimer species.
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6.4 Conclusion

Several anomalies have arisen as a result of the matrix 

isolated spectra of ethylamine. If Wolff's gas phase assignment 

for the CCN symmetric stretch is correct, his Raman results 

indicate the presence of the two conformers in the gas phase 

and also in the liquid at 153 K. It would also be expected 

that a splitting of the NH2 symmetric stretch should also be 

observed, since in the gauche conformation the NH2 group will 

interact with the methylene group in this conformation, but no 

splitting is reported in this work. The gas phase Raman spectrum 

of ethylamine was reinvestigated and the NH2 symmetric stretch 

examined at 0,6 cm 1 resolution (C.A.T.): no splitting was 

observed. The Raman matrix results for this region also showed 

no splitting of the strong NH2 symmetric stretch of ethylamine 

in argon at the highest resolution achievable for the conditions 

(1.5 cm"1).

The CCN symmetric stretch in the infrared results (Fig. 6.6) 

indicate clearly that this fundamental is a doublet in argon 

but a singlet in nitrogen. The doublet being assigned to the 

presence of the two conformers. The Raman results for nitrogen 

conflict with the evidence for the results in the infrared. 

However, this additional band observed, not present for the 

infrared results at high M/A ratio, could be due to the presence 

of multimer species.

The strongest evidence is supplied in favour of the two 

conformers by the NH2 wagging region. Only one group of bands 

can be reasonably assigned to the NH2 wagging mode in nitrogen 

whereas for argon two groups of hands appear being assigned to 

the two conformers.



Although complications arise in this region for the argon 

matrix due to the presence of multiple trapping sites (which 

are apparently reversibly temperature sensitive), the evidence 

on the whole is in favour of the presence of the two conformers.

Since the gaseous mixture is deposited and condensed very . 

rapidly, it is reasonable to suppose that the relative intensi** 

ties at the highest M/A ratio reflect the proportions of the two 

conformers in the gas phase at room temperature» This would 

appear to be the case. The ratio of trans:gauche in the gas 

phase Raman is 2.7:1 (102). The value for argon for the relative 

optical densities of the two conformers is 2.6:1.

Siivi et al {123} undertook a study of allyl fluoride, 

allyl alcohol and allyl amine isolated in argon and nitrogen 

matrices. They observed both isomers for allyl fluoride in 

argon and nitrogen. However, for allyl alcohol and allyl amine 

only one conformer is present in argon whereas the results for 

nitrogen show the presence of both conformers. Annealing 

experiments indicated a temperature dependence of the bands 

suggesting that interconversion was occurring.

The conclusion from these results would therefore be that 

the shape of the argon site is such as to allow the correct 

equilibrium of the two conformers to be attained at the temperature 

of deposition i.e. one conformation predominant at 20 K. However 

for the nitrogen matrix the barrier to interconversion at 20 K 

is too high and only at elevated matrix temperatures is there 

sufficient energy to allow interconversion to take place.

In the light of the above discussion the result for 

ethylamine, which indicates the opposite effect, is rather surprising. 

Further investigation would be advantageous, a study of C ^ N D j
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should help to resolve the problem, but from the evidence of
* '

this work it is felt that the above tentative conclusions are

reasonable.



CHAPTER 7

AMMONIA IN ARGON AND NITROGEN MATRICES

7.1 Introduction

Over the past 18 years several authors (58,59,62,64,124,

125} have reported examinations of ammonia isolated in both 

argon and nitrogen matrices. The investigations have been 

only in the infrared and have been primarily concerned with 

the v2 (umbrella motion) region where the reasons for the fine 

structure observed have been disputed for both matrices.

The examination of ammonia in solid matrices is of inter* 

est firstly because the small size of the ammonia molecule may 

permit the possibility of rotation and inversion taking place 

in the matrix site and secondly at low M/A ratios the hydrogen 

bonding of the multimers of ammonia may be useful in distinguish“ 

ing the different types of multimer species present in the 

matrix.

Becker and Pimentel (124) first examined ammonia suspended 

in argon, xenon and nitrogen. This work was repeated by 

Milligan et al (59) for ammonia isolated in argon and nitrogen 

matrices from which they concluded that rotation and inversion 

of ammonia was occurring in both matrices due to the temperature 

dependence of the fine structure they observed for the region. 

However the interpretation was contradicted by Pimentel et al {125} 

for the nitrogen matrix. From their diffusion and temperature 

dependence experiments they could assign only one band in the 

v2 region at 970 cm"1 to monomeric ammonia, which implied that 

the matrix site in nitrogen effectively restricts the motional
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. freedom of the trapped ammonia molecules. They did not negate
t

the interpretation of Milligan for ammonia in an argon matrix.

Hopkins et al {58} studied the time dependence of the 

lines they observed for aromonxa xn an argon matrix to invest!** 

gate the possibility of nuclear spin conversion affecting the 

population of the energy levels and hence the intensity of the 

lines. However from the lack of time dependence they concluded 

that most of the fine structure was not due to rotation and 

certainly that nuclear spin conversion was slow below 20 K.

This conclusion was supported from their results by the lack of 

temperature dependence of the lines in question. They offered

the fact that the population of the J ■ 2 level at A.2 K would
[

be low regardless of whether nuclear spin conversion was taking 

place and hence the line that Milligan {59} assigned to R (2) 

should have been much smaller.

Abouaf-Marguin et al analysed the molecule under the 

rotational subgroup. They presented the allowed transitions {62} 

from v2 - 0 to v2 - 1 for the first rotational levels. They 

were able to conclude that if deposition of the ammonia/argon 

gas mixture is fast enough np spin conversion can take place, 

therefore the E symmetry level, 1*, will be appreciably populated 

even at A K. However they were able to show that spin con

version could take place if deposition was slow, borne out by 

the reduction of the number of observed lines. >

More recently Cugley and Pullin {6A} took the argument of 

nuclear spin conversion still further by presenting computed 

relative intensities of vibration-rotation transitionsas a 

function of temperature for (a) no spin conversion model and 

(b) total spin conversion model. They were able to show that,

CJ
t



• from their temperature dependent results for the monomer bands
i

in the v, region, the no spin conversion model closely resembles
m

the experimental results. As a check the relative intensities 

of the vibration-rotation transitions as a function of tempera

ture were computed (Fig. 7.1) and were in agreement with Cugley 

and Pullin's graphs {64}.

The observed temperature dependence of these lines correl

ates reasonably well with that predicted. However the stretching 

modes are weak in the infrared, and the degenerate bending mode

v, lies in the water bending absorption region, so these bands 4
have not been studied in any detail.

Pimentel et al {125} reported a study of the hydrogen

bonding of ammonia in a nitrogen matrix and concluded that the 

dimer bands they observed were most probably due to an open 

chain structure. However, Rosengren and Pimentel {126} reported 

a triplet 14N/15N splitting pattern for the 986 cm“1 (v2> dimer 

band of ammonia in the nitrogen matrix which would be consistent 

with a cyclic dimer structure.
* "1 In a nitrogen matrix there is a second band at 1004 cm

apparently due to dimer whereas for ammonia in an argon matrix

there is only one band that could be assigned to dimer at 1000 cm“

It was therefore felt advantageous to extend the work to the

Raman in the stretching region where the symmetric stretch is

expected to be strong and hence confirm or reject the idea of

rotation of ammonia in the argon matrix since the Raman rotational

transitions will be different to the infrared {127}. It was also

hoped to obtain additional information as to the structure of

the dimers observed in both matrices.

The experimentation carried out in both the infrared and
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Fig.. 7 . 1  Predicted temperature depe nde nce  of ^ 2

ro ta tio n a l lines in infrared s p e c tru m  of ammonia
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Table 7.1

Experimentation carried out for ammonia 

I N F R A R E D

Molecule Matrix M/A. Technique Temperature
<K)

Amount of sample 
deposited (pmol)

NIL Nitrogen 980 s.s.o. 20 20.0
J

II II 55 P.M.I. II 29.0

II II 110 II II 37.4

II II 530 II 13.0

II IV 990 II 5.0

II Argon 1028 s•S•0. II 68.0

II II 1910 II 9.9

II II 110 P.M.I. 16.3

II , II 210 II II 9.9

It, II 350 u 8.9

II II 760 II 6.6

II ii 980 II II 9.3

ii II 1530 II II 5.8

NH3/H20 Argon 350 VI 20 8.5

R A M A N

NIL Argon 52 P.M.I. 16 101

II ii 99 ii 20 101

ii ii 100 it II 60

ii ii 100 ii 11 81

ii •i 100 11 99

ii , ii 100 ii 105

II If 100 II 110

II II 100 ii 17 90

II ii 100 II It 100

ii . . II 110 16 99

ii 11 190 II 61 *

u 11 460 11 II 40
II Nitrogen 52 17 100

II II 105 16 98

r

co
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Fig. 7.2 Comparison of the Observed and Predicted Infrared and
Raman Spectra of the Region of NĤ  in Argon at 20K.
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Fig. 7.3 Infrared and Raman Spectra of the Region of NH^ in an
Argon Matrix at 20K, showing diffusion effects.
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Pig. 7,5 Infrared Spectra of the >»2 ̂ e8lon of NH3 in Argot̂  at 20K.
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Table 7.2
Infrared and Raman bands observed for ammonia in.an argon matrix

\

Frequency -1cm Species

Infrared Raman

3446.6 ■ - ?
3434.8 3434.3 MONOMER
3429 3429 o.c. dimer
3421 3424.4 trimer
3404 - tetramer
3400.0 3400.3 o.c. dimer
3389.8 mm trimer
3376.0 - tetramer■

*3360 3351 multimer
3344 3338.6 ?
•3328.8 3327.6 monomer

3325 3324.6 o.c. dimer
3309.8 3310.5 o.c. dimer
3304.0 3301.6 trimer

*3296 3294 tetramer
3241 3242 o.c. dimer

*3235 3231.4 trimer
3228 3327.6 tetramer

3210 3213.0 trimer >
mm 3206.6 MONOMER

3202 - tetramer
1654 mm multimer
1643.2 - o.c. dimer
1638.4 mm MONOMER
1635 - ?
1620 ** monomer

Assignment

► NH3 asym.'. stretching (E)

> NH,, asym. stretching

NH^ 8ym. stretching (Aj)

N ^  sym. stretching

NH stretching

2 in Fermi Resonance with v. 
NH stretching

NH bending

NHj asym. bending (E) 

second site monomer



. ...■ t
Table 7*2 (contd.)

Frequency cm ^ Species Assingment ......

Infrared Raman

1089.0 - multimer
\

1065.0 multimer
1055.0 - tetramer
1046.6 *1050 tetramer

*1041 1041
(1035.0) ■- H20/NH3 dimer
1027.5 1027.5 trimer
1017.8 - trimer NH. sym. bending (monomer) or
1014.0 - MONOMER NH bending (multimer)
999.7 1002.4 o.c. dimer
990.8 - MONOMER

*(989) - cyclic dimer
978.6 - MONOMER
974.0

'

MONOMER
and

o.c. dimer
961.2 - MONOMER •*

955.0 - MONOMER .

222.3 o.c. dimer N - H ••• N stretch
- 105.0 o.c. dimer NH^ rocks

■ mm * 60 3.c. dimer torsion
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Table 7.3
Infrared and Raman bands observed for ammonia in a nitrogen matrix '

Frequency cm ^ Species

Infrarcc Ramon

3446.8 3443.S ?
3438.3 3438.8 MONOMER
3426.8 - o.c. dimer
3402.3 3402.1 o.c. dimer
3394 - trimer
3389 - tetramer
3380 - multimer
3329.5 3330.4 MONOMER
- 3327.5 o.c. dimer

3310.7 3312.7 o.c. dimer
3308.0 3310.2 trimer 7
3250 3249.2 trimer or 

cyclic dimer
3243 3242.2 o.c. dimer
3234 - . trimer j

^3215 3212.0 MONOMER
3210 3209.4 trimer
- 3200.6 multimer

1668 *1659 multimer ^
1647 mm multimer
1638 - dimer
1630 - MONOMER
1619.0 - monomer
1616" - multimer
1143 Monomer

M.056 - tetramer ^
(1045) -
1042 - tetramer
1033 tetramer
1026 trimer
1014.5 - trimer v
1004.0 - 3.c. dimer
986.0 - :yclic dimer
(972) - C>.c. dimer
969.8 - jI0N0MER

J

Assignment

»NH^ asym. stretching (E)

NH^ asym. stretching

^  NH^ sym. stretching (A^)

NH2 sym. stretching

■ NH stretching

2 in Fermi Resonance with v

■ NH stretching

NH bending

NH3 asym. bending (E) 
second site monomer

v2 + 7

H20/NH3 dimer

NH3 sym. bending (monomer) or 
NH bending (multimer)



Raman for ammonia isolated in argon or nitrogen matrices along
»

with the temperature of deposition is given in Table 7*1*

7.2 Monomer assignments

The NH stretching region (Figs. 7.2,7.3 and 7.6) is 

complicated by multimer absorptions in both argon and nitrogen 

at low M/A ratios. However at high M/A ratios the number of 

bands in this region decreases and from the M/A ratio dependence 

and comparison of both the infrared and Raman spectra it is 

clear that the very high intensity Raman band at 3327.6 cm 1 (argon) 

or 33304 cm1 (nitrogen) is the NH symmetric stretch corres

ponding to the weaker absorptions in the infrared at 3328.8 cm 1 

and 332SL5 cm1 in argon and nitrogen respectively. A band Is 

also observed at 3206.6 cm“1 in the Raman spectra due to 2 

intensified by interaction with v^.

The NH antisymmetric stretching vibration is more easily 

observable in the infrared at 3434.8 cm 1 and 3438.3 cm 1 in 

argon and nitrogen respectively. This region in the Raman is 

very weak and only observable at low M/A ratios where it is 

complicated by the presence of close lying multimer bands. The 

corresponding monomer bands of the Raman results are assigned 

at 3434.3 cm”1 and 3438.3 cm”1 for argon and nitrogen matrices 

respectively.

The degenerate bending is difficult to analyse since 

it lies in the water bending region in the infrared and is too 

weak to be observable in the Raman. However, bands at 1638.4 cm"1 

and 1630.0 cm”1 in argon and nitrogen respectively are assigned 

to this mode. In both matrices a "second site" monomer absorption 

is observed at 1620.0 cm 1.
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For the symmetric bending region Vj (Figs. 7.5 and 7.7) 

only one band in nitrogen at 969.8 cm is present at high M/A 

ratio and is assigned to this mode. However six bands at 

1014.0, 990.8, 978.6, 974,0. 961.2 and 955.0 cm 1 are still 

present at high M/A ratio in the argon spectra and it must be 

concluded that they are all due to monomeric ammonia. No monomer 

bands were observable in the Vj region at any M/A ratio in the 

Raman results.

A band at 1143 cm”1 in the infrared in nitrogen present at 

high M/A ratio is also assigned to monomeric ammonia although it 

is not observed in the infrared for an argon matrix and it is 

not observable in the Raman for either matrix. This has been 

assigned to a combination of v2 with a librational mode of the 

ammonia in the nitrogen matrix {125}.

7.2.1 Discussion of ammonia in an argon matrix

The symmetric stretching mode (which has the same symmetry 

A^ as the symmetric bending mode v2) is extremely strong in the 

Raman spectra for ammonia isolated in the argon matrix. Spectra 

have been observed at M/A ratios as high as 500 where bands due 

to multimer species are negligible. The observed Raman spectrum 

is compared with that predicted on the rotational model previ

ously used to fit the infrared data in Fig. 7.2 and it can be 

clearly seen that there is no agreement between the observed and 

predicted spectra. Only one band due to monomer is observed in 

the Raman for this mode even at the maximum sensitivity available. 

This frequency is coincident with the infrared results for the 

mode in argon.

For ammonia to be rotating in the argon matrix,theory

r
*



predicts the strongest Raman band will be S(0) and the strongest 

infrared band to be R(0). It would also mean that the pure 

rotational transitions (observed in the gas phase using a 

mercury arc source){128} should also be observable in the low 

frequency region of the Raman spectra.

From the coincidence of the infrared and Raman bands for 

the vibration and the lack of pure rotational transitions in 

the Raman spectra it must be concluded that ammonia is not 

rotating in the matrix. The presence of the apparent rotational 

lines in the infrared of the v2 region is confusing.

Attempts were made to observe bands in the region in 

the Raman spectra to provide further information but despite 

repeated experimentation which included "C.A.T.ting" the region 

over 30 hour periods to build up the signal to noise ratio, no , 

bands were observable.

In an attempt to explain the discrepancy between the 

infrared v„ results and the Raman v. results the possibility wasm *
considered that although ammonia may not be rotating it may be 

undergoing some other motional activity within the matrix, such 

as a reorientation of the molecule within the site which would 

lead to a similar potential barrier to that of inversion

Miller and Decius {73} have set out a formal group theoreti

cal approach to this type of problem and this was applied to 

ammonia (C^) in a substitutional site (Oh) in an argon matrix;

An outline of the important points of the theory are given below 

along with the solution to the above problem.



7.2.2 Theoretical considerations

The approach to the problem uses the methods of group 

theory developed by Longuet-Higgins {129} and utilises the fact 

that the Hamiltonian is invariant to interchanges of the 

position and spins of any set of identical nuclei, an inversion 

of the positions of all particles in the centre of mass, and 

the product of such a permutation and an inversion. Let P stand 

for a permutation, E for the identity, E* for an inversion of all 

particles, and P* for the product PE* * E*P.

For a molecule isolated in a matrix not all the operations 

are feasible. This method will be used to determine which 

operations are feasible and which are not. The symmetry group 

for the problem then, is the set of all feasible operations. 

However,before continuing there are several definitions which 

need to be mentioned.

A permutation or permutation-inversion for a rigid molecule 

is equivalent to a point group operation on the internal coordi

nates followed by a bodily rotation of the molecule about an 

axis through the centre of the mass. This can be represented 

as P(r) - Q(rg - RP) (7.1)

where R is a point group operation, Q is a rotation, r is thee
3n dimensional vector describing the equilibrium positions of

the atoms, p is the corresponding displacement vector, and

r ■ r + p. Once the 1 to 1 mapping between P and R is estab- e
lished it can be shown that the group {R} is isomorphic to the 

group {P}. The operation R for each P and P* will determine 

the symmetry of translation and rotation and therefore p and a. 

The group Q is important in classifying the rotational 

states since it consists of bodily rotations of the molecules.



The group Q is isomorphic to the permutation group unless the 

molecule possesses a centre of symmetry in which case {Q} is 

isomorphic to the subgroup of {P} which is just the permutations. 

Therefore for any group {P> the symmetry of p and a can be 

found from {R} and the transformation of the rotational coordinates 

can be found from {Q}.

For a molecule isolated in a matrix site let us assume 

that the guest molecule has the symmetry of the point group H 

and it occupies a substitutional site in the host matrix which 

has the symmetry of the point group S.

Operations in H are related to the crystal and space-fixed 

axes. The point groups M and S can be divided into the rotational ' 

subgroup of permutations plus the set of permutation inversions. 

These are denoted as follows!

M - M(P) + M(P*) and S - S(P) + S(P*) (7.2)

If H or S is a rotational group then there are no operations 

of the type P*.

The elements of a group which are appropriate for a guest 

molecule in a host crystal consist of products of operations in 

S(P) with operations in M(P) and operations in S(P*) with 

operations in M(P). The symmetry of the vibrational, rotational 

and nuclear spin states can therefore be determined from the 

combined group. As the movement of the molecule may be expected 

to be restricted by the boat molecules interest is centred on the 

rotational states and multiplet structure near the high barrier 

limits, where the motion may be regarded as librational but with 

the splittings being due to tunnelling between equivalent potential 

minima. Correlation methods {116} can be employed to aid the



solution of the group theoretical analysis and will enable the 

description of the splittings of states near the librational 

limit for any assumed orientation of the molecule at its poten- 

tial minima with respect to rotation. From the symmetry of 

the dipole and polarizability tensors, selection rules can be 

applied to predict the infrared and Raman spectra.

The appropriate group will depend on the freedom of the 

molecule to rotate with respect to the crystal. The largest 

possible group is the combination of all operations of S(P) 

with M(P) and all combinations of S(P*) with M(P*). This group 

will be denoted by G * (S.M). Some operations in G become less 

feasible (physically) as the barrier to rotation increases and 

at the high barrier or librator limit, rotation of the molecule 

with respect to the crystal is not feasible. The problem 

necessitates the correlation between the free rotation group G 

and the high barrier subgroup H, the motional energy levels will 

then be given as a function of the barrier height. Whether S 

or M is a rotational group or not determines how the group G is 

.formed. For example, if both S and M are rotational groups then 

the order of G is given by g ■ s.m, where g, s and m represent 

the order of their respective groups, since all combinations are 

allowed. If either S or M is not a rotational group, then 

g ■ Js.m since combinations of P's with P*'s are not allowed.

At the limit of no rotation the appropriate subgroup of 

H is isomorphic (-) to the highest common subgroup of S and M ’ 

if the molecule is orientated to the crystal in the highest 

symmetry possible.

An operation in H consists of the product of an operation 

in S with an operation in M so that there is no rotation of the

ro
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molecule relative to the crystal when the molecule is at an 

equilibrium position#

The librational states in H have a degeneracy which is 

increased by the factor g/h (h is the order of H) and this 

factor is also the number of equivalent minima in the potential 

with respect to rotation. In certain cases there may be signi

ficant groups which lie in between the limits for G and H as a 

result of the fact that some relative rotations may be feasible 

but not all. In this case the group would be a subgroup of 

G - (S,M) but the problem would be essentially no different than 

that for G and H.

7.2.3 Application of the theory to a C^v molecule in an Oh field.

We are now in a position to solve this problem with the 

aid of the above group theory.

For this problem M - C^v and S ■ Oh. Since neither S nor M 

is a rotational group but S is a direct product group (with {E,i})

S - S(P) x {E,i} (7.3)

whereas M is not a direct product group, then G will be the direct 

product:

G - ’S'(P) x 'M1 (7.4)

where 'S’(P) S S and *M' ; S M.

This amounts to saying that operations in 'S’fP) are pro

ducts of E in M with an operation in S(P), operations in *M' (P) 

are products of E in S with an operation in M(P), and operations 

in ’M'(P*)• are products of i in S with an operation in M(P*).

The.character table can now be found from those of H and S(P), 

and the symmetry species are products of those in H and S(P}.

i
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It follows that from equation 7.4

G - 'O’ x ' C ^  <7‘5>

The (Q)group for 0 is 0 and the {Q>group for C3y is

D3 {73}. 1
Therefore the group for the rotational problem is

G - ° x d3 *7,6

This group is given in Fig. 7.8.

A C  molecule such as NH« in an Oh field may have a poten- 

tial minimum if the H atoms point toward the corners of the cube,

i.e. aligned along a C3 axis of the cube. This is the position 

that ammonia is thought to occupy in the Oh substitutional site 

of an argon matrix, in which case the greatest common subgroup 

for Oh and C3y is C^. So at the librator limit it is assumed
as

that H - C3v, where the order (h) of H ■ 6.

The character table and correlation between G and H is given

in Fig. 7.8.

It is seen that H - (EE, C ^ ,  C ^ }  since it is clear 

that EE, C3C3, and are the only products from G - (Oh, C^ )

which leave the molecule unchanged with respect to rotation 

relative to the crystal.

Since neither S or M is a rotational group the order (g) 

of G is given by 

g • Js.m 

<■ i ,48.6

m 144 ,

Therefore the librational states in H have a degeneracy 

increased by a factor of g/h - 144/6 - 24. This is in fact the 

case as seen from Fig. 7.8.

ZJ
l
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Fig. 7.8

Character table for <Oh,C > and correlation to the group

. «  h - C 3 v  w o - P P > ¿ r : z í 3 f-t H  fp N  O'

A1A1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 A1

A1A2 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 V
A^E 2 2 2 2 2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 E

* A 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 A2

A2A2 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 V
*2® 2 2 2 -2 -2 -1 -1 -1 1 1 0 0 0 0 6 E

E A1 2 -1 2 0 0 2 -1 2 0 0 2 -1 2 0 0 E

E I2 2 -1 2 0 0 * 2 -1 2 0 • 0 -2 1 -2 0 0 E

E Ê 4 -2 4 0 Ò -2 1 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ö Ax + Aj + E

FA 3 0 -1 1 -1 3 0 -1 1 -1 3 0 -1 1 -1 Aj + E

FÂ 3 0 -1 1 -1 3 0 -I 1 “1 "3 0 1 -1 1 Ax + E

Fj¥ 6 0 -2 2 -2 -3 0 1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 A1 + A2 + 2E

V i 3 0 -1 -1 1 3 0 -1 -1 1 3 0 -1 -1 1 Ax + E

F2A2 3 0 -1 -1 1 • 3 0 -1 -1 1 -3 0 1 1 -1 A2 + E

f 2e 6 0 -2 -2 2 -3 0 1 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 Ax + A2 + 2E'
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The first excited librator states in C^  are of symmetry 

+ E but before the number of transitions from the Â  level 

can be worked out, the selection rules for the various types of 

transitions that are possible must be found.

Since neither S nor M is a rotational group but S is a 

direct product group all the molecular symmetries have their 

usual symmetry species from M, including the electric tensors 

in internal coordinates, multiplied by the totally symmetric 

species from S(P). Therefore in internal axes the symmetry of 

y is AjA^ + AjE- and the symmetry of a is AjA^ + A^I.

The symmetry species for a quantity in external axes

has the symmetry species in S(P), times either the totally

symmetric species or antisymmetric species from H (» C^)

depending on whether the symmetry species in S was symmetric or

antisymmetric to the operation involved in the direct product

(i or h>. Since S (- Oh) contains i then y (external) has the

antisymmetric species in M; this is because y is ungerade and 
» • * 

a is gerade with respect to i. <

Therefore in external axes the. symmetry of y is and 

the symmetry of a is A^A^ + EA^ + ^2^1*

Before discussing the possible types of transitions involved 

it is important to distinguish between two classes of transitions 

involving the librational modes. In the first category the 

librational quantum number (which becomes an oscillator quantum 

number in the high barrier limit), does not change, but a transi

tion between levels for a single librational state split by 

tunnelling occurs. These can be regarded as tunnelling transitions, 

but they will be described here conveniently.as "orientation
/“• s i  f •

transitions"»

GO



In the second category there are changes in the librational 

quantum numbers» These will be described simply as "librational" 

transitions# Thus we may speak about pure orientation, pure 

libration, vibration-orientation, or vibration-libration transi

tions, reserving the latter two terms for cases in which an inter

nal vibration undergoes a transition simultaneously with changes 

in theMrotational states".

We must first consider the librational transitions from 

the n - 0 (A^ level to the n " 1 (Aĵ  + E) level in both the 

infrared and Raman. The correlation in G as seen from Fig. 7,8 
is

A1 -  AjA^ + A2A2 + EE + F ^  + FjÏÏ + + F j l

E -  AjÊ + A2Ï  + EA^ + EA2 + EE + F ^  + F ^  + IFjE + F ^

♦ Fj*2 ♦

The allowed infrared and Raman librational or orientation 

transitions are determined by the selection rules in external 

axes.

i.e. r (y ) -  F j A 2

and r(a) ■ A^Aj + EA^ + F ^

If the product of the transition contains one of the 

irreducible representations for the infrared and Raman given 

above then that transition will be allowed.

The nuclear spin wave function for ammonia (1^ ■ $) is . 

AAjA^ + 2AlE {130}. The overall wavefunction must be TAj (as 

H is a fermion) where T - A^, A2, E, F^ or Fj.

. Assuming the vibronic symmetry is A^, it follows that for 

IH » 1 only rXj or TE librational states can exist.

i
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Fig. 7.10 ,

Vibration-libration transitions in the infrared and Raman 

for the n *■ 0 to n ■ 1 librational mode

(a) INFRARED 

A. — A^ transition

V i '

A2*2'
EE -

F1A2

V i
FXE, F2E

F1A2 "*■ A1A1* F2A1
F j ï-- EE, FjE, F2E

F2X1““ ^2 ^ 2  * F1F
f2e ---■+■ EE, Fjl, F2E

E transition

h y

v 2-

F1A2

V l
EE — -*• F^, f2e

F1A2 - “► EAX» V l .• V i
FjE — AjE. EE, 2F1E,

F2Al“ ^ ea2, F1A2 * F2A2
f2I  — - a 2e , EË, 2F1e , ;
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Fig. 7,10

(b) RAMAN

A^ —  E transition

A 1A1 - A ^ , F2A1

A2A2 “*■ A2A2 ’ FlA2
EE ---► 2EE, FjE, F2E

F1A2“ "*■ A2A2 ’ F1A2* F1E

FXE — -*• EE, 3Fj¥ ,  2F2E

F2A1 "*■ Ai Ai» F2A1* F2E

f2e — -► EE, 2F1E, 3F2E

E transition
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Fig. 7.11

Vibration-oriontation transitions in the infrared and Raman

2 1

(a) INFRARED 

For an A^A^ vibration

Selection rule is A^A^ x r(ii)(ext) ‘ * FjX,,

A2A2 ■+• F A *2 1
EE -- -*> FXE, F2E

riX2— * V l
FXE --- EE, F2?

f2e ---+• EE, Fjï

, AjE vibration

Selection rule is A^E x r(y)(ext) ■ F^E

A-A„— ~-+■ F„E2 2 2
EË -- ^1^2* Fî ** ^2E* ^2^1

F1 ^ 2 ~ ■* EE, Fjf, F /

FjE --- F^A2, FxE, F2E, F2Ai , A^A^

f2e — * F^A2, FxE, F2E, F2A<̂ , 2̂̂ 2

h ,
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Fig. 7.11
■ \ !

(b) RAMAN

For an A ^  vibration

Selection rule is A^A^ x T(a)(ext) ■ A^A^ + EA^ + ^2^1

A2A2 -  fxa2

EE -- -*■ F^, F2E

Fi V - * A2A2
FXE — - EE, F2E
f2e ---* EE, FjE

. Â ÏÏ vibration

Selection rule is A^E x r(y)(ext) . « A^E + EE + F^E

a 2a2- -»> EE, FjE

EË -- F1A2 ’ F2A1* F1F* F2F

" A “ -*■ 3FXE, 2F2E, EÊ

F^E -- A2A2* FlA2* F2Al* FjE
f2e --- A^A^, F^A2> F2A^, F^E, FjE



The vibrational activity in the infrared and Raraan effect
»

follows the selection rules of the internal axes. The overall 

transitions are governed by the selection rules in the external 

axes and some vibrât ion “■or ien tation or vibration—libration 

transitions may be formally allowed. From the symmetry of u 

and a in internal axes A ^  and vibrations are allowed in 

the infrared and Raman.

The selection rule for vibration-orientation or vibration- 

libration is given by r(p)(int) x r(y)(ext). For an A^A^ 

vibration in the infrared this is T(y) - and for an Ajïf

vibration the selection rule is T(y) ■ F^E.

In the Raman the selection rule for vibration-orientation 

or vibration-libration is r(a)(int) x r(a)(ext) so for an A ^  

vibration this is T(a) ■ A^A^ + EA^ + FjA^ and for an A^Ê 

vibration it is T(a) * A^E + EE + FjE.

It must be noted that a transition to the same internal 

level is only allowed if all the selection rules are included 

in the product.

Using these selection rules vibration-libration and 

vibration-orientation transitions in the infrared and Raman can 

be obtained with the aid of the multiplication table given in 

Fig. 7.9. These are given in Figs. 7.10 and 7.11.

7.2.A Conclusions

There are three types of motion (apart from vibration) 

that ammonia might be undergoing in the substitutional site of 

the argon matrix.

1) Rotation (and inversion) — —  low barrier.

2) Libration-Orientation—  medium barrier.



3) Libration —  high barrier.

' The rotational possibility has already been discussed in 

detail in 7.2.1 above, the main points in the argument against 

rotation taking place being the coincidence of the infrared 

and Raman bands of the v1 symmetric stretch and the lack of 

pure rotational transitions in the Raman.

Orientation may be interpreted physically as a movement of 

the molecule within the matrix site through successive potential 

minima (24 altogether). This should therefore result in fine 

structure being observed on the vibrational bands provided the 

splitting is large enough.' The size of the splitting would depend 

on the potential barrier. Vibrâtion-libration transitions should 

also be observable, in principle. In the high barrier limit 

libration is the only possible motion. No librational transitions 

were observed in the low frequency region, and the fine structure 

of the v2 vibration in the infrared spectrum is too complex to 

be explained on a purely librational model - which predicts 

only a v2 + band.

From Fig. 7.11 it can be seen that for an AjA^ vibration 

the vibration-orientation transitions in the infrared approximate 

to those in the Raman. Since there is obvious structure in the 

region in the infrared for the argon matrix and coincidence 

between the infrared and Raman for the vibration-orientation 

model fits the results reasonably if one assumes that these 

"tunnelling" transitions will cause appreciable splitting on vj 

and not on It also has to be assumed that the vibration- 

libration transitions are too weak to be observed. The first 

assumption is not too unreasonable since for inversion"tunnelling" 

transitions which occur in the gas phase spectrum of ammonia the



splitting of V2  is much greater than that for Since the

vibration-libration transitions will also have a complex structure 

the resulting broad absorptions may be too weak to observe. 

Verification or contradiction of the hypothesis that the structure 

of the \>2 absorption in the infrared is due to vibration-orienta

tion can only be achieved by obtaining a spectrum of the v2 region 

in the Raman, which is not possible with the present equipment*

7*3 Multimer assignments

From the M/A dependence and controlled diffusion experiments 

for ammonia in argon and nitrogen matrices many bands due to 

multimer species have been identified in this work* Assignments 

are given in Tables 7.2 and 7.3.

Fig. 7.3 demonstrates the effect of changing the M/A ratio 

of ammonia in an argon matrix on the NH stretching region and 

also the effects of the diffusion operation.

7.3.1 NH antisymmetric stretching (E)

In the NH antisymmetric stretching v3 region there are 

several bands displaying different M/A ratio dependence in the 

infrared relative to the monomer band at 3434.8 cm"1. This band 

is asymmetric at low M/A ratio having a shoulder at 3429 cm”1 

whose closeness to the monomer band would imply that it is due 

to an open chain dimer. This dimer also has an absorption at

3400.0 cm 1, trimer and tetramer absorbing to lower frequency 

at 3389.8 cm 1 and 3376.0 cm 1 respectively. The latter two 

bands are the first to disappear on increasing the M/A ratio but 

always increase their intensity after a diffusion experiment relative 

to the dimer band at 3400.0 cm . A similar pattern of bands is



observed in this region for ammonia isolated in a nitrogen matrix 

(Fig. 7.6), but there is much less trimer and tetramer present 

,for the same M/A ratio. (This would reflect on the greater 

isolating efficiency of nitrogen.)

7.3.2 NH symmetric stretching (Aj)

For the NH symmetric stretching region again multimer 

species absorb here to a lower frequency than the weak monomer 

band at 3328 cm"1 for the argon matrix. This band has a shoulder 

at 3325 cm”1 which is resolved in the Raman spectra at 3324.6 cm"1 

and is reasonably assigned to open chain dimer along with the 

band at 3309.8 cm”1. The band at 3304.0 cm 1 parallels intensity 

changes with the band at 3389.8 cm 1 and is assigned to trimer.

It is very weak in the Raman spectra at 3301,6 cm 1,

7.3.3 N —  H (... N) stretching

The previous discussion of the NH stretches were of multimer 

bands arising from the NH stretches of the free NH^ and NHj 

groups of the multimer species. However several bands are also 

observed at low M/A ratio due to the NH stretches of the NH bond 

of the ammonia molecules directly involved in the formation of 

the hydrogen bond of the multimer species. The latter are found 

in the 3250-3200 cm"1 region and their intensity changes parallel 

bands in the and regions. On the basis of the M/A ratio 

dependence and diffusion experiments for the argon matrix a band 

at 3241 cm’1 is assigned to dimer and bands at *3235 cm"1 and

3210.0 cm 1 are assigned to trimers. A band at 3202 cm”1 is due 

to tetramer. The trimer and tetramer bands are observable (but 

weak) in the Raman results for argon.
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A similar pattern of bands occurs for the nitrogen matrix 

in the infrared and Raman but there is less trimer and tetramer 

compared to the dimer bands« Diffusion experiments were 

carried out for the nitrogen matrix results.

7.3.4 NH antisymmetric bending (E)

The NH antisymmetric bending region was not studied in 

great detail in the infrared for either matrix due to its lying 

in a region of atmospheric absorption. However, tentative assign** 

ments have been made for both matrices and are given in Tables

7.2 and 7.3. No bands were observable for the argon matrix in 

the Raman, and only one band at 1659 cm * was observable in the 

Raman for the nitrogen matrix. This band was weak and only 

observable at low M/A ratio and is presumably due to multimer 

species.

7.3.5 NH symmetric bending A ^

Fig. 7.5 shows the effect of the M/A ratio dependence and 

diffusion experiment on the bands of the NH symmetric bending v2 

region in an argon matrix. There is a certain amount of overlap 

occurring between monomer and multimer species, which makes

identification of the multimer species difficult.
**1

The bands at 1027.5 cm and 1017.8 cm are assigned to 

trimer bands whereas the band at 999.7 cm~* is

assigned to a dimer species. This is because the trimer bands 

disappear from the spectra more quickly on increasing the M/A 

ratio and increase their intensity on carrying out a diffusion 

experiment at the expense of the band at 999.7 cm  ̂and the 

monomer bands. This is presumably as a direct result of diffusion



of monomer to join up with dimer. Bands to higher frequency 

are assigned to high multimer. Tentative assignments for these 

bands are given in Table 7.2.

In addition, from the relative intensities of the monomer 

bands in the argon matrix before and after the diffusion opera

tion there appears to be a multimer band lying under the monomer 

band at 97A era-1. This multimer band is extremely close to the 

monomer band frequency which would imply that it has an open 

chain structure,most probably open chain dimer»

There are fewer bands in the V£ region for ammonia isolated 

in a nitrogen matrix (Fig. 7.7) but all display M/A ratio depen

dence relative to the monomer band at 969,8 cm 1, The bands at 

1026 and 1014.5 cm“1 are assigned to trimer (corresponding to the

'trimer bands of argon at 1027.5 cm 1 and 1017,8 era“1) and dis-
-1appear relative to the dimer band at 1004.0 cm in nitrogen . 

(corresponding to the dimer band at 999.7 cm for argon)as the 

H/A ratio is increased. There is however an additional band at

986.0 cm”1 for the nitrogen matrix results which at first sight 

appears to behave similarly to the band at 1004,0 cm 1 assigned 

to open chain dimer. However this braid, if present in the argon 

results, must be considerably weaker. From the results of 

diffusion experiments it may well be under the monomer band at

990.8 cm“1. The second band due to open chain dimer lies close 

to the monomer band (see below) thus the band at 986.0 cm 1 is 

due to a different dimer species of which a cyclic structure is 

the most likely.

For the nitrogen matrix the monomer band at 969,8 cm”1 is 

highly asymmetric at low M/A ratio implying that there is another 

band overlapping but not resolved. By the use of a curve analysis



technique (Fig. 7.7), the band is estimated to have a frequency
» ■

of 972 cm”1. Its close proximity to the monomer band implies 

that it is due to open chain dimer corresponding to.the band at 

974 cm”1 for the argon matrix.

7.3.6 Hydrogen bond vibrational modes

The Raman spectra of ammonia in an argon matrix at low 

M/A ratios show the presence of three bands at 222.3, 105.2 and 

^ 61 cm”1. These bands were observed for different Raman laser 

excitation frequencies so are not due to laser lines. Since 

they are only present at low M/A ratios they are believed to be

due to the ammonia open chain dimer, which is the most prominent
i -1

multimer species at these M/A ratios. The 222.3 cm band is
! '

assigned to the hydrogen bond stretching mode and the bands at
* -l102.5 and 61 cm”1 to deformation modes.

i

7.3.7 Impurity bands

Cugley and Pullin (64) reported anomalous bands for ammonia 

isolated in an argon matrix which they suspected of being due 

to oxygen and nitrogen impurities in the argon. By doping the 

argon with oxygen or nitrogen they were able to show that the bands 

they observed at 968 cm"1 and 972 cm 1 were due to oxygen and 

nitrogen impurities respectively. In this work only one spectrum 

contained a shoulder at 972 cm 1 due to nitrogen impurities, the 

other spectra were free of these impurity bands.

Only one band in the infrared spectra of ammonia in argon 

was irreproducible and this was the band at 1035.0 cm“1. This 

was suspected to be due to water impurity in the ammonia sample 

giving rise to an ammonia-water mixed dimer.
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Fig. 7.12 Infrared Spectra of the Region of NIÎ  in an Argon Matri> 
at 20 K showing Water impurity effects
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To confirm this an experiment was made using a 1:1 NH^/H^O 

mixture. Fig. 7.12 shows the effect of this mixture compared to 

an undoped sample. Clearly the band at 1035 cm 1 is due to ammonia 

complexing with the water to form a mixed dimer. Abouaf-Marquin 

reported a similar impurity band for ammonia isolated in a neon 

matrix {62}.

7.3.8 Conclusions

Fig. 7.13 shows the two possible types of dimer that can 

he formed; the open chain structure (Cfl) and the cyclic structure

<C2h>-
The bands observed for the dimers in argon include bands 

at frequencies close to those of the monomer bands which strongly 

suggest an open chain structure.

A normal coordinate analysis has been carried out by 

Dr S. Suzuki for the open chain dimer in argon {131}. The cal

culated frequencies are given in Table 7.4 and are in good 

agreement with those observed. The force field obtained was 

applied to calculate the frequencies of the cyclic dimers and 

the results suggest that the stretching region dimer bands for 

this structure would be close to the open chain structure dimer 

bands. The cyclic dimer band of the region of ammonia in a 

nitrogen matrix is observed at 986 cm 1 and corresponds to a 

very weak band at *990 cm“1 in the argon matrix. It is also 

observed that the dimer absorptions in the nitrogen matrix fox* 

the stretching region at low M/A ratios are rather broader than 

their argon matrix counterparts which would suggest that the 

conclusion from the normal coordinate analysis is reasonable.

It appears therefore that in nitrogen both types of dimer

to
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Fig. 7.13 Open Chain and Cyclic Ammonia Dimer Structures.,



Table 7.4

Ammonia open chain dimer frequencies

I

Approximate description Obs. Calc.

NH^ degen. stretch A', A" 3428 3432

NH^ asym. stretch A" 3400 3402

NH^ sym. stretch A' 3325 3326

NHj sym. stretch A' 3310 3310

NH stretch A' 3241 3240

NH, twist A” 1645
1643

NH2  scissors A' 1640

NH^ degen. deformation A', A" (1638) 1638

NH2  wag A1 1000 1013

NH^ sym. deformation A* , (974) 975

N ... H stretch A' 223 223

NH3 rock A', A" 105 103

torsion A" . 60 60



exist but for argon the dimer is predominantly open ohain. This 

may be explained as being due to the differences in the nature 

of the trapping sites. For nitrogen the site would have a 

cylindrical shape which may be better suited for accommodating 

the cyclic structure rather than the more spherical argon 

trapping site.



CHAPTER 8

QUANTITATIVE STUDIES OF AMINES IN ARGON AND NITROGEN MATRICES 

8.1 Introduction

Odour pollution is a regular accompaniment of industrial

ization though until recently it has received less publicity 

than many other forms of pollution. Monitoring of atmospheric 

pollutants today is aimed toward systematically collecting and 

evaluating aerometric and related data to provide information 

concerning pollutant concentrations in ambient air, emissions 

from polluting sources and meteorological conditions. These 

monitoring activities are important from a legalistic point of 

view in order to produce usable information which when collected 

and structured may be presented for application to problem 

solving efforts by the researcher, the pollution control official 

the industrialist and the concerned community.

Although the concentration of malodorous substances in 

waste gases is very low;even minute concentrations may cause 

considerable annoyance to the community and hence controlling 

such odours is a complex and often frustrating problem.

Odour is a physiological response of the individual. In

all cases, the odorant will be in the vapour state or have an

appreciable vapour pressure at ambient temperatures in order to

have been detected. The olefactory detection threshold in humans

is very low e.g. 10 to 10 molecules of odorant in the nose is

sufficient for detection {131} (1 | mol of ethyl mercaptan con-
17tains approximately 10 molecules). 'Instruments which measure 

the physical or chemical characteristics of a malodorous gas



cannot be used to measure odour - only the amount of ddorous 

substance present. It may be argued therefore that, to date, 

the only reliable and accurate instruments for measuring odour 

are the olefactory cells in human nasal tissue.

Odour thresholds for pure compounds vary widely as can be 

seen from Table 8.1 showing threshold values for a few familiar 

materials {132}.

Techniques for sampling and analysing malodorous gases are 

inherently difficult and require high sensitivity of equipment 

because these gases are only present in small quantities of the 

order 1 ppm - 1 ppb. The development of gas chromatography 

utilising sensitive detectors, such as the flame ionization, 

detector, has increased the possibilities of determination of 

trace quantities of such gases and much pioneering work has 

already met with success {133-136}.3 However, separation of the 

pollutants is often complicated by the presence of constituents 

which the detecting system was not designed to analyse. One 

method of overcoming this problem is to design a sampling system 

to remove particular types of pollutants from the atmosphere 

i.e. sulphides, amines, mercaptans or olefins etc. which could 

then be analysed on chromatographic equipment with columns 

specifically suited for that type of pollutant {136}. In the case 

of the amines two problems arise.

(i) When dealing with basic nitrogen-containing compounds 

such as the primary amines, there is a "peak tailing effect" 

due to the adsorption of the sample on the chromatographic 

support and leads to the formation of asymmetric peaks making 

proper quantitative evaluation of the separated compounds 

difficult. Several workers {137-140} have tried to overcome this



Table 8.1 ,*

Odour Thresholds in Air (PPM Volume) {132}

2 2

Compound ppm Compound ppm

Acetic acid , 1.0 Butyric acid 0.001

Acetone 100 Carbon disulphide 0.21

Methylamine 0.021 Dimethyl sulphide 0.001

Diemthylamine 0.047 Ethyl mercaptan 0.001

Tr j.me thylamine 0.00021 Methyl mercaptan 0.0021

Ammonia 46.8 Nitrobenzene 0.047

Benzene
j

4.68 Sulphur dioxide 0.47

i

i <

G
O
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problem by developing columns which have "anti-tailing" agent 

treated supports and found them satisfactory for their requirements.

(ii) The lower aliphatic amines have similar retention 

times and serious overlap of the peaks occurs making quantitative 

analysis difficult. .

Secondary and tertiary amines present less peak tailing 

effects and so the discussion following will be centred on the 

primary amines which appear to cause the most trouble,namely 

ammonia, methylamine and ethylamine.

8.2 Development of technique

The use of matrix isolation as a research tool in the 

quantitative analysis of gaseous mixtures has already been applied 

by Rochkind {6,36,38,39,141}. He successfully applied it to 

the analysis of hydrocarbon mixtures {6} and deuterated ethylenes 

using a modified matrix isolation technique known as Pulsed Matrix 

Isolation. It retains the main characteristics of conventional 

matrix isolation technique but replaces the slow continuous con

densation by a controlled pulse deposition process. Nitrogen was 

chosen as the matrix diluent gas which avoided the possibility 

of complicated rotational structure for small molecules, since 

no molecule is known to rotate in a nitrogen matrix. Rochkind 

diluted his sample gases to a pressure of approximately 700 torr 

with nitrogen, and used a pulse volume of 16 mis and reported
*■

{36} that pulses of this size, condensed onto a cooled window 

at 20 K, gave transparent, low scattering matrices. More recently 

Perutz and Turner {142} have shown that the technique may be 

adopted for other matrix gases and they put forward many advantages . 

over the more conventional S.S.O. technique. It was also found



Application of the technique to quantitative analysis 

depends upon the application of the Beer-Lambert law to the matrix 

isolated molecules absorption bands. The accepted law requires 

that:

Absorbance " log (-— ) - u.c.l.

where

during experimentation that P.M.I, tends to give better matrices
than S.S.O. ,

I

a

c

incident radiation intensity 

transmittance et peak frequency 

absorption coefficient for the transition 

the concentration of the absorbing species

1 - the path length.

Hence cl for matrix purposes equals the number of absorbing 

molecules trapped in the matrix through which the incident 

radiation from the spectrometer can pass. However, the actual 

number of micromoles deposited will depend on the geometry of 

the apparatus and on the sticking coefficient of the substance 

under the conditions used. Thus the amount actually condensed 

will be effected by several factors; these will be the rate at 

which the material is deposited, the temperature of the support 

window, the distance of the injection needle from the window and 

the rate at which uncondensed sample is pumped out of the cell, 

thought to be negligible because of the efficiency of cryopumping.

However, providing experimental conditions are kept constant, 

results should be reproducible on a particular piece of equipment.

As already mentioned in chapter 2 the existing system 

proved inadequate for the quantitative analysis of:the amines



for the following reasons;

(i) The S.S.O. equipment required relatively large amounts 

of sample to keep the flow rate approximately constant.

(ii) The small changes in pressure of the storage bulb 

during calibration experiments for the amine samples were 

difficult to measure accurately with the mercury manometer.

(iii) The amines themselves became adsorbed into the 

Apiezon "N" grease of the vacuum taps which meant that a certain 

unknown quantity of amine was being removed from the sample 

mixture bulbs and this was obviously undesirable.

The resultant Beer's law'plots when using the S.S.O. tech** 

nique were unsatisfactory when quantitative estimates of the 

amines were made, being non reproducible from experiment to 

experiment. To overcome these problems, anew sample preparation 

and deposition system was built on similar lines to Rochkind's 

system already mentioned. A pulsed matrix isolation system was 

built in which all the taps were of the greaseless type (Young's 

p.t.f.e.) and the mercury manometer was replaced by a pressure 

transducer (the calibration of which is given in chapter 2,

Fig. 2.6), The main storage bulb was only 500 mis and the total 

volume of the sampling system necessary for deposition was one 

tenth of that of the S.S.O. system.

Once the sample had been made up at an M/A ratio of 100 

with nitrogen,deposition was carried out by pressurising the 

measured volume and allowing this volume to condense on the 

cooled C8l window of the cell at 20 K, The pressure of each 

pulse was measured by means of the pressure transducer. The 

actual micromoles of sample of each pulse was calculated using 

the following relationship:



Number of p moles per pulse - (16.036.V ,P )/( T .MA)m m  m

where V , ■ measured volume m
, Pm - pressureof gas mixture

T ■ temperature of gas (room tenqperature) m
MA « M/A ratio.

Rochkind had shown that good matrix spectra could be 

obtained by depositing the gas phase mixtures by this method.

Using hydrocarbons in nitrogen at M/A ratio of 100 and pulse 

pressure of 700 torr, he obtained sharp infrared spectra which 

. obeyed Beer’s law (i.e. peak intensity was proportional to the 

amount of hydrocarbons deposited). However he did not report 

on the degree of isolation achieved and it was felt that in the 

case of amines that investigation of this point was necessary«;

Pulse pressures of 700-100 torr were used and it was
! . 

found that between 400 torr and 100 torr no appreciable differ

ence in isolation was observable at M/A ratio 100. Also at 

high pulse pressures tailing of the Beer’s law graph was experi

enced, which was believed to be occurring due to excessive 

annealing of the matrix. As the matrix layer built up the heat 

of condensation of successive pulses had to be removed through 

this layer whose thermal conductivity was not as good as that 

of the Csl window, hence excessive annealing occurred. However, 

with pulse pressures below 400 torr tailing of the Beer's law 

graph did not occur even for considerable thicknesses of matrix.

The angle at which the gas sample was deposited onto the 

cooled window was varied. No difference was observed between 

45° and 90° but deposition normal to the window was adopted.

The following conditions were adherred to during the quantitative 

experimentation. \ ■

!: ' ■ ■  . ■ ■■■ : :
!
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(i) A deposition temperature of 20 K.

(ii) Initial pulse size of approximately 400 torr.

(iii) Pulsing at one minute intervals.

(iv) The injection needle was placed just outside the 

radiation shield which had been modified to allow maximum . 

transmission of energy through the Csl deposition window. Using 

this method good Beer's law plots were obtained (Fig. 8.1).

)
t

8.3 Results

Experimentation was carried out initially using methylamine 

as the sample gas to test the reproducibility of the technique.

An M/A ratio of 100 was used with nitrogen as the matrix 

gas. Pulsing was carried out as previously described and the 

spectrum run over the strongest absorbing region (at 816 cm”*) 

between each pulse. A calibration graph was drawn of micromoles 

deposited against peak height absorbance. The experiment was 

repeated and using the previous calibration graph to calculate 

amount deposited from peak height absorbance, the error of 

estimated and calculated was ±3% (Fig. 8.2).

■ Calibration experiments for ammonia, methylamine and 

ethylamine were carried out for all the strong bands in the 

spectrum of each isolated molecule (Figs. 8.3(a) - 8.3(c)).

Good Beer's law plots were obtained in each case. Once the 

calibration graphs had been made for each molecule, mixtures of 

the amines were made up with an overall M/A ratio of 100. Hence 

with a known ratio of methylamine/ethylamine in nitrogen an 

experiment was carried out to estimate the amount of the two 

molecules present by the P.M.I. technique using the calibration 

graphs of each molecule.



Fig. 8.1 Beer's Law Graph for some Bands in the Spectrum of 
Methylamine in a Nitrogen Matrix at 20 K
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Fig. 8.2 Graph of Optical Density of the NH2 Wagging Mode at 
at 816 cm“*- versus y moles of Methylamine deposited
at 20 K
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Fig. 8.3 (a) Calibration Graphs for Ammonia in Nitrogen at 20 K

r-
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Fig. 8.3 (b) Calibration Graphs for Methylamine in Nitrogen at 20 K

CO
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Fig. 8.3 (c) Calibration Graphs for Ethylamine in Nitrogen at 20 K



From the results it was immediately apparent that although 

the correct amount of ethylamine could be estimated from its 

calibration graph, there appeared to be less methylamine than 

calculated for the pulse size. This result was confirmed for 

several other experiments using fresh samples of methylamine/ 

ethylamine mixtures at overall M/A ratios of 100 in nitrogen.

Since the frequency of the calibration band for methylamine 

did not shift it is unlikely that hydrogen bonding between 

ethylamine and methylamine affected the intensity of the methyl- 

amine calibration band and not the frequency. However ethylamine 

might affect the spectrum of the methylamine molecule by distortion 

of the matrix.i!
A series of experiments were carried out to investigateI ■ '

the effect of changing the M/A ratio on the monomer bands of 

methylamine, ethylamine and ammonia (chapters 4, 6 and 7).

Theoretically the relative intensities of all the monomer 

bands for a particular molecule isolated in a site in a matrix 

should remain the same no matter what M/A ratio is used.

Figs. 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6 show the results of these experiments. 

The intensity of the strongest monomer band at 816 cm * for a 

nitrogen matrix (corresponding to the NHg wagging vibration) 

relative to other monomer bands appears to be extremely M/A 

dependent, while other monomer bands studied for methylamine 

behave normally. Fig. 8.7 demonstrates that the calibration 

plot of a "normal" monomer band of methylamine is independent 

of the matrix ratios. No similar effect for the monomer bands 

ofammonia or ethylamine was found on changing the M/A ratio«

These experiments were repeated for an argon matrix 

(chapters 4, 6 and 7) but no effect similar to that in the
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Fig. 8.4 Plot of Relative Optical Denaity of some MonomertBands of
Methylamine in Nitrogen at 20K versus M/A Ratio '
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Fig. 8.5 Plot of Relative Optical Density of some Monomer Bands
of Ethylamine in Nitrogen versus M/A ratio
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Fig. 8.7 Plot of Optical Density versus fi mols of Methylamine 
Deposited



nitrogen matrix was observed. Fig. 8.8 shows the comparison 

of nitrogen results with those of argon for methylamine.

It would appear that some kind of interaction of the 

methylamine molecule in the nitrogen matrix is affecting the 

intensity of the NH2 wagging mode without causing a shift in 

frequency.

As a check, instead of using peak height absorbance as a 

measure of intensity, the area of absorbance under the H/A ratio 

dependent band for methylamine (816 cm *) was measured. Since 

datalogging facilities were available it was a straight-forward 

matter to obtain a tape output of the region of interest and 

integrate the separate bands by using program COL IB.

Although absolute intensities of the isolated bands could 

not be measured, Fig. 8.9 clearly shows that both integrated 

and peak height absorbance show that intensification of the 

816 cm * band is occurring as the M/A ratio is increased.

There seems therefore some kind of interaction which is 

occurring between methylamine and the nitrogen molecules increas

ing the intensity of the NH2 wagging vibration without shifting 

the frequency. Unfortunately, no bands were observable in the 

Raman for this region and no apparent increase in intensity of 

the Raman bands for the NH2 stretching vibration was observable 

over the range of M/A ratios studied.

An increase in intensity of the NH2 wagging vibration 

necessarily implies a corresponding increase in the change of * 

dipole moment with the appropriate normal coordinate. It is 

surprising that such a large change can occur without any apparent 

effect on the frequency of this mode or on the intensities of 

other modes associated with the NH2 group* *
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Fig. 8.8 Comparison of the M/A Dependence of the NH^ Wagging Mode
for Methylamine in Argon and Nitrogen matrices
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Fig. 8.9 Comparison of Integrated and Peak Height Absorbance for 
the Band at 816 cm"1 for Methylamine in Nitrogen at 20 K

M/A ratio
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Fig. 8.10 Infrared Spectra of a Mixture of Ammonia, Methylamine and

Ethylamine in Nitrogen at 20 K compared to the corresponding 
gas-liquid Chromatographic Analysis



For methylamine in nitrogen the intensity increase for -
i f

the monomer band associated with the NHj wagging mode as a 

function of M/A ratio cannot be directly associated with adja

cent guest interactions (i.e. ammonia, methylamine, ethylamine 

interactions) since this effect would be expected to perturb 

the frequency or cause splitting of the band and this is not 

observed. It is thought that the effect of M/A ratio changes is 

to vary the degree of distortion of the nitrogen lattice and 

hence the interactions between the nitrogen molecules and the 

methylamine molecule. Further investigation of this phenomena 

was not undertaken since no theoretical considerations for the 

effect,could be applied.

8.4 Conclusion

The pulse deposition method for analysis of primary amines 

is satisfactory for vibrational transitions of monomer species 

which are not affected by the degree of dilution or by inter- 

molecular interactions. Unfortunately these transitions may 

not be best suited to quantitative studies since they may not
i ' .•

give the strongest bands. Nitrogen gives better isolation and 

avoids the complications of rotational and multiple site splitting 

of the bands of the amines.

Comparison of the observed intensities of the bands in the 

spectrum with calibration sensitivities for the particular bands 

enabled estimates to be made of the concentrations of the iden

tified conponents of a mixture of the amines studied. Using this 

method, comparison of the monomer bands which were not affected 

by the M/A ratio in nitrogen allowed in the case of the methylamine/ 

ethylamine mixtures, the number of nmoles deposited for each molecule

2 4 8



Co be estimated to within ±5% using the appropriate calibration 

graphs.

Qualitative analysis of a gaseous mixture of amines can 

be carried out by comparison of the P.M.I. spectrum of the 

mixture with those of the suspected components. On this argu

ment the P.M.I. technique has obvious applications as a supple

ment to gas chromatography since the three amines in this work 

have similar retention times and only one peak is available 

for identification whereas several absorptions occur in the 

nitrogen matrix for each molecule. Fig. 8.10 demonstrates the 

qualitative use of the P.M.I. technique. A spectrum of a mixture 

of ammonia, methylamine and ethylamine in nitrogen at M/A ratio 

of 1000 at 20 K is compared to the corresponding gas-liquid 

chromatographic analysis.



APPENDIX 1

Surface pretreatment prior to "Araldite" bonding

The Araldite resins adhere firmly to most materials and 

bonds of considerable strength may be obtained solely after the 

removal of grease and surface deposits.

(a) Glass and metal surfaces

The surfaces to be bonded are degreased with acetone 

roughened with emery cloth and washed again with acetone.

(b) Polytetrafluoroethylene tubing

The surface to" bonded is degreased with acetone and allowed 

to dry. The tubing is then dipped into "Bond Aid" etchant for 

30 secs (preferably under an atmosphere of nitrogen to avoid 

unnecessary oxidation of the etchant). After this time, the 

tubing is removed and washed with ethanol, to remove any traces 

of the etchant. The tubing is then washed in acetone and allowed 

to dry.

The premixed Araldite resins may now be applied to the 

surfaces. The Araldite usually cures in 24 hours forming 

excellent vacuum tight bonds.



APPENDIX 2
Specifications for the Type 4-366 General Purpose Pressure Transducer.

¿Put Parameters High Pressure Range Low Pressure Range

Pressure Ranges Ibf/in1 (p.s.i.)
0 -75  to 0-10.000 
Standard Ranges are:
0-75,100,150. 250,500,1,000,1.500. 
2,500, 3,500, 5,000 and 10,000

Absolute and Sealed Gauge

Ibf/in1 (p.s.i.)
0 —10 to 0—50 
Standard Ranges are:

. 0 -10 .15 .25 .50

Absolute and Vented Gauge
PfiAssure lim its Two times rated pressure when applied for 3 minutes shall not cause a zero set to

exceed 0.5% F.R.O.

Crei®sure Media Armco 17-4PH stainless steel Armco 17-4PH and 15-7M O  
stainless steels

Electrical Excitation 
^aximum Electrical 

v^citation ___________ _

impedance .•

10 V. D.C, or A.C. r.m.s. carrier frequency 0-20,000 Hz

12 V, D.C. or A.C. r.m.s. without damage

Is-
¿ btput ________
S^ÎÎRange Output

3500 nominal, 3300 minimum

40 m V+20%  -1 0 %  open circuit at rated excitation and +25*C

¿sidual Unbalance Within ± 5 %  of F.R.O. at zero pressure and +25*C

Jj^tura! Frequency 
.M echanical)

¿'Pedance! Z“"*"-

Above 15,000 Hz Above 10,000 Hz

3500 ±10%  at 25’C

¿^elution Infinite

^on-Linearity & Hysteresis Combined effects of non-linearity 
and hysteresis shall not exceed 
±0.5% F.R.O.

Combined effects of non-linearity 
and hysteresis shall not exceed 
±1.0% F.R.O.

Jhvironmental
Compensated Temperature
oange

Oto 120*C
K-S
1Operational Temperature -54*C  to +120*C

Thermal Zero Shift Within 0.035% F.R.O./*C over
compensated temperature range

Within 0.050% F.R.O./'C over
compensated temperature range

» Thermal Sensitivity Shift Within 0.035% F.R.O./*C over
compensated temperature range

Within 0.050% F.R.O./’C over
compensated temperature range

Steady Acceleration At 10Og the response wilf not exceed 
0.02% F.R.O./g.

At 100g the response will not exceed 
0.05% F.R.O./g.

Unear Vibration At 35g sinusoidal vibration from 
5 to 2,000 Hz (limited by half-inch 
double amplitude) the response is 
less than 0,06% F.R.O./g.

At 35g sinusoidal vibration from 
5 to 2,000 Hz (limited by half-inch 
double amplitude) the response' is 
less than 0.08% F.R.O./g.

Ambient pressures of 2x F.R. will not 
damage the transducer

Altitude Ambient pressures of 2xF.R., or 
180  p.s.i., whichever is less, will not 
damage the transducer
100% Relative Humidityhumidity Absolute units 100%; vented gauge 

units also 100% if cable end is protec
ted from moisture.

Mechanical Shock

f I D U  I I U I I I  I I I U I D I U I U .

,000g half sine wave pulse for a duration of one millisecond will not damage the 
________________________transducer._______

physical
Electrical Connection Integral seolod cable assombly in standard longths of 1m or 3m, Other lengths 

to spocial ordor. Maximum continuous operating temperature 100*C,

Insulation Resistance 500MQm inim umat85 V. D.C. over compensated temperature range.

Weight 142 gms, with 1m cable assembly.
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CALC IB

This program calculates the amount of matrix sample 
deposited from the Raman pulse matrix isolation sampling system. 

Input parameters:
1) Number of pulses required. .
2) Initial pressure in the sample bulb (torr).
3) Temperature (K).
4) M/A ratio used.
5) Volume of bulb (mis).
6) Volume of "measured volume" (mis).

Output:

The program calculates the amount of sample deposited 
after each pulse, and the total amount deposited.

CALC 1BJ 
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" I j
"WEAL" X,XX,K,MA/N>P;T,VI#V2;
"PRINT"
*N P TEMP M/A VI V2 #L* * I
"READ" N,P#T,MA,V1jV2J 
"BEGIN" •
"ARRAY" A#B C1 :N3J ‘
X X :=AC13:=BC13;=1; X := V1/(VI+ V2)i K :=(235.54*P>/(T*MA>J 
"PRINT" "L2* TGRR. UM. TOT UM.'L*'J 
"FOR" I : =2 "STEP" r'UNTIL" N "DO"
"BEGIN" .

XX:=xx*x;
B C13:=XX j
AC 13: =XX+AC1-13; *

"END"J
"i-Oh" I : = 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO"
"PRINT" SAMEL I NEi A LI GNED(3/2).»P*BCI 3 , ALI GNED(2,3) * K*B C I 3 # K*A C I 3 #
"END"J
"END"
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Procedure decode (Wnum, Trans)

Each data word from the DDR-1C consists of:
(i) A coded wavenumber value.
(ii) A coded transmission value.
(i) Decoding of the wavenumber value depends on which 

range of the spectrometer is in operation. The computer decides 
in which range the point lies and decodes it accordingly.

(ii) The transmission scale is linear over a smaller 
range than the scale on the spectrometer, the computer decodes 
the transmission value to correspond with the reading on the 

chart paper.
A procedure for decoding the data words from the DDR-1C

' ' i
in the Elliot 903 computer is given below.

"PROCEDURE" DECODE<WNUM* TRANS>J • '
’’REAL" WNUM,TRANS;
"BEGIN"

... • "REAL" R,S,TT 
"SWITCH"ZZ:=UUT ;
."IF" WNUM "LE" 99800 "AND" WNUM "GE" 78000 "THEN" 
,"BEGIN"

TT:=5000iS:=99752;R:*0.142857143;
"GOTO" OUT J

"END";
"IF" WNUM "LE" 75000 "AND" WNUM "GE" 52000 "THEN" 
"BEGIN"

TT:=2500;S:=74552;R:=0.071428571;
"GOTO" OUT;

"END";
"IF" WNUM "LE" 50000 "AND" WNUM "GE". 28000 "THEN" 
"BEGIN"

TT:=1000;S:=49352;R:=0.028571429;
"GOTO" OUT;

"END";
"IP" WNUM "LE" 25000 "AND" WNUM "GE" 3000 "THEN" 
"BEGIN"

TT:=500;S:=24152;R:=0.014285714;
"GOTO" OUT;

"END";
OUT :

WNUM:=TT-(<S-WNUM)*R);
TRANS:=<TRANS-35>/9.3;
‘"END";
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SRCH 2A

Input parameters

1) Number of bands to be searched.

2) Number of points to be scanned (usually 10-20 is 

sufficient).

3) Wavenumber limit of the band search (usually 2 cm *).

4) If plot of scanned points required then 1 otherwise 2.

5) Approximate wavenumber value of the band centres to be 

searched in descending magnitude.

Output
-11) Prints the search values (cm ) and the band centres 

found (cm ^).

2) Plot of scanned points if required in (4).
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I

SRCH 2A;
"BEGIN”
"HEAL" MAX,MIC,MIN,SET,D,WW,TT; .
"INTEGER" I,J,NUM,X,STOP,PRINT;
"COMMENT' DECLARATION OF DECODE;
"PROCEDURE" DECODE(WNUM, TRANS)t •
"REAL" WNUM, TRANS;
"BEGIN"

"REAL" R,S,TT; ■
"SWITCH"ZZ:=OUT;
"IF" WNUM "LE" 99800 "AND" WNUM "GE" 78000 "THEN" 
"BEGIN"

TT:=5000;S:=99752;R:=0 «142857143;
"GOTO" OUTJ "END";.

"IF" WNUM "LE" 7 bO 0 0 "AND" WNUM "GE" 52000 "THEN" 
"BEGIN"

TT:=2500;S:=74552;R:=0.071428571 ;
"GOTO" OUT;

"END";
"IF" WNUM "LE" 50000 "AND" WNUM "GE" 28000 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" »

TT:=1000;S:=49352;R:=0.028571429;
"GOTO" OUT; • -

• "ENDMJ
"IF" WNUM "LE" 25000 "AND" WNUM "GE" 3000 "THEN" 
"BEGIN"

TT:=500;S:=24152;R:=0.014285714J 
"GOTO" OUT; ‘

"END"; '
OUT:

WNUM:=TT-<CS-WNUM)*R>;
TRANS ; = (TRANS-3 5)/9 »3;
"END";

"SWITCH" Z 8 = LÜ,L,LL,LLL;
"READ" NUM,X,SET,PRINT;

"BEGIN"
"ARRAY" W,TC1:X3,SC18NUM3;

"FOR" I : = 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUM "DO" ‘ "READ" SC I 3; 
STOP :=NOM; NUM: = 1 ;

L: . :
"READ" WW,TT;
DECODE(WW,TT>;
"IF" ABSCWW-SCNUM3)>2*SET "THEN" "GOTO" L;
"FOR" I : = 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" X "DO" "BEGIN"

• "READ" WW,TT;
DECODE<WW,TT);
WC13 :=WW; TC I 3 :=TT; 
"END";



LOS
"FQK" I 5 = 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" X-l "DO" "BEGIN"

WCI3:=WCI+13; 
T CI 3 s =TCI +13;

. "END";
"HEAD" WW* TT;
DECODEC WW* T T) 1 
"IF" ABSCWW-SCNUM3)>2*SET "THEN" "GOTO" L;
WCX3i=WW; TCX3:=TT;

• "IF" ABS<SC NUM 3 *• WCX"DI V"2 3 > <SET 
. "THEN" I:=6 "ELSE" _

"BEGIN"
"IF" CSCNUM3-WLX"DIV"23)>SET "THEN" "BEGIN"
"PRINT" "L2'N0 BAND FOUND*SET. VALUE EXCEEDED 

FQk BAND SEARCH VALUE OF**SAMELINE*FREEPQINT<6)*SCNUM3* 
'WAVENUMBER. 'L2* * t

"GOTO" LLLi . '
"END";
"GOTO" LO; ' . ,
"END";

LLs
"IF" I=X-5 "THEN" "GOTO" LQ; ,
"IF" TCI3«TCI+23 "AND" 1 C I 3 <T C I +3 3 "AND" T m < U I + 4 3  

, "AND" TCI 3<TCI+53. "AND" TCI3<TCI-23 "AND" TCI3<TCI-33
"AND" TCI 3 < T CI-43 "AND" TCI3<TCI-53 

• "THEN" "BEGIN"
MAX:=1000; MIN:=0;
"FOR" Js = 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" X "DO"

"BEGIN"
"IF" T C J3<MAX "THEN" "BEGIN"

MAX S *TCJ3; 
MICl=WCJ3;

"END";
"IF" TCJ3>MIN "THEN" MINl=TCJ3;

"END";
' "PRINT" "L2*BAND AT**SAMELINE*FKEEPOINT<6)* MIC* 'WAVENUMBER 

SEARCH VALUE-=*,SAMELINE*FREEPOINTC6)*SCNUM3* 'WAVENUMBER.*;
"IF" PRINT=1 "THEN" "FOR" I:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" X "DO"

"BEGIN"
D:=ENTIERC(CTCI3-MAX)*62/<MIN-MAX))+0.5);
"PRINT" FREEP0INTC6)*WCI3;
"FOR" J s = 1, "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" D "DG" "PHI NT" " B 1  60* * ; 
"PRINT" '** ;
"END";

‘ "END"
"ELSE" "BEGIN"

I : = I +1; '
* ‘ "GOTO" LL; • '

"END";.
LLL'S

NUM 5 =NUM+1 ;
STOP t=STOP-l;
"IF" STOP>0 "THEN" "GOTO" LO;
"END"; ' ...

"END"
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COL IB

Input parameters -

1) Maximum number of points to be integrated (<400).

2) 2 times the number of pairs of wavenumber values for

each integration. »

3) If smoothing required for

(a) The band points then 1 otherwise 0.

(b) The baseline points then 1 otherwise 0.

4) If repeat of (3) required then 1 otherwise 0.

5) If dummy baseline required then 1 otherwise 0. If 

(5) is 1 then input required baseline transmission 

value.

6) Wavenumber limits for each integration.

7) Band points terminated by -1000.

8) If (5) is 0 then input baseline points terminated by

- 1000.
9) If (4) is 1 then repeat (3) and (4) inputs only.

10) If (5) is 1 then input baseline transmission value 

for next integration.

11) If (5) is 0 then (7) to (11).

The program working is governed by the initial parameters 

these can be altered after each set of conditions has been 

carried out.

The program calculates the integrated absorptions between 

the wavenumber limits specified for separated matrix bands.



COL 1BJ 
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" I#N#X#NUM#CHECK#RPT #SMA#SMAA#SMB#SMBB#STOP#SET! 
"HEAL" B#H # W#1#I NT EG# MAX #MIC#BASE#BLi 
"SWITCH" Z:=L2#L3#L4#L5#LL5#L6#FI NISH!
"COMMENT" DECLARATIONS OF PROCEDURES NOW FOLLOWS! 
"PROCEDURE" DECODECWNUM#TRANS) 1 <■
"REAL" WNUM#TRANS!
"BEGIN"

"REAL" R# S# T T!
"SWITCH"ZZ:=OUTi

v  "IF" WNUM "LE" 99800 "AND" WNUM "GE" 78000 "THEN" 
"BEGIN"

TT 1=5000 !S:=99752iR:=0 . 1428571 43! '
. " "GOTO" OUT!,

"END"!
"IF" WNUM "LE" 75000 "AND" WNUM "GE" 52000 "THEN" 
"BEGIN"

TT:=2500!S:=74552!R:=0.071428571!
"GOTO" OUT!

"END”!
* "IF" WNUM "LE" 50000 "AND" WNUM "GE" 28000 "THEN" 

"BEGIN"
TT:=1000iS:=49352!R:=0.028571429!

' "GOTO" OUT!
"END"!
"IF" WNUM "LE" 25000 "AND" WNUM "GE" 3000 "THEN" 
"BEGIN"

TT:=500!S:=2415RiR*=0.014285714! y
"GOTO" OUT! •

"END"!
OUT:

WNUM:=TT-C(S-WNUM)*R) !
TRANS:=CTRANS-35)/9.3!
"END"!

"PROCEDURE".SMOOTH(NC#A>!
"VALUE" NC! "INTEGER" NCi "ARRAY" Ai 
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" I # J#N#O! "REAL"SUM! "ARRAY" INT#TE1:113!
"SWITCH"ZZZ:=L1# FIN!
"FOR" I: = 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 10 "DO" T£ I 3 l=ACI 3j 
Q:=429!
INTCQ3:=INTC113:=-36!
INTC23:=IN1C10 
INTE33:=INU93:=44!
INTC43:=INTC83:=69!
INTC53:=INTC73:=84!
INTC63:=89!
N:=5i J:=11!



LI; .
Tt 1 1 3 i *A C J 3 i
N:=n +1; SUM:=0•0J ”
"FÜR" I : = 1 "SIEP" 1 "UNTIL" 11 "DO"
SUM:=1 NICI3*TCI3+SUM;
ACJ-53:=TC63:=SDM/Qi
"IF" N=NC-5 "THEN" "GOTO" FIN;
"FÜR" I ; = 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" TO VDO" TCI 3: = TCI+ 13; 
J:=J+l;
"GUT□" Li;
FIN:
"END";
"PROCEDURE" TRANSPOSECNC.» A.*B) ;
"VALUE" NC; "INTEGER" NC; "ARRAY" A#B;
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" I#X; "REAL" MA.» MB * F> G* AA;
MA:=<ACNC3-AC 133/CNC-l );
MB:=(BCNC3-BC1])/<NC-l);
X : = - i ; A Ä : = A C 13;
"FOR"-1**1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NC "DO"
"BEGIN"

X:=X+1;
F:=MA*X +AA;
G:=MB*X+BCl3;

ACI3i=G+<ACI3-F>;
"END";
VEND"; .
"PROCEDURE" INTEGKATE(K#L#J*A*B>;
"VALUE" L ß ü i "INTEGER" J; "REAL" K,L; "ARRAY" A,BJ 
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" I,M; "REAL" SUM; *.
SUM:=LNCAC13/BC13)-LN<ACJ3/BCJ3);
M: = J-1;

"FOR" I:=2 "STEP" 2 "UNTIL". M "DO"
SUM:=SUM+4*LNCACI3/BCI3>+2*LNCACI+13/BCI+i3);
K:=SUM*L/3.0;

"END";
"PROCEDURE" SEARCH<N,A>B,C>X*Y>Z);
"VALUE" N; "INTEGER" N; "REAL"X,Y * I t "ARRAY" A*B#CJ 
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" j;
X:=1000;
"FOR" J:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DQ"
"BEGIN" •
"IF" ACJ3<X "THEN" "BEGIN"

X :=A C J 3;
Y:=BCJ3;
Z;=CCJ3;
"END";

"END";
"END";
"READ" N#XjSMA#SMB*RPT >SET;
"IF"' SET= 1 "THEN" "READ" BLJ 
STOP:-RPT; SMAAs =SMA; SMBB:=SMB;
"BEGIN"
"ARRAY" AW,AT,BTC1:N3,SCI:X3;
"FOR" Ii = 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" X "DO" "READ" SCI3J 
N:sNUM:* 1; CHECK:* 1;
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L2s . «
"HEAD" W» U  
DECODECW,T);
-IF" W>S C NUM ] "THEN" "GOTO" L2; '
AWCN]: = W; ,
ATCN]:=T;

L3 :
"READ"W* li 
DECODE(W/T > i

• "IF” W "GE" SCNUM+i3 "THEN" "BEGIN"
N:=N+1 ; i
AWCN]:=W;
AT C N]:= T; •
"GOTO" L3i 

‘ "END"
"ELBE". "BEGIN"

"IF" <N "DIV" 2)*2=N "THEN" "BEGIN" 1

L Ai

L5 :

LL5 :

N:=N+l;
' AWCN] :=W; AT C N]5 =T ;
"END";
"END";
"IF" SET=1 "THEN" "BEGIN"
"FOH" I ; = 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO" BTCI3:=BL; 
H:=CAWC1]-AWCN])/<N-l);
"GOTO" LL5;
"END"; •
"HEAD" B;
"IF" B = -1000 "THEN" "GOTO" L5 "ELSE" "GOTO" L4; 
"HEAD" W,T;
DECODEC W> 1 ) ; ..
"IF" W>SCNUM] "THEN" "GOTO" L5i '
"FÜH" Is = 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO"
"BEGIN" \
"HEAD" WiT;
DECODEC W# T) ;
BICI] : =T;
"END"; .
H:=CAWC1]-AWCN])/CN-l>;
"IF" CHECK»1 "AND" HPT=1 "ThtN

-1"' "BEGIN" - «LftU" SMA*SMBjHPT;"IF" SMA= 1 "THEN... .....
SMOOTHCN/AT);
"PHINT" "Ll'BAND POINTS SMOOTHED.';
"END" "ELSE" "PHINT" "Ll'BAND POINTS UNSMOOTHED.'i "IF" SMB=1 "THEN" "BEGIN" u 1
SMOQTHCN^BT);
"PHINT" "Ll'BASELINE POINTS SMOOTHED.';

"END" "ELSE” "PRINT” "L. 1' BASELINE POINTS UNSMOOTHED«* J 
" ^ S E - ^ E S i'n-6"" "PRINT" ' ^ ' T R A N S P O S I T I O N
TRANSPOSE!N*BT«AT)1 
SEAHCHCN^AT>AW^BT>MAX>MIC/BASE);
’̂PRINT" "LI'TRANSPOSITION OF BASELINE POINTS.'; ’ END ;

i



\

./ INTEGRATE« INTEG*H>N,BT *AT > i
"PRINT' "LI* INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS2* *SAMELI NE.» FREEPQI NT( 6) >H 
"LI'START OF INTEGRATION2*,SAMELINE,FREEPQINT(6),AW Cl 3* 'CM-1 
END OF INTEGRATIONS',SAMELINE,FREEPQINT<6>,AWCN3.»'CM-1 

NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE INTEGRATED2' *SAMELINE*N* *
INTEGRATED PEAK ABSORPTION FROM*,SAMELINE,FREEPQINTC6>*AWCi3# 
'CM-1 TCi ' >SAMELINE# FREEPOI NT< 6).»AWC N3 .»'CM-1 =* *SAMELINE* 
FREEPQINT(6)>INTEG;

"IF" SET "NE" 1 "THEN"
"PRINT" "LI' BAND AT*/SAMELI NE* FREEPQI NT < 6) jMIC#
'WAVENUMBER.
PEAK HEIGHT ABSORPTION AT*,SAMELINE#FREEPOINT<6)#MIC# 'CM-1*** 
LNCBASE/MAX ) » "L2* '  i

CHECK:=CHECK+1i
"IF" RPT = 1 "THEN" "GOTO" LL5;

L6:
."READ" B i

■ "if" b =-1000 "THEN" NUM:=NUM+2 "ELSE" "GOTO" L6J 
: "IF" NUM>X "THEN" "GOTO" FINISH;
"FOR" I s = 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N.."D0"

.• ‘ - BTCN3 :=AWCN3 : =ATCN3 :=0 *0i
"IF" SET=1 "THEN" "READ" BL;
CHECKs=l; RPT:=STOPi N: = li SMA:=SMAA; SMB:*SMBBJ 
"GOTO" L2;
"END"; ■

FINISH:
' "END"

n
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